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conference committee will take the best
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Senatepassed tax bill is heading for a conparts from the Senate bill and the best
from the $16.3 billion version passed by
ference committee where negotiators
will be working against the calendar
the House,"We can have an acceptable
and the threat of a veto to put together a
tax bill which I will sign."
-compromise tax cut just in time fir
••
"election day,
New .figures by congressional aides
The Senate measure, which would - estimate the Senate bill would result in
reduce taxes by $29.3 billion in 1979,
a $285 tax cut in 1979 for a typical fourincludes cuts for most individuals, a
member family earning $17,500,
heavy reduction in capital gains taxes - compared with $115 in the House bill. At
investia s and new tax relief for - 828,000,the Senate tatcut would be $316
businesses.
and the House cut $146.
The bill was passed on an 86-4 vote
For a married couple with no
Tuesday night, a few hours after
children and earning $20,000, the Senate
President Carter described it as
bill would mean a tax cut of $239 while
unacceptably Jarge.
the House cut would be $81,. A single
He told a news conference that if the
person at $20,000 would get $147 ,wider

OPTIMISTS HONORED - The highlight of the annual Murray Optimist Club installation banquet held at Kenlake
Hotel Tuesday was the naming of the'Optimist of the Year and the 'Rookie of the Year' recipients. Above left, emthe
cee Mac Fitts presents-the Optimist of the Year award to Jim Fain and at_right,_john Hill receives the Rookie of
year asvaltt-111-fire phillitrhetan'iricbmink president koi-teiber, reft receiyeV..ifie gayerfrom outgraing club
president Mike Baker,Seated in front of Baker and Seiber is incoming secietarydreasurer David Travis and to his
right are Mrs. Travis and Mrs. Seiber. John Dale, minister of the 7th and Poplar Church of Christ, was guest speaker
for the occassion and entertainment was provided by Johnny*Cannon arid Jane Bailey of the Community Theatre.

City Gets $210,000:Grant
For Clarks River Project
A $210,000 state grant to the city of
* Murray to be used to dredge and clean
..channels on the East-Fork of theClarlcs
River has been announced by Gov.,
Julian Carroll.
According to officials from the state
, Department for Natural Resources and
Environmental Protection, this project
will alleviate flooding which currently
affects 1,000 homes and 50 'businesses.
These channel improvements are one
of 16 projects chosen for third round
funding under the Community Flood
Damage Abatement Program. At the
_request of Oov. Carroll, the 1976
General Assemply established this
program to combat nuisance flooding
problems that plague many Kentucky
communities. Gov. Caroll included
funds in his budget request to the 1978
legislature to continue the program.
The City of Murray will contribute
1105.000 in local funds toward this
project.
Much of the city contribution Is expetted to be in the form of "in-kind"
labor. The state funds will be used for

Murray Board To
Meet With Faculty
Prior To Session
rneye in
Closing arguments from
police officer and made the purchases
as part of an investigation by state and
the case were being heard late this
morning and the trial was expecte to
federal authorities, according to
,
go to the jury this afternoon.
,reports of the trial.
'\
-sscoker testifed that he bought two
A U.S. Grand Jury earlier this year
filrokn April 12. Those films depicted
indicted Clevenger, along with Donald
Traywick of Paris, Tenn., using
femalei- gaged in various sex acts
with anima testimonn showed.
evidence In _a_ case Murray Police
Department initiated.
Evidence shbwed the films in
Both men operated a business on 15th
question came froni4rm called LW
Street near the Murray State
Sales of Chicago, repob.4dicate.
University campus called Fantasy Isle,
The defendant also fatc state
Planning Commislion
described by Jones as stocking T-shirts,
charges in connection with an alleged
records, magazines and other items of
prostitution ring operating in the city of
To Meet Tuesday Night
general - interest to young persons,
Murray. Those charges are still penaccording to reports.
according to reports.
ding,
The Murray Planning Commission
Local, state and federal authorities
will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 17, in
arrested the pair July 28.
the Council Room of the City Hall.
Traywick, according to a court
Items on the agenda include public spokesman, has pleaded
guilty to
hearings on rezoning requests of Edwin :Charges against him but Judge Edward
and Edna Robinson, 1010 Payne St.,- H. Johnstone has deferred his final
from R-2 to B-2 and from the city ctruling on the plea until Nov. 6.
Murray for property on U. S. 641 North, According to reports Traywick is
where the Sanitation Department is
Saturday, Oct. 14, will be "Parents'
scheduled to testify in Clevenger's trial.
presently located, from R-4 to B-2.
at Murray State University and
Day"
Murray police officer David Coker
A discussion of a proposed amendthan 700 parents of Murray
more
testified in the first day of the trial
ment to the Murray Zoning Ordinance
are expected on the campus as
students
Tuesday and told of how he visited the
to include privately owned outdoor
of
guests the university throughout the
business on a number of occasions
recreational facilities as conditional
and the Racer-Middle Tennessee
day
earlier this year and bought assorted
uses in some zones and an amendment allegedly pornographic materials. At
football game in Roy Stewart Stadium
to the John Pasco Subdivision are also
that evening..
first Coker didn't reveal himself as a
on the agenda.
A number of special activities and
campus tours have been planned for the
entertainment of the parental visitors.
Among these La a 2.:45 p.m. faculty jazz
. trio in the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Two Sections-24 Pages
Annex., and a reception, sponsored by
This is hiational School Lunch Week and in conjunction
the School Relations Office in the Racer
with the observance, The Murray Ledger & Times today
Room of the stadium from 1 until 3 p.rti.
devotes a full page detailing school lunch activities
• The day will open at 9 a.m. with open
locally. See rage 1-B of today's edition.
house being observed until noon in all
residence halls, academic departments
and in the fraternity and sorority
houses. F'rom 10 a.m. until noon, tours
the stadium complex will be conof
Cloudy today with showers
chicted.
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Mild Friday and Saturday turThe Christian County band, attired in
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Spanish-styled
Opinion
Page
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.
morning lows in the 50s Friday
Sports .......... 10-A, 11-A, I2-A
and !nun:,literally have appeared from
and Saturday and in the upper 40s
iiitrOn-aIrytelevisted five times during the last
seven years, and its out-state ap-

PADUCAH -- Defense attorneys
completed presentation of their
evidence in U.S. District Court here this
morning in the trial of Charles Wesley
Clevenger, Coldwater Road, Murray,
charged with interstate transport of
alleged obscene material.
• • Prveseuting attorneys Albert Jones
and Fred Partin finished presenting
their evidence Tuesday.

inside toda

Murray Board of Education officials
are scheduled to meet with the faculty
at Robertson Elementary Thursday
night prior to beginning a regular board
session.
During the regular session, slated to
begin at 8 p.m., board members are
expected to discuss a city school system
insurance program for both unemployment and Workmen's Compensation insurance; they're slated to
hear a treasurer's report and consider
routine bills, obligations and transfers,
according to a board agenda.
The meeting with Robertson faculty
is a continuation of a board practice of
meeting with teachers throughout a
ache* year.
asemamesiamma..

pearances include the Orange Bowl,
Rose Bowl, Macy's Thanksgiving Day
Parade in New York and the Peach
Bowl in Atlanta.
The band is highly competitive,
winning a total of 49 trophies last year
alone. Presently, the band is undefeated in two competitions, having
won contests at Lone Oak High School
and in Gadsden, Ala.
Itadrum majors are Frank Self and
Tracy Kelly, while Carolyn Ledford, a

things such as tile, rip-rap, weed
control chemicals, :retaining struc•
- tures, etc.
The improvements will be mainly
concentrated on tributaries of the
Clarks River. According to city planner
Steve Zea, the city plans to begin ,the
dredging and upgrading at the city
limits in the Industrial Road area and
work toward the west on the tributaries
to the western city limits.
The grant will allow the city to
upgrade all creeks flowing through the
city,Ze a said.

Jean Blankenship
_Named Chairman
__Otiocial:Pcirk Board
Jean Blanketahlp_ has been named
chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County Parks Board succeeding
District Judge Sid Easley.
The election of Mrs. Blankenship
came during a city-county parks board
meeting Tuesday evening.
Parks , board officials also elected
E.L. Howe Jr. vice chairman of the
board, while Betty Baker was named
treasurer and. Carolyn Adams,
secretary.
Other persons sitting on the board
that is responsible for management of
the parks and recreation facilities in
Murray Calloway County include Gil
Hopson and Billy Erwin, county fiscal
court magistrates, Billy Balentine and
Dick George, city councilmen, Chester
McCuiston, Stan Key *and Buddy
Hewitt. Gary Hohrnan is director of the
parks system.
In other action, parks board members heard a-report on a suggested bike
motor cross area for the parks system.
Board members referred that to the
safety committee of Murray City
Council.
The city-county parks board meets
the second Tuesday of each month and
their sessions are open to the public.

junior, is the featured twirler.
Bill Fisher,a native of Rossville, Ga.,
and •a graduate of Austin Peay
University is in his first year as the
band's director after four years as an
assistant to Jim Wright, currently a
graduate student at Murray State.
The band will present a Spanishoriented program of four numbers. The
first, "Espirito del Toro," will feature
Carol Van Ribber in a trumpet Solo and

showers likely

today's
index

the Senate bill and $105 in the House
version.
The $29.3. billion price tag on the bill
compares with the $16.3 billion passed
by the House and the $20 billion level
proposed most recently by the Carter
administration:Sen. Russell B. Long, floor manager,
of the bill, told reporters that SenateHouse conferees will begin work on the
tax legislation Thursda_y_ and likely-will
be unable to finish before sometime
Saturday - when Congress hopes to
adjourn for the year and hit the campaign trail.
After the compromise clears the
conference, it still is subject to a final
vole in the Reuse and senate._
Despite their differences, the Senate
and House bills agree on at least four
major priorities. Both would:
-Replace the current $35-per-person
individual tax credit 'as well as the
optional credit of up to $180) anti -the
$750 exemption with a $1,000-per-person
exemption.
-Increase the standard deduction,
which is esed by taxpayersIrrho domotitemize. This'wouldgo up to $2,300 for
single persons -and 63,4001 for Couples
filing a joint return.
See TAXES,
Page 16-A,Coliimn 5

Head Start Grant
Approved For City
School Program
The Murray Board of Education will
receive a federal grant of $110,073 -to
provide a full-year, part-day Head Start
program, according to an announcement from-Peter D. Conn, state
secretary for human resources.
Head Start programs provide
preschool training for children from
low-income families. Under federal
t.
,
guidiatam, these programa simpt
provide nutritional, medical, social and
dental services the children might
require. A portion of the grant will
support special services for handicapped children.
The funds are awarded under the
Head Start, Economic Opportunity and
Community -Partnership Act of 1974.

City Council To Meet On Thursday
The Murray Common Council will
. 12, in
.
meet at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Ocl
the Council Room of the City Hall.
The agenda includes a recommendation for bid acceptance for
construction of the central garage;
contract for the Hazel Water District; a
report on bills payable, general fund,
revenue sharing fund, and gas and
water systems; first reading of
Ordinance Number 673 dealing with
rate adjustment and building permits;
and an appointment to the Murray
Housing Authority.

the band's color guard in its "Rockford
Files" routine.
The second, "Copa Cabana," is a
Latin number featuring six of the band
members in solo parts and Miss Ledford in a twirler's dance routine. "Feels
So Good," originally played Chuck
Mangione, will be the next, followed by
"Russian Bottle Dance" from the stage
production, "Fiddler on the Roof," and
in the bottle
featuring the color guard
, _
dance. • _
The "Parents' Day" observance le
the fourth of six regional promotions
being carried out this season at the 1978
Racers' home games. October 14 is the
traditional Homecoming WeekendAnd
Nov. 18, when the Racers play rival
Western Kentucky, will be observed as
News Media Appreciation Day.
For additional information regarding
any of the Parents Day , activities,
contact the School Relations Office,
Murray State University, Murray, Ky.
42071. The telephone number is 762-2896.

Schools To Be
Closed Friday
. SAMPLE RECIPE - Mrs. Don Bennett and Bill Boyd are pictured as they •
sampled the internationally famous recipe Elapanas Foster from Brennan's
in New Orleans. Mr. Boyd, noted for his c ufinary feats, will prepare the
flaming dessert on stage all three evening, at the Holiday Inn for the
audience of the dinner theatre "Thurber Carnival" presented by jhe
a -County CommunirtVir:11ennett is serving as
-MU y 61143-WY
Chairman of the Food Committee along with Mt A:W. Simmons, jf., and
Mrs. Alan Moffett. See related story in today's edition,Page 13-A,

All .schools in the Calloway County
and the Murray City School Systems .•
will be closed on Friday, Oct. 13, due to
the meeting of the First Diatrict
Education Association at Murray State
'
Classes will resume in all schools on
Monday,'Oct. 16, according to,olEicials
of both school systems.

•
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II% Alfred Lindsey, Jr.
Hostess.For PEO Chapter"

Twenty-one members and
taai gw•E,!7Yet
. Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr., for
the °etehee second meeti
ng of
Chepter M, of the P.E.O.

Sisterhood.

Mrs.

Let's S_Iya Well

Dr. F.J.L. BL.KS1NGAM

Blood Pressure Elevation
_May Btthout Symptoms

James
_--

aosies.s,
Following the meeting and
program, delicious refreshQ. Mr. R. M. writes that "65-plus," and some other identify them as a mixed
ments of pie and coffee were
his father was recently terms that are applied in group fix.hibiting "all sorts
served IE.= a table covered
examined and, much to his IdenUiying older persons, and conditions"" of men
with an old fiudtiensd quilt
surprise, was found to esliecially in health-care and women.
centered with an arrangement
have high blood pressure. • articles. _
I recently saw this group
pyrocantha Wrist_
She makes a plea for the -Ofieltizens referred to as
Mr. R. M. asks, "What
Members of the Cbapter
are the- symptoms of this use of terms that do not _"later-life adults."
-have accepted an invitation to
disease? Dees it run in imply 'Tlecond-class,
be guests of Chapter P.
families and should I be worn-out persons wtth litPaducah, on October 19,
tle useful life remaining
examined for it?"
meeting in the lakeside home
For Information
A. High blood pressure for them."
of Mrs:Phillip Hamilton.
(hypertension) is a Cbmappla
your
conA.
I
ud
Regarding
Mrs. George Hart reported
mon, relatively serious, cept. Perhaps the English
correspondence
with a
chronic disease that is si- language lacks a single
Nigerian woman, formerly a
lent and without symp- appropriate word. .
stu,deet at Murray State
toms, especially in its
Our vocabularies reflect
(Permanent
University, - concerning
early stages. Even so, the the current ideas we have
ts for ,a _loan to
elevated blood pressure toward older persons.
Removal of Hair)
finance graduate study which
brings thickening of -the. _Many of them are active,
nay be arranged through the
walls-of the arteries. Later healthy, productive,. and-BASKET WEAVING WORKSHOP—Fifteen
persons "attended the basket weaving
P.E.O. Sisterhood.
co_mplications of high happy, and our description
workshop by the Calloway County Home
makers Clubs on Oct. 3 at the Calloway
b%od pressure include of them should readily
The officers of the Chapter, County Extension office
. The workshop was directed by Betty Palme
heart disease, stroke:69nd
r. Among those
-by- --91-rx.- -ttirdsey, attending were;
plauredieft to right, MUrlene (TutUlid,I
kidney failure.
TTolabrenz,lolge-Fru oac
president, took part in a to camera,and
loan Brun.
High blood pressure ofcerem
onial
P.E.O. practice.
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ten is inherited and it does
Those participating were Mrs.
staff Photo by Debbie N.tee
IT SIMI
MOOT SOD
,run in families. Therefore,
Robert' T. Bryan, vice- .
TWIT WA T
you should be examined.
president; Mrs. John
Taking the blood pressure
quertermous, laecording
t.Z.Zte—Cant
—several times is often nec—sekcfelarYrigrs.IT. L. Oakley,
:be sere-of
corresponding secretary;
.-- diagnosis. Dizziness, headMrs.
Lewis
Bossing,
''ache, ringing in the ears,
treasurer; Mrs. Harlan
flushing of the skin, and
Hodges, chaplain; and Mrs.
other •signs and symptoms
Enthusiasm fit- inhat they
Lame N. Clark, guard.
wife andMother..
are not reliable in predictmaintenance fee.
Bonus
Mrs. Henry McKenzie, a saw being accomplished was
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,
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rs of native, ,said
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able which, when taken
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Freeman, immediate past the Home Department of_the could very easily have been
a Anonymous." Instead of the regularly over a period-of -Murray Woman's Club at their
president of Chapter M.
part of the Houston group.
usual meal at the October years (usually for the reGuests present were Mrs. regular meeting, Thursday,
Chairman Betty Boston breakfast, hostesses will serve mainder of a person's life),
Sept.
21.
Speak
ers were Kizzie opene
Gerald D. Hudder, a member
d the business session donuts or sweet rolls and can keep the blood pres-,
Cantrell and Mary ..tane
of Chapter BX, Salina,_Litt
after the secretary received coffee, it was decided by the sure normal or at a tolerle=
Kansas; and Mrs. John
several names to be tabled for members, in keeping with the able level.
Cantrell
gave ptential membe
O'Brien, Chapter DU, Great- Mrs.
rs. Secretary new house kitchen plan.
Words Describing Older
backg
round
of her interest in
Bend. Kansas.
Margaret
Taylo
r
read
Mrs. Laura Jennings gave Citizens
women
aspec
any
t
of
their
Other members attending
life- minutes of last meeting and 23 the devoti
on on the Lord's
Q. Mrs. A. D. says she
were Miss Ann Herron, Mrs. She has been involved in their members answered her roll Praye after
r
she had all ladies resents the use of "senior
probl
ems
during
the
2.5
years
A.C. LaFollette, Mrs. Paul
call. She also read a letter of repeat the prayer aloud.
citizen," "the elderly,"
W. Sturm, Mrs. Maurice P. she has been a teacher. A resignation from Mrs. Walter
The hostes., Mrs. Nix
native
Londo
of
n,
Ky.,
she
is
a
Christopher, Mrs. A. H. TitWilson which was accepted Crawford, Mrs. Max Hurt,
sworth, Mrs. William S. counsellor for the Head Start with regret by the membe
rs. Mrs. Lora Arnold and Mrs.
Major, Mrs. L. J. Hortin, Mrs. Program at Murray State Mrs. Wilson fell last fall and Marga
ret Taylor, served
Univer
sity, a wife and a
Frank A. Stubblefield, and mother.
has been unable to attend any coffee and pie as refreshments
at the close of the meeting.
Mrs' jack Vincent and Mrs. Mrs. Littletoo spoke also of meetings.
Edward M. Nunneke_ DOW-_0
The Poplar Spring Baptist
1 -the type of women attend
Mrs.
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ing
Keller and Mrs.
Mayfield.
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Sina
Richardson, past
The next meeting of Chapter the conference and the high
singing programs for the
presidents of the club and
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on October 23, with Mrs. displayed the 25 parts of the
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many parts of it plain the current plan of
Donald F. Burchfield and Mrs.
nounce the,birth of a baby girl, Lodge for the September
later
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Larry Doyle as hostesses..
meeting.
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Mrs. _Louise Short played
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s
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ounce
s,
grade science at, Murray The hostess fee paid by
measuring 20 inches, born at the piano for the singers who
Middle School and is also a
members is to become a house
3:08 a.m. on Saturday, Sept. were Ruby Fannin, Etta Dick,
ALL SIZES MILK
30, at the Murray-Calloway Guy Dunn, Lois Smith,
Why so many different sizes
Mildred Thompson, Laurene
County Hospital.
andiuids trillrflro 'fit the
They
have
another McCoixtnn, the.. Rev__ Ron
family size as well as the
daughter, Shavma Marie, age Adams, Freida Adams, Lori
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21
/
2
. The mother is the former Adams, Otis Lovins, Frances
member One quart and dneGarrison, Matt Garrison, Jim
Marcia Webb.
half gallon sizes fit smaller
Frances Drake
Grandparents are Mr. and Hammon, Fronnie Hammon,
families while large families
FOR THURSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1978
Mrs. Billy Morris of Hickory and Shirley Werts.
usually need one gallon
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and Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Webb
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"Cheering Section"
(R)
be certain you're not making a
winr ittirmieted Ore t hem the
Inds Tonite.
•
mistake yettil regret
Marshall Oxen,. Hoepteir
SAGITTARIUS
Benton.
( Nov 23 to Dec. 21i
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'"'"r------nzarprrAtvArtm
tcould
" htidtan
- Dean ilestivisorrof Marren
tearful, are
you '
pail tupand
Sponsored By Paris Downtown Bus Assoc.
in
Regular Pore Hours excellent opportunity
was dismissed Oct. 4 from the
CAPRI(x)RN
:V
Marshall County Hospital,
(Dec 22 to Jan. 20i Vv/ !KW
Benton.
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Kay Garrott Honored With,
Several Prenuptial Events

New Concord and Hamlin
Wednesday,October 11
Citizens will have a fish
Senior
Murray Base Club is
at
the home of Mary
fry
scheduled to meet at_Triangle
twelyeiseeo,„Fors
=inn at11-73ligssw
information or transportation
call 436-5364.
Thursday,October 12
North Pleaslnt Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at Young Women of First Baptist
Chiiiich will be a salad supper
. the-church at seven pin.
• at the Fellowship Hall at 6:30
Independence-, united
Methodist Church Women are
Friday,October 13
scheduled to meet at seven
North Murray Homemakers
p.m. at the church.
Club Will meet at the home of
7 Dexter Homemakers Club Mrs. Fred Gingles at 1:30 p.m.
will meet at the Dexter Center
at9:30 a.m.

caar

- wits:a-pate blue lima-. • • !.
aettstriCay nap
'ñfJbnes and her --itreivierSimmovi
were
Pak blue candles in silver
guests
the
Receiving
Louisville, who will become daughter, Mrs. William
were placed oil
her
candelabra
mother,
and
honoree
the
the bride of'Richard Snider, Wilson, both of Murray, Mrs.
of a beautifully
side
either
Garrott.
Mrssiii-C
also of Louisville, on Oct. 14 at Frank Young Jr. of Paducah,
occassion Miss decorated cake Which ceig:
the Walnut Street Baptist and her daughter, Mrs. Gary - For the
an ecru silk tered the table:
wore
Garrott
Church in Louisville, has been drogan,Frankfort.
- :
designed_
with
several
The luncheon table was shantung dress,
honored
Mis
Jones.and
Iifiss Nancy
lines, with
prenuptial events. She is the centered with an arrangement along shirtwaist
. ,Cissy • Martin honored the.
sdaughter of Mr. aaa Mrs. M. • of yellow daisies in a silver complimentary accessories
Her corsage of roses was a gift couple with isn informal buffet bowl.
DEAR 'ABBY: An old friend of the family, a widow with C. Garrott of Murray.
also dinner at the apartment or
Miss Garrott selected from of the hostesses, who
plenty of money, does not realize that she has practically no
of a Miss Jones in Louisville. For
gift
a
With
her
presented
In Louisville, Mr. and Mrs. her trousseau a three-piece
friends because she is so tight with a dollar.
the occasion, Miss Garrottchina.
her
to
My wife and "Mrs. Cheapskate" are about the same age Carl Kuhl and Mr. and Mrs. ensemble of natural raw silk, vegetable bowl
chose to wear a rust colored
which
table,
serving
The
a
with
recently
up
laid
was
e
(75), and when Mrs. Cheapskat
'Kenton Hayes entertained with sleeveless jacket and
even
silk pantsuit ensemble.
imported
an
broken ankle, my wife did all her shopping for her, and
with a buffet dinner served on beige silk shirt. She was was coveretrwith
two
A delicious dinner for 12 was
had
cloth;
lace
and
linen
drove her to a doctor in another city.
the deck of the Hayes home. presented a corsage and a gift
a
at
lunch
to
us
from a buffet table
treated
served
e
'either
on
Cheapskat
As a reward, Mrs.
silver- candelabra
The serving table was covered ..of silver from the hostesses.
with a beautiful
,centered
of
nt
fast-food restaurant.
arrangeme
large
a
of
side
The guest list included 25
with a blue print cloth and
Grove 6126 of the Woodmen of fall flowers. .
nt
My wife sets a beautiful table and prepares delicious
arrangeme
peach:
centered .sith a beautiful friends and former sorority pale pink and muted
of the World is. scheduled to
meals when we have guests. We had Mrs. Cheapskate for
wine
silver
a
in
roses
colored
floral arrangement. Candles sisters of the bride-elect at
• dinner last evening,and when we took her home,she said, in
_ meet at the Triangle Inn atsir Theatre.
cooler. Individual tables_set_ The Wessex Place
Murray State University.
were used on the
trestsof
Dutch
soon
Liniebout
to
go
to
have
"WelT
parting,
p.m.
which the guests were seated Louisville was the scene og,
indvualtbe.
Shopping for Senior Citizens courser.
hurricane_ another delightful courteie
The honoree wore-from. her- - • On a .Tecent Sunday af- were centered with
This womarseomplains that she is Ionely-and-doesnIrknow
trill be held and call 753-0929
flower extended to the'couple. It wise;
dried
containing
was
Garrott
lamps
Miss
in
what to do with her time. I say someone should tell-her
trousseau a coral and white ternoon,
by nine a.m. for morning
antique- hosted by Mr. and Mrs. To
Plain _English why she is so lonely. My wife says it would
print sundress. _WithLnAt:__ complimented with a tea held arrangements on
shopping and by 114311a.m.for
satal- Ftiiiiegaii, Mi-. 0nd-Mrs;-41-4*.Ftitger
-crystalplates:
-her.
ihe-and-Eirt
'Of
destroy our friends-hip
ching jacket. Her accessories -it-- the ailing
afternoon shopping.
dainty pastries Arnold, Mrs. Linda Humana
and
What do you say, Abby?.
wiches
the
Bank
of
Branch
University
were also coral.
NO NAME IN GLENDALE
with punch and and Mrs. Carol Reed.
A delicious dinner was of Murray. Serving as were served
Saturday,October 14
Ellis Center will be open
The honoree wore a black
silver apfrom
coffee
Ted
Mrs.
were
hostesses
Pancake
Breakfast,
knit dress with a
DEAR NO NAME:I suspect you're more irked with Mrs. served to the 24 guests.
from ten asn. to three p.m. for
Qiana
.
H.
pointments
Otis
Mrs.
,
Bradshaw
by Past Patrons Cheapskate's cheapness than concerned about her
d striped jacket:
multicolore
activities by the Murray sponsored
Background music was
of loneliness.
The Paducah Country Club Erwin, Mrs., John Farrell,
'
were also
accessories
with devotion and Past Matrons Club
Her
__Kathy
,
._hx_iiirg,
Mrs
-praYide.d.
Holloway,
Mrs 1•
was the scene -recently-- of
Order of the eastern Star, will
Her-IiiVat friends WEER problem, and ati46-she's not
black.
at 10:05 a.m.', hand work or
piano.
the
at
Burchfield
Lyons,
Paul
Mrs.
Don
Jones,
you
why
wonder
to
be held from six a.m. to twelve likely to change. Youi letter causes me
luncheon and shower honoring
The hors d'oeuvre tablets
visitiog at 10:30 &M.,lunch at
Approximately 100 persons
Mrs.S. M. Matarazzo, Mrs. W.
noon in the basement of the and your wife would continue to cater to a person whose
Miss Garrott.
games
table
covered with orange
2
of
twelve noon, and
hours
were
the
between
called
Rose,
Allen
Mrs.
give.
J.
Pitman,
no
and
take
all
clearly
is
new lodge hall on Rigriway 121 friendship
Hostesses for the beautifully
cloths. Dried flower
woven
or shuffleboard at one p.m.
•
4.
and
A. W. Russell and Mrs.
North at Johnny Robertson
planned event were Mrs. Mrs.
arrangements in brass condesk drawer, I came
our
cleaning
While
ABBY:
DEAR
Road. Tickets are two dollars
Dinner Theatre,"A Thurber for all you can eat and public across a 1935 $5 bill from China. That was before China wen(
A miscellaneous shower was tainers were also placed oil
Communist and became the People's Republic of China.
Carnival," will be at Holiday is invited to attend.
given at the Mallgate'Apar- the tables. Among the 40
is worth and where I can
Can you tell me what this $5 bill .
Inn, sponsored by Murraytment's party room in guests present were Miss
in?
it
cash
Calloway County Community
Louisville. The hostesses were Garrott's parents, ,•,Mr. and
Singing featuring Gospel
CHINESE BI14...-HOLDER
,
Theatre.
Mrs. Jim Ketchum, Mrs. 'Mrs. M.C.Garrott of Murray.s
Travelers Singers will be at
.
Pats_
Mrs.
and
Clark
Mickey
and
• ,Desviii.d's Chapel Pentecostal
—bill isiiireterreulation
DEAR BILL-HOLDERAlie
A surprise' steak cook-out
Dorothy Dean Cochran In Evangelism" was the Weir. The honoree chose to
. Suburban Homemakers Church, Highway 94 East, at cannot be cashed. But one day it might be worth much more
for the subject of the program led by wear a burgundy and taupe dinner was given for the
home
her
opened
Club will meet at the home of 7:30p.m.
item.
than $5 if kept as a collector's
meeting of the North Pleasant Mary kKathryn Cain, who Challis dress from her couple by the Monarchs, a
Mrs. Holmes Dunn at 7:30 Cumberland ask.ed, persons to read trousseau. She was presented musical group with which Mr.
p.m..
DEAR ABBY: Please publish this "help-wanted ad" in 'Grove
Women scriptures concerning the a corsage and a gift of lingerie Snider is associated. Eight
before
twice
Church
think
n
and
teenagers
Benefit
supper
gospel
Presbyteria
make
might
your column. It
Thursday,October 12
couples attended the party
for
singing
Crippled
risking pregnancy.
held Sept. 14 with the questions, Who Owns the by the hostesses.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Thornton, church and Who is the Head of
WANTED-FULL TIME JOB
HELP
Linda
which was held on the patio of
many
be
her
at
will
Children's
president,
Telethon
opening
After
Royal Arch. Masons will meet Dexter
Hours: 24 hours a day, 365 days a 'year for a minimum of
Sonja Speight the Church?
Mr. and Mrs. George Owens in
and
were
guests
Center.
Community
the
presiding
gifts,
lovely
the
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. Plate lunches will be sold from
Cain
Mrs.
discussed
18 years. No time off for weekends Or holidays. You cannot
yer.
openmgpra
Louisville.
the
covered
table
leading
served from a
All R.A. Masons are urged t_o four to 6:45 pm. with singing
quit! ,
"Enlistment: Goal Setting ..Five P's of Church.Growthplan,
Duties: Assume all physical, moral and financial responattend and visitors are at seven p.m.
prayer, priorities,
sibilities of another human'being.
welcome.
people, and persistence. She
and
ing
-Qualifications: Patience, compassion, understand
also was in charge of the Bible
mature judgment.
study from the book of
Salary: None. In fact, you must plan on spending
Ephesians.
job.
this
taking
of
privilege
at least $3,500 a year for the
Refreshments were served
-- Abby, I am only 16, and I am not ready to take the job
by Mrs. Cochran to Linda
described above. Life is too shqrt to be tied down with a
5 Operators To Serve Too
Thornton, Cindy Hester,Sonja
baby when I could be out having fun. Sign me...
READYTO BE A PARENT
Speight, Margaret Nell Boyd,
•
Christine Sherman, and
Emma Dean Lawson.
_Beauty Salon
Who said(the teen years are the_happiest?' Fer Abby's
The women will meet
. Bob Yandiaff, a 'dynamic
206 S. 616 753 3191
new booklet "What Teenagers Want to Know," write
seven
at
12,
teacher of the .Word of God, Thursday, Oct.
Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, CAW. 90212. Enclose
church.
the
a.t
p.m.
will hold a_ Seminar at The
$1 and a long, stamped 128 cents), self-addressed envelope,
Christian
Inc.
Navah
.please.
Teaching Center in Mayfield
15 to 24 In. Chains and
on Oct. 13-14. Brother Yaodian
is an instructor at Kenneth
Bible
Hasgtfill- Rhema
We also have
Training _ Center in Tulsa,
Okla. Disco Bags & Disco Jewelry Meetings are scheduled for
DUCAR PATIENT
A
P
AT CELEBRATION
7:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 13, and
Mrs. Joseph Venice of
Mr. and Mrs. Wally Parkins
has bees 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Five
Route
Murray
•
eni
New. Shiom
of Murray were among those dismissed from the Western Saturday, Oct. 14:
attending the fiftieth wedding
The Navah Inc. is located_ _
Baptist Hospital,Paducah.
anniversary celebration, for
two miles west of the General
Mr. and Mrs. Everett C. York
Tire and Rubber Co. on the
H0SPIT ALPATIENT. .
'of Paris, Tenn.,on Sept.9.
Andy Elkins of Murray hai _ Key Bottom Road behind the
been dismissed from Lourdes home of William Ingrum in
Mayfield. For further in-.
Hospital,Paducah.
formation, call 623-8783.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
an . inis
This
Janice Marilyn Newsome of ' PATIENT ATPADUCAH
Betty Garland of Murray terdenominational -meeting,
Murray was dismissed Sept.
28 from the Community has been a patient at Lourdes and everyone is invited.
753-7598
Hospital, Paducah.
Hospital, Mayfield.
•

•

•

PresbyterianChurch Women
Meet At The Cochran Horne

•
•
•annenennEnnannneemm•

National Beauty ••
. Salon Week
October 8-14

Patty-Alin%

Nine,
ivy.

)p

Less than
two weeks!

Assorted Gold Bracelets

Knee Socks & Evening Bags

10 p.m.
ishion in
nd enjoy

In less than two weeks the other TWIN will
be opening its doors in Murray. Look for more
information.

jitZane
-‘
'
Bag 84( Beads

PADUCAHPATTENT
Mrs. Novie Hale of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

On the noos
with tile stride
Life Stride keeps you in step with fashion s
latest' This ultra-feminine sandel. with teardrop
vamp and scooped panel bottan wedge, is just
the right touch with smocked and sweet
look c+ressesJ
$2900
CAMEL
RUST
BLACK

Fish Fry Held
By Providence
Riding Club
The New Providence Riding
Club sponsored a fish fry
-Thursday night at the club
house. The fish was enjoyed
by the 46 people present.
James Sykes fried the fish and
the women fried the trend
fries and hush puppies'.
Since this was the last
meeting of the year, Bob
Atkins, the president, called :4
business meeting following
the fish supper. Kay Bazzell
gave the treasurer's report
and the report on the suPef
show.
New officers elected for 197i
are: Earl N. Wilson.
president;. Joe Geurin, vies
president; Kay Bazzell.
Sylvia
and
treasurer;
Puckett,secretary.
The directors elected an'
James Puckett, A. F. Myers.
Billy Joe Kingins, Bobby
Sptceland, Ralph Clark, J. D.
Geutin, Bois Atkins, Bob
Bazzell, Noel Smith, Freddie
R°eberts, Kim Puckett, Danny
; -Dairity.-fetrtgins,
Gcge
guniee
bby
Syee
rs,
ke
James
en,81"1"*
dllo
Uohs
Stubblefield, Bill Atkins and J.
meeting
m
ll-LA
Tmi
recuitng1W
. In
membersheld
the early spring.

106 North 4th, Murray

Quality
Leathers and Suedes
Many styles to,choose from
Newest Fall Colors
Burgundy, Camel, Rust,
Brown,Navy, Black

%-.60% Savings
•

Hours: 9:3O-5 Mon.-1i ••
9:00-5Saturday
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ooking Back

Opinion Page

.10 Years Ago
ARredLindsey has been named to the
Murray City Council to replace Charles
.11deo who- resigned-afterom Ward A -to Ward B.
from
.A special article, written by. Judy
Kelso, concerns her trip to the National
4-H Club Congress held in Chicago, M.
This was a part-of.the observance of
National 4-H Club Week.
Deaths reported include Harold
Luther.
-' The Rev. W. B. Casey will be the
eva_ngelist at the revival at the Hazel •
___•,____
Baptist Church Oct. 13-20, accordin
the church pastor, the Rev. B. R.
Winchester.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Stark Erwin
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Mary Leslie, to John Fred Malhame,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Malharne of
Mt. Pocono, Pa., and Miami, Fla.
daughter of
__._
zo
Nancy Hodges Abaris,
Mr. and Mrs., Harlan Hodges, is
women's editor of The CommercialAppeal, Memphis, Tenn.

EDITORIAL

1

Declining Studies
OfLankuages
tii_e_se_
Americans have never been those usefully fluent in
.
e.
miniscul
the sort of proficient foreign tongues is
language students as are found
It is tempting to speculate
in most other advanced that the nation's growing disinsocieties on . earth. Educated terest in foreign languages is no
Europeans are routinely More than to-be-expecled part
- bilingual. or trilingual. A. of the gene-ral decline. inJapanese in the export 'trade academic discipline, for parwill-conTrnonly-knoW English as— sing Portuguese will aTways be
well as at least one other mien-- tojigher than elementary
Lai tongue. accomphs-hments basket weaving. But what is
rare in American businessmen.
most troubling is that our
America's colleges- and universities have
Unfortunately,
encouraged
disdaine for learning foreign
enthusiastically
ual nonintellect
languages is growing 'steadily
this slide into
-L-worse., A:Place by.The GeneraL_ 'achievement -In-- 1965-W-GAG._
- Accounting Office shows only
reports,90.9 percent of colleges
883,222 college-level students', and universities required
are enrolled in modern foreign
foreign languages. In 1974-75
language courses in this coun- .this had skidded to 61.2 percent,
try — a sharp decline from the
which is a shocking figure, and
1,073,097 who took similar cour- • one that brings to question what
ses ten years ago.
38.8 percent of American
Foreign language studies
educators are thinking about. .
_soaredbriefly in the soberdays_
-President Carter has apafter Sputnik, when the governa study commission —
pointed_
ment exerted much pressure
to try to find a
else
what
(and spent a quarter-billion
problem. Far be
this
to
solution
dollars) to persuade college
the learpreempt
to
us
from
it
students to learn new tongues..
tparrelbu
this
of
s
member
ned
Enrollment in French, Gersimply
with
wrong
what's
man, Italian, Russian and
requiring proficiency.in at least
Spanish increased in the early
one foreign tongue as a con1960s, but has since with the'exdition of a degree, else no
ception of Spanish — declined
aid to the school infederal
dramatically. Study of such
We'll bet a lot of involved?
exotic languages as Chinese.,
would start rewriting
s
stitution
Japanese, Hebrew, Arabic and
before the ink
catalogs
their
Swahili has continued to rise
an edict.
such
on
dry
was
slowly,, but the numbers of

ears

Washington Today

(RAffli
.•• . _

By RICHARD PYLE
--,
----Assaeiated Pres* Writer

'Me, HOre,Now'Is
Issue,Says Crane

The Murray Jaycees' Radio Auction
brought in $3,178.75, according to a club
spokesman.
Army Capt. Vernon F. Curd it
member ot-nre- 1 torps-serving-linKorea. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Stafford Curd of Dexter.
Henry W. Richardson has been
named winner of the Small Mouth
Division of the 1958 Kentucky Fishing
Derby.
Grayson McClure has joined the staff
of Taylor Motors Company in the new
and used cars department.
Tom Watkins, direetor of member
relations of the "EintlieitY Chaniber of
Commerce, was speaker at the meeting
of the Murray Rotary Club.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre are "The Kettles on Old
MacDonald Farm" and "Joe Dakota."

8,000-mile flying tour of the U.S.
WASHINGTON (AP)- The squareheartland and some Southern Stites
jawed Republican -congressman from.
where political conservatives like
the Illinois prairie who wants to be
himself are seeking office at the local,
president, Philip Crane,says American
state and national levels in the
voters see their country's foreign policy
November elections.
like everything else - in terms of "me,
Crane is a conservathie ideologue, á'
here, now."
former university history teacher and a
In other words, says Crane, the most
writer of books presenting conservative
u-nportantquestion for any individual is
views of the United States and the
what impact an issue is likely to have
on his or her personal life and, most
Tobacco men in this area predicted
The most recent was a lengthy
especially, on the pocketbook.
today that the tobacco crop this year
condemnation of the Panama Canal
Americans may praise President
will be "pretty good" despite the
treaties, which Crane opposed on
Carter for achieving a Middle East
risk
would
drought early in the season.
isn't
it
but
prolonged
documents
the
grounds
adds,
he
,
agreement
summit
The streets of Murray were lined with
giving the Soviet Union eventual
the sort of thing that will win votes
spectators an Qa.9 to watch the largest
control over the waterway.
while inflation remains. the nation's
Fire Prevention parade in the history of
While his unsuccessful campaign
most important problem.
Crane
gave
the
treaties
is
canal
city of Murray.
the
the
against
economy
our
of
"The viability
James M.Overcast of Hazel has been
some valuable national exposure, he
_No.1 issue, and it is intimately tied to
elected president of the Mississippi
has yet to be taken seriously as a
'national defense and our ability to play
Alpha chapter of Phi Kappa Psi
presidential contender by many people
a strong leadership role in the world,"
y at the University of
dedicated
most
fraternit
own
his
except
interview.
Crane said in an
Dear Editor:
Mississippi. He is a senior in the school
followers.
4 )n September 2, this year, my wife,. • -But even at the height of *the Vietof pharmacy.
nam war, the war itself was never the
my daughter and I came to Murray to
- "Crane will Make (Ronald) Reagan
The Rev. R. T. Skinner Was speakermain issue. Me, here, now - stick
visit the college, attend the football
like a moderate," said one of the
look
people's
the services at the First Bapiist
at
the
have
will
-game and generally have a leisurely ' that, and you
Californian's campaign strategists. "If
Church an Sunday while the pastor, the
interest. Anything beyond our shores is
weekend. My wife and daughter had
Crane stays in, Reagap could be forced
adjunct
or
Rev. Dr. H. C. Chiles, was in a revival
service-connected
Heardine is a service for senior
an abstraction."
previously visited the campus and were
a position somewhat closer to the
into
at the Southside Baptist Church,
disabilities.
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
so impressed they wanted me to see the
In a sense, it was an expression of the
center."
Covington.
Third: Veterans receiving hospital or
questions and solve problems - fast. If
school and community.
strategy Crane employs as he travels
In Congress, Crane serves on co IIto
Veterans
ti.ng
Mrs. Ruth McCall of Franklin is the
In
_care
ary
_
Univ
_
_domicili
country.
irt
State
a
n
problem
or
a
question
of_Miu-fay
boot__the
Wise
a
PhilBrya
you
mittees .that deal with government
guest of her mother, Mrs. B. G'
Administration. facilities whose tranhad made reservations and had
answered in these columns, write
businesspeople, labor, students, retired
spending and the other "pocketbook
•
Humphreys.
sfer is required for nonservicepersons and ethnic groups in pursuit of
reserved ballgame tickets for us and we
"Heartline. 114 East Dayton Street, West
issues" that he says are dearest to the
1980
s.
Party's
connected disabilitie
Republican
were prepared to have a fun weekend.•
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
the
hearts of voters. A keystone of his
Fourth: Veterans not hospitalized or
Within five minutes of arriving in
receive a prompt reply, bat you mast
presidential nomination.
political Philosophy is that there is too
tion
domiciled by Veterans Administra
Murray, my wife had what turned out to
include a stamped, self-addressed
This week, the 47-year-old lawmaker
government.
much
who require nursing home care for
be a kidney stone attack and we sought
envelope. The most useful replies will
is embarking on another such trip, an
s.
nonservice-connected disabilitie
medical attention at Murray-Calloway.>
be printed in this column.
Today is Wednesday, Dd. 18, the
HEARTLINE: I am 53 years old. I
County Hospital. We received-prompt,
CUNNIFF
day of 1978. There are 74 days left
291st
JOHN
By
was on Social Security disability for
efficient and kind service and medical
Analyst
HEARTLINE: I am a senior citizen.
year.
AP
Business
the
in
three years. These benefits stopped in
treatment.
My only income is my Social Security
Today's highlight in history:
1977 because my condition improved
The emergency room staff could not
benefits. One of my problems is trying
On this date in 1867, the United States
enough to go back to work. reinjured
have been more kind. The outgoing
formal possession of Alaska from
tbok
to figure out what is in some of the foods
myself in late August and had to go
personalities radiated warmth and
that I buy. The reason I worry about
Russia.
back in the hospital. It does not look like
caring. One nurse even offered to help
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Dry Skin
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I Lean Tender
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lb.
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I— fib.

field Comb","tire

_
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10 lb. bag

Red hoodlum

Apples
Fresh Home Grown

Breakfast
Of
Champions

Turnips
Yellow

.11).$I 1 a

Field Pro-Leaguer

Wheaties

nions

Ole El Pasco

Taco Shells

18 oz.
With Our Coupon

COUPON

ck power adnd John Carlo
U.S. Olympic
display on the
City.
gheny Airlines
bumping conNader from an
West German
tted suicide in a

U.S. No. 1

COUPON
Royal
With
This
Coupon

Sli d Bacon
,

12 oz. pkg.

Good Only At Nutters
F.x ires 10-18-78

Good Only At Parkers
Expires 10-18-78

Gelatin
Desse
WA,,,hornteidi rt
fi
cou
trrpo
ors
,

99c

Pacett
,tr-t.s 10-18-78

.

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

- Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners
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ROSES
LAY-A -WAY

master charge
TH€ %NITERS/INK

CARD "

Prices Good Thurs. ihru Sunday

Comfort Top

KNEE-111'S
9-Ounce Size

Ultra Ban II
Ultra sheer comfort top
knee -hi's. No bind com--fort top anct sant:1211foot
run resist tile.

Agree® Shampoo

BEG
207

LI

8-fluid
ounces
Agree Shemp99
helps stop the
greases Reguar
or oily formulas

4,
471

rspq tA.0

r

Ultra Ban II helps keep you dry all
ay 9-oz.(net wt-.size. Choose Regular or Fresh Scent.

1
Ciper5Oria

C
rol
4C11
11.1

LADIES'

PANTY HOSE
Fhp,ty6ses
kethy

'
%•

••

•
.. -Lightwei
ght
100%
Acrylic Blankets in
solids or prints. 72"x 90- - Slightly
""•'''
irregular.

SPACE DYE
STRIPE TOPS

Ladies' sheer support
panty hose. Comfort
wear for no bag look.

97

Personal Touch®
Twin Blade Razor for Women

11

Personal Twin Blade
Razor Kit designed for
women Deluxe case in
cluded

Reg.$21.97

-•

sr)

908
LP's by
Famous Artists

Compact desk mddel
with easy to read keyboard Features 4-key
memory, % key and
more 3 rolls of tape included.

•

499
Imir
-YnYrd-

EACH

BIG
WHEEL

• Reg.$192811

"First-Tina— Last"

17"

Boston's "Don't Look Back", Linda
Ronstadt's "Living in the U.S.A.". 8track tape or L P.

R
P
E
L

Kids love it for man'eurverability and
speed, comfortable seat, realistic motor
sound and bright color scheme. Ages 3 to

•

-

S

ROARING
HOT CYCLE

RED RYDER

BB GUN

Features 700 shot_ repeating action For
FtOSES
ages 8 arid up w
ith LOW
adult supervision This
5888 gun, not a toy PRICE

RP
PRICE

gee

For roaring fun. The seat is adjultable and there's a push-button
siren that sounds real. Quick and
easy to assemble.

12" Portable TV
ADVERTISiNG
MERCMANDISE IrOLiCY

•nsE

:hil ook, of nos* s•in haw ••••y
•••••141.1 440
,
1

1-4,pg. $6 88

GOLDEN FLAME LOGS -

Stock Ii

nN•

••••onl,atrirbaro mer
Amass • nO4
fitelcit Flaw
new,•'..,,.w. fI4 4144•14
fir
IS Yoe 0o arnatas• Me magrarials

frepan Ite stadarlas•
• •••••106, at. calaniaa•
Ova
,ft••••••4,to• allit'af a #1444
•1.•

ineucirepric. fl 4 44

Oise of six,

Olorso9 10911 '18 hrs ROSES
burning time per LOW
PACE

BEG
1 97

Printer
Calculator

95-LB. BARBELL SET
Set contains 2 dumbbell bars,
a 64-inch solid steel 6ar and 8
interlocking discs. Builds up
muscles fast when used
correctly.

67

cwsi

1

•

•

4111223441*
.
irlire184111ftillgillillito*Wassai*sex4rerorAsY-241AP-44
44*W4toissY i*a.likisagsa,...4
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Central Shopping Center

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

Prices Good Thurs. Thru Sunday

USE

_
Nostaliga comeifolhe
'young set with the
Pines Mobile.

(
'

"TOSES
LAY-A-WAY
Watch the three-to-six-year-olds pedal into the
Roaring 20's in this rugged classic with
French horn, removable canopy, and a
hood that really ra ses. Five pedal ad—
justment* make sure driving is easy and comfortable And-this old time
replica comes partially assembled.

Men's 10-Speed
Reg.$39.96

Features 21" frame, silver
baked enamel finish, .10'speed 'gear - systerrrT--stern
mounted shift levers, 26"
blackwall tires, mass bend
handlebars, dual caliber handbrakes, racing saddle and
reflective rat trap pedals.

SAVE $5.00

REG.

Sporty hi-rise bikes kids are
sure to love. Both are 20"
single speed models with
coaster brakes. Styling features lightweight fenders,
blackwall tires, custom pole
saddle and reflective pedals
for safety.

Vinyl Footlockers are great for_college students
and handy for home storage,,Sturdy construc!tion with leather look exterior and colorful lining.
Measures 31-inches. Colors: Black or Blue.

MODEL #7,04
MODEL wi7431

Huffy's
Thunder Road

el
ey
key
and
in-

MODEL

7190

Reg $74 00

Motorcross bike features
motorcross handlebars, with
plague, decals and knobby
tires Al! over sleek racing
styling

SlacksDecker.
MODEL #7531

...brings you better ways...to do better jobs...with more efficien: sower folks..

JIG SAW
This versatile time-saver does innumenige
jobs around the borne and In the worksbop7
Includes wood cutting blade. Double insulated. .20H P.

bility and
tic motor
Ages 3 to

3/8-In. DRILL
Reversing drill with infinite speed lock. Use
as drill or screwdriver. Double insulation
with detachable cord. 1/3 H.P.

DRILL KIT
Reg.$74.00

Includes 3/8" drill, chuck key, carrying
case, backing, pad, wheel arbor. 5;sanding
discs, cotton buff, polishing wheel and3drill
bits.

JIG SAW KIT
Includes two-speed jig saw, custom-fitted
plastic carrying case, U2151 rip fence, 4 jig
saw blades,and blade packet.

SANDER
sheet finishing sander 'with 1/3 H.P.
Features orbital action, dotibre insulationand detachable cord. Flush sandy on3Odes.

GierK I frontlet Rose and
Boy's Thunder Trail bikes are
enpecially designed -for •
----- - ------,----7-----awassatb_EARILACO toe

plates.

CIRCULAR SAW
.

.

,Th" saw with 2.5 H.P. Features double insulation, power lock-off button
_ die surfaces for Positive steady control.

• MODEL # 7390

poll•Pr••••

,..gaie.;.1.-.4.7-T.4
- -rr„
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10:00/41:00 LEONTYNE PRICE
Eastern:Conirai_Ions.s
rAT THE WHITE HOUSE tEtt
8:30/7:
a.ni KET`TIC
•
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3:30r2:-30 OVEJI•EASY Guest
SATURDAY, OCT.
14
_
- George Meaov
- T:00/9:0O a.m. 'cINEMATtC
4:00/3:00. SESAME STREET
EYE The lesson this Week
a' _AWL ROGERS'
1
--studveztt fftcrrre 'NI
NEIGHBORHOOD
10:3019•.30 JANUS FILMS -V"
5:3014 30 THE ELECTRIC
This melodrama, filmed. in
COMPANY
_
1931 Stars Peter Lorre as a
6:0015:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
psychotic killer
6:3015:30 CEO -Reading I
12:30/11 -30 NEW SHAPES:
Main idea •
EDUCATION
•
-70'0r13700—ttet—M-Aere(IL r
1:00/12:00
GED -Orientation
LEHRER REPORT
&
Test
Taking
Skills
iR)
7:3016:30 THE DICK CAVETT
1:30112:30 . GED Reading I.
SHOW Guest, Slydini the
Main
Idea(R)
Magician
2:0011:00 GUTEN TAO. IN
8:007:00 KENTUCKY NOW
DEUTSCHLAND Lesson Five
_Western Xentifky Vocarinnat
School, long a center of-black -230t130 YEASl4ter13SCIENCE IN THE ELEMENeducation and culture, will
TARY SCHOOL "Genetics"
In-erre to the- -et
3:00/200 LILIAS, YOGA AND
Paducah Community College
YOU
•
soon
Kentucky Now ex.
3:30/2:30
CROCKETT:S VIC
the move w4t
TOwr
CAMDEN
mean
4:0013:00
JULIA CHILD &
8:3017:30, PERSON TO PERCOMPANY "Holiday- inct::C:
SON Edward R Murrow inter
For this do-ahead 'luncheon,
views Noel Coward and
Julia creates a chicken- pate
Eleanor Roosevelt
in the shape of a melon and a
9:0018:00 THREE BY FOUR
fool-proof apple turnover,
This- trio ol s*jid winning
-1:30/330 ANi1UUES -Emir)/
films by four tilmmakers
American Tools.
•
cludes -In the Region of Ice,
based on a Joyce Carol Oates. 5:00/4:00 ALL-STAR SOCCER
6:00/5:00 NOVA -One Small
short story. The other two
Step This special traces the
films are --Doubletallt and
American race against the
"Kudzu
10:00/9:00 SNEAK PREVIEWS . Soviets to be the first to walk
on the moon.,
This series wilt have movie
critics reviewicif -recently, 7:00/6:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "What Katy Did"
released movies opening in
The dashing young naval
theaters ACYOSS the country.
lieutenant Ned Worthington
Film clips will be shown
reappears in Katy's life
10:3019:30 REEL WEST Myths
7:30/8:30 CONGRESSIONAL
and realities of the old west
- ave-eeptered-----ra---Me44-0-0.000- OUTLOOK The 1978 FDA
Refofin At is-exam-11Kr
hlrn clips-and interviews with
8:00/700 FIRING ettsE
western movie stars
5:0018:00 THE LONG SEARCH
The Chosen People What is
a Jew'? In his search for an
FRIDAY, OCT. 13
answer, frost Ronald Eyre
goes to .1he Wailing Wall.
8:30/7:30 a.m. KET IN _synagogues, . schools and
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 p.m. OVER EASY
museums as he visit's a tOthgeneration
Guest Rita Moreno
rabbi
in
4130/300 SESAME STREET ' Jerusltem.
•
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGER'S
10:00/9:00 SCENES FROM A
MARRIAGE Innocence and
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 THE ELECTRIC -Panic Liv Ullman and Erland
COMPANY
Josephson star 'in thi.$ ,six•
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
part dramatic look at marriage. divorce and a changing
6:30/5:30 GUTEN TAG IN
relationship
DEUTSCHLAND Lesson Four
700/6:00
11:00110:00 MONTY PYTHON
THE MACNEIU
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 COMMENT ON,
KENTUCKY
8.00/7:00. WASHINGTON SUNDAY, OCT. is
8:00/7:00 a.m. SESAME
WEEK IN REVIEW
STREET
- 8:3017:30 WALL STREET
9.00/8.00 MR. ROGERS'
WEEK
NEIGHBORHOOD
9:00/8:00 THE PALLISERS
9.30/8:30 THE ELECTRIC
Giencora gives birth to ner
second son arid the Palliative'

THURSDAY, OCT. 12

canyon

WKMR 38
WKMU 21
ktaCtisi
WW2,- 22
WKS() 29

TRANSLATORS
Augusta
Bar bourviiie
ficialert•
Cowan CreekEolia
FalmouthWh.te

_

Storey
DOD
IANT

g

et dileir
irert
10-00/9,00 SESAME STREET
by Recto/
BefliCM, Seip Ozasaa leads-the ,
1100+10.00 REEIOP
.
Boston Symphony Orchestra:—
11:30.410.30 STUDIO SEE'
soloists. and the Tangtewood. 12:00+11:00 FREESTYLE Greg
UNA; comic -eirt
Morris guest stars
ob
12-30+11:30 BIG BLUE MAR- based on Shakespeare's
'Much Ado About Nothing.
BLE
1:0011 Z:00 WASHINGTON .940018.00- AltSIONS--'•E&cape
-Marc Singer and Robin Gam .
WEEK IN REVIEW (RI
melt- ttar in thrs psycho
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
••
WEEK (R1 neling tree of a drrneantng,
2:00/1:00 CONINE
- 10a ON
14.66tite institution. (90
KENTUCKY di) . •
minutes)
2:3011:30 KENTUCKY NOW
10:30/9:30 CONGRESSIONAL
The future- -of Western KenOUTLOOK IA)
tucky Vocational School is
examined. iFtt
3:0012:00 THREE BY FOUR (A)
4:00/3:00 SNEAK PREVIEWS
TUESDAY; OCT. 17
4:3013:30 REEL WEST (ll).
8:30/7:30 a.m. KET IN'
500/4'00 THE LONG SEARCH
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
"The chosen People"(R)
3:30/2:30 p.m. OVER EASY
6:0015:00 CROCKETT'S VIC- •
8440_,Tavio,
TORY GARDEN Jim ustilid
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
frames and cloches to protect
. 5:0014:00 MR.. ROGERS'
vegetables tram frost
ttEIGHBORHOOD
6:30/5:30 ONCE -UPON A
5:3014:30 THE ELECTRIC
CLASSIC Dominic" In 1821
COMP:90ANIOOM
Thrkshtre a 16- ea.Q.Id
naval academy student's 6:30/5:30
CEO 'Reading II: In'
parents are murdered by
ference•
highwaymen. Dominic and
7:00/6:00 THE - MACNEIL1
his guardian. Beaver. se! out
LEHRER REPORT
to find the killers '
710/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
7:00/6:00 THE PALLISERS SHOW
-Leadorieis___bial--:raver_. _voting_
rights, while Plantagenet and
THEATRE -The Mayor of
bis Liberal Party debate the
L.asterbridge- (R)
secret ballot (R)
9:00/8:00 SINAI FIELD MIS8:00/7:00 THE CHAMPIONS
Part One This two-part - SION Noted filmmaker
Frederick Wiseman focuses
documentary will cover the
American surveillance
key steps in the lives of Cana- on an
Post in the Sinai Desert buffer
chan Prime Minister Pierre
zone between Egypt 'and
Trudeau and Quebec Premier'isra
el ilwo and one-half
Rene Levesque
hours)
9:00/8:00 MASIERPIEC_E
THEATRE • The "Mayor of
Casterbridge After taking to
the road to find work, Hen- .WEbNESDAY, OCT. 18
rhard.rebans_to_Casterbtidge • 8:30(7:30 a.m. KET 1N•
when he hears Mat Elizabeth - -SCHOOL-PROD RAMMING"
Jane is to marry Farfrae. 3:30/2:30 p.m. OVER EASY
Guest Abe Burrows
(Final episode)'
10:00/9:00 SOUNDSTAGE 4:001300 SESAME STREET
5:0014,00
MR. ROGERS'
Rock performer Leo Sayer is
NE,IGHBbRH000
Q
feattired
5:3I4 30 THE 'ELECTRIC
COMPANY
6:00)5:00 ZOOM-MONDAY, OCT. 16
81017:30 a.m: KU IN• 6:306:30 TEACHING LIFE
SCIENCE IN THE ELEMEN•
SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3:30/230 p.m.' OVER - EASY TARY SCHOOL Genetics7.00/6'00 THE MACNEIL/
Guest, James Beard
4:00/300 SESAME STREET LEHRER REPORT
5:00/4:00 MR. ROGERS' 7:30/6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
SHOW
NEIGHBORHOOD
'
*Mar5:30/4 -30 THE ELECTRIC 8:00/7:00 MARIE CURIE
tiage and Motherhood- Marie
COMPANy.
Curie's discovery of the new
6:0015:00-M0M
6:3015:3Q CINEMATIC EITE elements polonium and radium
mark the most productive
Discussion of film. AC- 1%
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/ and tuttitling years-ot nen life.
11:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORLEHRER REPORT
MANCES "Dance in America7:30,6:30 THE DICK CAVETT
Balanchine II' 190 minutes)
SHVW
8:0017A EVENING AT SYM- - 10:30/9:30 MONET The paintPHONY In the first of a two- ings of Frech impressionist
Claude MOnet are shown.
art Production of "Beatriotto •,
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PEANUT
BUTTER

Friskies

Dog Food

25 lb

Aunt Jainirno

Pancake Mix

32 oz

69`

Showboat Pork 8

Beans
i_fir_vat?
Potato Chips

4/99'

12 oz

Minute MaaLemanade
Mix7

'V

Scot Lod
Riiiiiii0111.1

TRANSMITTERS
Asniiand
I/Wr Bowting Green
Covington
Eltzabetritown •
Hazard
,

Pride of 111

Corn,
Mac & Cheese

Lynn Grove
Large

Golden Groin 7 Oz.

EGGS

ONLY DUINICAN HINES
GIVESYOU BOTH

Peaches

Soup

Starter

6 oz

1 Thick8 Zesty / 5 or

513c

I

I

Ragu Sauce
Scot Lod 160z.

Applesauce
Fr,skies
Dog Food

50 lb

Gold Dollar Distilled

Vinegar
Home Owned
& Operated
Turnips
Sweet Potatoes
Cabbage
Carrots
A traditional coke...
moist ang light

PUDDING RECIPE

SO UGHT.SO DELICIOUSLY
MOIST, THEY MIGHT NOT WAIT
'TIL IT S FROSTED

SO MOIST, SO FLAVORFUL,
IT ALMOST BELONGS
IN A PUDDING DISH

•

4 Lbs.

I

Pudding Recipe and one box of Deluxe II cake mix plus
this required certificate to the addresS on taint Tell us .
• which cake yoti like and why

RECEIVE BY MAIL: A i-Lo port good for a free

—1.T.ATE

NU of your favorite Duncan Hinesilauyer cake mix
Enclosed is the.net weight $14ement horn one Pudding
r,
-. Recipe weber add'oee Mute It becelfge Please mad
I
My coupon good for 3 free box of my favorite Duncan
1
Hines layer cake mix.to
s
.
rinee•-riiii-in- wt.-

AREA

CODE _

Basket

20 lb
lb

Apples
moomess

ADDRESS
(Pr Inttlearly--Of0Off Oltintene Oapanis on a cornolele Ind catert

I

arldrita)

ZIP CADE

lb
a

--lace-434m-wwile-sogooi4elAtirsepse---,----.
•••

am IMO •••• elm

69'
I

59(

COUPON '
Limit 109.4pr Family

I.

4110

Nandi
Wrap

•

COUPON
•torn / Per Family

• Endust
or

1'
i
1

491

•

__TELEPHONE

flAk“ way li teen MIN.'? tlartwo 6I'SHIN) •
PlaCe in a stamped envelope and mail Io DUNCAN
HINES CONSUMER'S CHOICE COUPON OrFER

n
i
.

6 oz 4/11 00

Red or Golden Dolklous

ne

NAME'

• •
MAIL: The net weight statement• cut frcrrn one box of

59'

Radishes
Tomatoes
Red Grapes
Red Potatoes
Pears

BUY:

One package Itny flavor) Duncan Hines Delo)e
II and one package (any flavor) Ountan Hinek Pudding
Recipe Cake Mix

BANANAS'

Yellow Onions

TRY'EPA BOTH....GET ONE FREE!

c eli"Gt iiigo9d for
aZi
110
1Dwitcan.

3

3lb

pudding-in-the-mix cake._
extra moist new

DELUXE II

SAVE40°

894

'COUPON
!krill Per Family

COUPON
Limit I Per Kirility

Trigger Spray

Post Sow

Windex

Sugar Crisp
$109
•

22ez 79
4

200 ft

Expires 10 17 78
Saaillalr.ALSImaiA--

i
CMIi 000d qnIV - i '
Al THIS crotir ICATE MAY POOL,
Ilit 0.4ECHA6uCALLY P6PRMICELL LI___Lt7
1Z44)ZifLAAtr
PAVOIJI• gtif T 3 ("'d ono(OttpOn p4ot nom* ot .
IT4
1"
Pio 4 Yaw
ia. ,Katlis they not DP •assnanlId 01. ...
1
Oanctoo•rt 5 Ottir, Paw*,140bIrealmt '5 11111/ 6 mosselmovir
411
wag*.
API
,V•I
kw
y
•••••••.••• me.•••••••••••11111~••••••••001/••••••• •••• ald. amio.•••••••••••
.
•••••••• ••••i Sin am. OB.••••.01
-I
. ..._ •
1.
• •

Expires 1047,78

food pit Al %top

ripiros 10 17 78

Good Onli

Soreor's

011/88*

COUPON
400
/

Bran Flake
,

4 7i6v,•

'Expires 10 17.78 6d ONIt

r

N .

-

._ •
1•

Post v

4111111111111111/

Expires 1Q I

;"

1041
- -*

tapir

Good

CAGE f-A THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES, W

MATCH & WIN
BINGO

SAVE69c On
1 Bag

Different
Ways To NW

1-11

Plate Lunch

SUGAR

WIN MOM

tit

1-11

jgI,ICATIL'SSEN

Meat
2 Veg
Choice of Bread or Roll

Obtain gams ticketand-collector
card from participating stores.

monsomin

Baked Ham

•

' $499

COLLECT

1:9`rrowunts
appear:
INSTANT ".7,,E,'"
WIN

3

pi
PIsyt
Zech ticket has We)perfied

on

minions'

IlOettelli
"
___Inghalgrig Wag
COINCtor card Collect nteliffere to
of 4 boxestow
Smell
any
complete
end win amount shownlor game

oro
diagonally youwin the
amount inchcaled

•

fbL

Limit 1 w57.50 Add
Purchase, Excluding Tobacco
and Dairy Products

z 69

SAVE$2.50

I/99`

88
y I-i
1
C ..

56c

I
'
1/89
I

Lb 1119c
a Rolls

i
i
i
i
I.
4sp,

(Family Pack)

::

French Bread

Cinnamon Raisin

Lb.

V88C I\

AIRY-9101107. . .
1
$149.

3
3
i

89c i1

69'
6/99e

- AIIE$1.20
1 .,S

SAVE$1.00

with the Purchase
40
of4Lbs. of

with the Purchase
of5Lbs. of

Go:den Thin
11c

Scot Form
Biscuits

Slab Sliced

PORK STEAK

BACON

$1 19

Salt

Lb.

(Family Pack)

(Fam;ly Pack)

Oscar Moyer

15 -I09.

Chuck Roasts

lb sr

Bacon

Deelii'silIs
Otie
P

Spare Ribs

Expires 10 1

'Expires 10-17 78

Good Ooly M Slortis

/6 oz

P9

Oz.
Can

' gal 89
'

780, 449

(Limit 3)

Store Made

Bryan Fresh

•

1.9`

Happy Home
Corti Dog

70 67.. 794t

2 lb

'
12 oz 79

Pork. Chops

69

Fish Kabobs
Ice Milk

Chuck Roasts

Buc Wheat

2pi, 69
'

Ore Ida Golden

Campfire
Franks

Lunt, I Per Family_

$1 09

Orange Juice

Scot Lod

USDA Choice
Borioniess

COUPON 09584200

24`

Taste *0 Sea

USDA Choice
CEVI ter Cul-

•

22 oz

99

Snow Crop

Crinkle Fries

Bran Flake

.
6 pg

In Owl:Fri-zeal:pod Section --------

119

Lb.

as% Post

'
21

Tomato Soup

Morton

S899

mit I Per Farm $'

3-

Campbells

$1 ®
/

Bryan

79C

alaNSNSMSWIetffl

Unsweetened

69`

lb

Decorated Cakes
Ptibrte Your Order
num nueremonseftooffininuouststitiusi.......ii......fitflulf4111111
Kool-Aid

• COUPON

•

-3

Pumpkin. Pie

CHUCK ROAST

99

I

I.

with the Purcha
of4Lbs. of
USDA Choice
Blade-Cut

SIRLOIN TI
STEAKS

Si 19 i
.
z 1

,z

SAVE$24

with the Purchase
of5Lbs. of
USDA Choke

Potato Salad -

Pork Sausage

—

COUPON

COUPON .
Limit 1 Per Family

limit 1 Per Family

Skippy Creamy

Skippy Crunchy

Peanut Butter

.994

•E we's 10 7768

Good Cely Al Stottii.:

•

ButterPeddit994
rlf

" Expires 10 1118

,(rood Only'AI SIses444111111111.

1

99c

We Accept
. . Govt.
'U.S
Food Stamps

Card Not Punched
Mary Bryan

r

-
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Lopes Swats Two Homers
As LA Ca tures Game 1
By the AsaseMted Press
beating a little bit tomorrow," provided Los Angeles with its.
"I just want to beat the
LOS ANGELES
Davey said the dour Hooton, who is early edge.
Yanks so bad," said Forster,
Lopes, the team captain, sar astically
"With a ,big lead, you don't Who bears the bruises of
nicknamed
showed the way with a pair of '
y" by his manager, have the sharpness or con- Yankee beatings while he
home runs and some reusgig. Torn Lasorcla. "A pitcher centration you should have," pitched fur the Chicago White
exhuberance around the basalt dreams about being in the said _John. whose streak of 23 • Sox. "I could pitch three inas the Los Angell* Dodgers World Series-all his life and straight-scoreless innings was nings in every game in the
began their etnodesal` cam- I've been in two back to back. _snapped
Jackson's Series.
by
, paign to capture -the-397S -A whole bench-of guys haven't peventhinaing hamar. !Way
want -to beat them more
World Series title.
played in one."
primary concern is not to Walk thkri anything else in my life."
Supplying the power from
"All i can say is that he hitters. You just want to-make
his leadoff position, Lopes (Lopes) said he was as high as sure they hit the ball."
Wield Series Al A aims
keyed a pair of three-run the sky, and now I- believe
But John was impressed byBy The saurian! Press
Ilwaskilireas1
innings with a two-run homer,- him," said Hunter.
the Yanks' rally and was
Inesiky's Game
and a three-run blast, leading
Reggie Jackson, the Yanks' happy to give the ball to act
Lou Am/stall, Now Tat LMON
the National League champs inspirational leader this reliever Terry Forster. •
•
loads mess 14.
w•abwartV4Ilow--, —
to an 11-5 opening-game October and last, supplied: "The Yanks are a very good
New Yoe,(Hinter 134) at las &Ripka
— victory over the defending three hits, including a record- late-inning ballclub," said (Hooks 111-10)
ibwrsday's Game
world champion New York breaking, 430-foot homer, but John, while soaking his
No IBM scheduled
'
Yankees Tuesday night.
it wasn't enough against valuable left arm in a pool of
rliday's Game
As he rounded first base in lefthander Tommy -tohn's. _ice- "That comeback had the
Log Sageles ISutton 15-11) at New York
the second inning, Lopes baffling sinkerball.
markings of a quality halleinb
Sallanlay's Game
raised his right fist toward the
Jackson, who homered on Aitlia lot of character."
WiWor Yu%
-it
ir • -- • _ sky. When he passed the,bag his- last three pitches in the
Forster came bi-Lti- the- ----Ilimbyt-Om
larks at New York, it racsastry
following homer No.2 in the Yanks' triumphant Game t eighth with the Dodger lead
Moy's Game
00
,
1111110dehaahr mksi ibe_alinter
teara_contastsirsiass-C•4•AIL, sti Ty +Wilma -Stadium-Tuesdaynight-, The-parh'----- fourth- inning-, -he-thrust- tici
last-year •gtn41-edlus tirst tune STIMCWV-Tre gave up -Orifi-116
t_100 messed Is gar the kick •ff,hat the Topes rayed 414-8.:_
Ckt 11
Tinateg,
arms in the air.
up Tuesday - night, then single, then struck out three of
Nur yak atl.,24 Angeles, it necessary
"Yeah I was thinking of grounded out. In his third at- the next four Yanks to end the
Trewelarr. Oct o
New York at Los Angeles, if mamory
Jim," said Lopes, the fiery bat, he creamed -.John's game.
•
Dodger second baseman, fastball, giving him. six
referring to long-tiinfiDedger homers-In his- last four-Series
coach Jim Gilliam, who died games. Yankee immortal Lou
Sunday night after three Gehrig held the record of five
weeks in a coma following a in four games spanning the
stroke. "He meant so much to 1928 and 1932 Fall Classics.
me."
- "Lou Gehrig was one of the
Lopes and his teammates alltirne greats," said Jackson.
By the Associated Press
ever heard of me., If I work general manager, recalls of McCarren, guards Derrel
The first question which hard maybe those things will Middleton, also a collegiate pofourth and Mel Jackson and will try to back the Yankees to "I'm just one of the faces in
NASHVILLE -The Murray Chatanooga (650).
track star. "More important, tackles Tim Stokes and Greg the wall when Dodger ace the crowd. Maybe a little more State golf team finished 'fifth
comes to mind is not -What is take care-of themselves.
Larry Patton led the Racer •
Green Bay doing up there
"Team goals come first. If we were pleased with him Koch. "I think they deserve a sright-hander Burt Hooton recognizable."
of nine teams in the Opryland golfers with a 76-75-151;
•
hooks up with right-hander
among the leaders" nor is it we make them,the other goals from the day he came to whole lot of recognition.
John, who had his Dodger Intercollegiate at the Nasboro followed by .Brian McDonald,
"What
Terdell Middleton _ - like 1,11110 yards, maylm camp. Even though he had a_
1 have an idea that they get Catfish Hunter In Game
_
2 infielders eating ground halls Country.Club Tuesday. .... - - 73-81-154; Danny Coloumbe, doing up--there among the- making All-Pro
._..•
they'll all putted hamstring, he wanted the feeling, knowing I'm back tonight: .._
until he tired late in the game,
Eastern Kentucky and 78-76-154; Bill Berg, 77-79-156;..
to run. We already knew about • there, that they need to give
leaders'!"
fall into place."
"We'd like to leave here said Los Angeles' 7-0 lead Western Kentucky finished and Tim Jackson,79-79-158.
his speed and strength but that me just a crack, just a decent with a split," said Hunter, who entering the seventh caused the 36-hole tourney tied for
The first question, of course,
The individual medalist was
The 6-foot, 200-powder is-.\ showed us- .something about
is "What's a Terdell?"
- -block, to spring me. And when will be pitching in his .11th* him to change his pitching first with 603 totals, but EKU Eastern Kentucky's Greg
one.
of
_
the
big_reasons
the- A-his-heart."
"It's just a name my mother
i-?they. have-that -kind- -of-cotr----Series game.-"Any---team is pattern.
was declared the champion Waggoner with a one-over-par
picked at random," says the Packers havei 5-1 record an0
fidence in me, I do that mach better in its own ballpark. The
"I can tell you this, Reggie after its team members 70-75-145.
worked
being
on
mentally
a
two-game
leactin
the NFC'S,
better."
Packers' soft-spoken mining.
Dodgers are better here and wouldn't have gotten that bested the Hilltoppers on the
The event concluded fall
- tough and being able to go 60
back. "I asked my mom Once Central Division. And being an
Unlike Buffalo's linemen, we're better in our park."
pitch if the game were close," first hole of sudden death.
for the Racers.
action
minutes
coming
and
unknown
off
the
isn't
new
to Midwhat it meant. She told me it
who became known as "The
Hooton, who was 1-1 against said John, who was victimized
Third was Austin Peay
ball hard every play,' Middleton.
He
has
labored
in
had no meaning.; that I wasn't
glectric Company" when 0.J, the Yanks in last year's by some shoddy fielding that • 608), followed by Middle
dleton says. "If you can last
DES MOINES,Iowa(APInamed after anyone or relative obscurity most Of his turned on the juice for the Series, expressed little out- made three of the five Yankee Tennessee (612), Murray
the whole game, good things
The
U.S. National Women's
life.
anything like that. Just liked:Bills, and the Chicago Bears' ward excitement about his runs unearned.
(613), Morehead (625), Ten- Volleyball Team defeated
"I've been in that position a will happen to you."
the-sound of it, she said.
"Cosmic Rays" who opened starting assignment.
Lopes' two homers and a nessee Tech (634), Georgia Japan 3-2 Tuesday in
while now," he said. -In high
one of a
Like Payton, Middleton the holes for Payton in 1977,
"So do I. Some people 4ny
•I'm sure my heart will be solo shot by Dusty Baker had State (642) and
UT- series of 27 exhibition games.
school
and
'in
college
I
was
the
not
That's
No.34.
wears
'Middleton's blockers haven't
'it's kind of odd. I say it's
underrated, I guess. Didn't get only similarity, but Middleton
unique."
'been tagged with a nickname
much
publicity
like the guys in shrugs aside comparisons: just yet.
•.
So is Middleton, a virtual thebig schools:
"I'm not trying to imitate his
"Give us time, hey,"
unknown in the National - "But think that's
worked style,- he says. "I've got my Middleton said. "We're not
I
Football League who tlands more to my
advantage than own. But he does hard play that popular or well known third in the National Con- against me. It's cadsed
after play after play, and and it's still a long season."
ference and fourth -161, the work harder. 'When me to that's the type of back I want
With A first name like
people
league in rushing with 516 don't
Terdell, you'd think Middleton
know you, don't even to be."
yards, only 68 yards behind notice
has
nickname of his own.
you sometimes, you
league leader Tony Dorsett waist
One major adaptation of You'd be right.
them to, so you try and
and ahead of some other big do a lot more."
Payton's (and Simpson's) 'Some. ' people
call
names like Walter Payttin and
style is Middleton's insistence me...well...TD," he said,
0.J. Simpson.
Somebody on the Packers on giving the Packers' sounding a bit
embarrassed.
"It's nice to be ranked up noticed him at Memphis State. anonymous offensive line its "Yeah, I know
that's what
there with such great runners, He was a third-round draft - share of the credit. .
they call Dorsett. I guess right
hut I haven't set any personal choice in 1277. "Obviously we
"I couldn't do a thing now I'm the 'I'D on thp other
SAIIVIJILLSING
goals-lot- tnyeelf." be-Says.
116111CMANOLSE POLICY
viitut those guys,"
end of the field."
-I'm fairly new. No one has Starr, the Pack's coach and dleton says of center tarry

A Morro
Uwe C

MSU Golfers

He's A Big Reason Packers Are Leading

Noi
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STORES IMIC

Bowling

Jeitors
ALI:AMERICAN
LINEUP

Standings
L
4
15
15
15
J
12 $,
12 II
194 94
111
19
9 11
9 • 11
11
12
•
II
12
41Mi Miles
7
13
14
Untouchables
15.
$
Hungry Bear
34 16
HIGH TEAM GAME(SC)
D&H •
. 707
Smitly's Gang
,
664
little Demons .
664
HIGH re-ii ;tick liC,
DIM •
909
Supersport
906
The Misfits
402
141GH TEAM sEfnas isc
Dikli_
20t7
TAU.Demons
1909
---"Sittitty's Gang
•
1011
HIGH TEAM SERIES(BE)
D&H
•
wri
__Sirreroert
....._2316
The"2391
DIU!
•
Utile Demons
__0Ig Joe's 1111Q.....
Saillles Gang
ffliH .
Saperstars
Nwr Mimes
Bylibles
Eadaidan

Three All Time Favorites At Big All-American Savings

HIGH IND.CAME tS(4
Men
Tommy McClure
...211
Garry Fvans
1.
Don Stanfill
.
Women
Mildred Hodge .......
... . 212
I 4,I9 Smith
116
Marsha Hargrove
196
Pat Scott
196
•
Hlt H IND.COM(HC • _Men
tarry F.Vans
726
• Don Stanfill'
720
—Leman nix«,
717
Women —
Mildred Hodge
.
'40
Manisa Hargrove
235
Pat Scott
225
•
'HP:HIND SFRPIPA 11674
Met
Ran Pace
.
577
Tommy McClure
575
Garry Evans
572
Women
PM Said .
543
Mildred Hodge
539
lois Smith
519
, HIGH ND SFR IFS !To
. •
Men
Tommy Mr•Citi;
Ron Pare .
Donnie tlnderhiII.
•
•
Woman
Pat Scott........_
Mildred Hodes
I
%It* Oliver
•••

Chopped
Steak Pinriar
F ranch toss
Cob'
Hot roll Orison ring

3245

Spadhatli Dinner
toseod seise
French timed

$185
•
•
21-Pi•c•
Shrimp Dinnar
French/nos
Cols tesw
1.401 rON

1411f91 AllFRAGFAS
Men
lion Stanfill
•,Lyman DItton , s
Charlie Hargrove
Garr;rvarts
.
•
VSIS9Sefiee - -----e- --.,

r
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Miff 011001,11ANT•
j
Otke *vans October 79. 1971
•Splath

Thursday Couples
Bowling League
-w

Team

12thStreel

r

. •
7

Central Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

,,

iOngPn

lots Smith
• Wanda prawn
Pat Scott
"siarge liberian ....

191.
179
179
179

•

.

1010
164
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Lets moisture out,
won't let weather in ...

LUCITE®

HOUSE
PAINT
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WATER CLEMVP
IN AN HOUR
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Dries to a protective sheet. Flexible •
stretches and shrinks when your house
does Gallon size, white only

to

1110

Reg.
$10.97

•
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•
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•
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LUCITE

Doesn't Drip . .
Needs No Stirring . .

LUCITE®
WALL

Wall Paint

NO Slip
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12 HOUR DRY WATER CLEAN
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Reg.
$9.97
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Lqoks as fantastic on the wall as it does
In yoor gjaut_ Giogg gn Vat_ ønecZuga...._.
faster Gallon size, popular cOlors
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Tennis Tourneys

Set forsOchober
o beat this
lid Forster,
bruises of
while he
icago White
.41 three Mame in the
them mars
in my life."
- •
imee
rens
*11.Las Aagat•

it Lii.

II) at New York

wk, If areisssey
A Murrey Middle gridder brings down North Amor:tabby iMes in junior -WI Toothall acifon-Tuesday.
Als pictured is Steve
Young (25). North picked up its first victory with a 14-8 win.

lea, If necessary

Singles, doubles and conclude SunrI.ts
Touliwiii—
vittoi Ter
entry ee- rant
be featured in this year's prizes will presented m
-Murray State Homecoming each division and area of
tennis tournament Oct.
competition. .
Entries are now being
Open to alumni, former accepted by the Alumni
students and friends of the Office, Murray State
university, the tourney Is University, Murray, K2,'.
scheduled to start at 8 a.m. 42071, or by telephone at
Friday,Oct. 20, on the AISU 502-7624737.
courts.
Class A (experienced The
Murray
Tennis:
players with previous Association will hold atournament experience) scrambles doubles toursingles will be held in nament at the Murray High
men's and women's singles courts Oct. 28 and 29.
and doubles. Class B (inNames will be drawn
termediate players with from a hat, and teams may
two years or less of ex- consist of two men, two
perience) play will be women or ,a man and a
featured in each of the woman
above events, as well as an
Players may enter by
open mixed -doubles- signing up at Dennison- _
division.
Hunt Sporting Goods or by.
The entry deadline is calling Sue Overbey at 753Oct. 6 and participants 4644. Pairings and times'
may enter two events only. will be announced at a later The competition will date.

lea. If neceesary

North Calloway kept its said Miller. "We seemed to
A miscalculation by his deep
unbeaten streak alive with an pick up after that."
men on the kickoff team, says_
8-0 decision over North
The Lakers finally scored a North -4Coach Steve Payne,
Marshall,
While
North touchdown later in the quarter actually gave his team the
Calloway picked up its first when Jeff Garrison broke victory. "Young and my other
victory of the season with a 14- away for a 71-yard run around deep man both thought the
1 triuintilt _over Murray end for theflnal score.
other would catch it, but
Middle. At Benton, Southwest - The Laker defense shlit out neither did. It rolled to the 15,
Calloway fell 22-0 to the Its fourth straight opponent, and Young picked it up and
Indians.
and Miller praised each just kept running."
. The details:
member of the unit - Greg -- Payne credited his defenEast 8, North Marshall 0
Lovett, Mark Williams, Rick sive unit, which , included
CALVERT CITY - East Wagoner, Ricky McKinney, Raymond Grady, Darren
used a timely touchdown for Bryan, Garrison, Mike Paschall, Robert Duncan,
its victory - but not timely in Holloway, Tim Thorton, Dale Keith
Allbritten,
Rob
away one might expect.
Torsak, David Dugger and Anderson, Russell Usher,
The North Marshall timer, Mike Garrison.
Marty Hays and Lewis-I3ersaid East Coach Bill Miller,
bench.
allowed the clock to run
North 14, Murray Middle 8 .
ite many out-of-bounds
North won its first.dgame,
Benton 22, Southwest0
lays and first downs; with the eventual winning
.BENTON - Southwest,
uations in which the clock touchdown coming on an 85- trailing only 8-0, advanced to
d be halted.
yard return of the opening the Indians' three-yard line
"But it hurt them in the kickoff of the second half by early in the isecond quarter.
," said Miller. "They were fiteve Young.
On first down,a run gaveitthe
' g to catch up, but the
Young had scored the ball on the one, but three
K. kept running when it game's first TD in the first straight running plays failed,
Sn't supposed to, and they quarter, this one on a five, and Benton took over on
flout of time."
_yard plunge. East failed on the downs.
The Lakers used a safety to coversion attempt.
"That was the pivotal play
ore their,first points on the
Murray Middle took the lead
of the game," said Southwest
way to their fifth straight in the second quarter after Al Coach Merrill Brick."We sort
victory without a loss.
Wells scored on a five-yard
of let down after failing to
East had a fourth-and-goal run and the Tigers converted score."
situation in the second on a run for two more points.
Benton added two more
quarter, but failed to score.
North Marshall took over,
from there, but one its first
play, East linebacker Rick
'Wagoner sacked the quarterback in the end zone for.the
two points.
With East still ahead only 20, North Marshall threatened
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) - suffered a fractured bone spur
in the third quarter. It had a Maurice Lucas, the man on his right index finger.
first and goal at the Laker 7, Portland Coach Jack Ramsay Team publicist John White
• but the Laker defense held. *ants to replace Bill Walton said the 6-foot-10 NBA all-star
Ends Greg Lovett and Ronnie as leader of the Trail Blazers, __would have a splint placed--cui
Bryan smothered the quar- will be lost to the National the finger for three weeks.
terback again on fourth down Basketball Association team
Lucas missed the last five
from there to kill the threat.
for at least three weeks.
preseason games because of
"That was probably the
The Blazers announced soreness in the fingers of his
biggest series of the game," Tuesday that Lucas had right hand.

i the Racer
76-75-151;
McDonald,
Coloumbe,
g, 77-79-156;
r9-79-158.
iedalist was
ty's Greg
ne-over-Par
ceuded fall
TS.

owa(AP)ti Women's
defeated
r in one of a
ition games

:es
od
ar.
re
n.

Die use

touchdown late in the fourth
quarter for the final margin.
Brick feltNthat linebacker
Jeff Butterworth, defensive
end Bill Poole and,running
back Gary Worthath played
well.
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. 13th Anniversary of The MayfieldShopping Plaza
,
3814 Days Register Ftot- Free Gifts
At All Plaza Stores
ThUrs -Fri.-Sat., Oct. 12-1314

Celebrates with Extra Savings!
Mayfield, Ky.

• COFFEE COATS ,NAP
••• ,,ROBES
• ,.
• GOSSARD BRAS
LAB COATS'
•
•

.

.

FPONT 141141S 4 SOCIOS
SIZES SIN 38 to 52

ON& SIZE FITS ALL EASY 0414

•

•
-•
•
•
• •
. •
•
a
•
•
•
g
•

$813

__---

PON MEN 4 W0443P4 ENTIRE STOCK REG r0 S t6 00

•
•
•
•

.
• • :MATERNITY PANTS
NURISNG BRAS
•
•
▪•
•
• Resister for Free Gifts
• 1st Prize Bob Evans Unifor
,4fd Prize - quilted Robe

$013
$513

City
State
Zip
Please allow 6-ft weeks lor delivery Good only In U S A Offer expires V31/79
This certdie,ase must accompany reourat

r......

••
••
•::

I

Corporation. 1971
NEI= MINIM INN I= Mint=BEI MINIM MN ISM NISI MMII IIIIII
Ti )10: cqueoN .
Here's a -354 break on Maxwell House'Instant Coffee
......

I'
I;.

.
•
MAYFIELD SHOPPING
•
MAYFIELD- PHONE 247-8449
PLAZ•
----/WW1W9F9T3Witlit= 6:00 PM Darr.
FRIDAY-,9t30 AIM- &Off-PM
N••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

35 Min. Front Murray
Closed Sunday I Wed.
Phone(515) 232-51118

7

VC.tneral Fond

•

Hurt, coach of Middle
Tennessee, Saturday's
Murray State football
Opponent.
All
members
and
prospective members are invited to attend.

•First remove the inner seal from any 6-, 10-, or I4-ounce jar of
Maxwell House Instant Coffee This is your proof of purchase Then
"fill in the ifitformatton on the bottom of this certificate Now just mail
the completed certificate and one inner seal for each book ordered
to the address below, and well send you the first booklet in our new
Maxwell Howse Coffer Threes series. It's packed with useful coffee ideas
and delicious recipes
• .
Mail to Coffee Break Recipe Offer,
) Bo. 4049. hankaker, ii. 41)01 ,

•
•
•
•.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
s
•

10
%
Discount
On AH Purchase

Hematite Chain Saws are-always-ow-sate
at Uncle Joe's - We Sell Them For 20%
Off List Price!!!

How to start your Maxwell House'Coffee limes Collection

•

_

Our Price $19996

MAIL-IN CERTIFICATE

'10" •••••
$10"•r,

Extra

You Must Present Coupon

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Your LUCKY FRIDAY THE 13TH Coupon

Good Only at PARKER'S
Friday, Oct. 13th
On
._ •

•
•
•
a
•
le
•

•
•

— •
$513
D4SCONTiNUED StYtiS 8 c u c ars 8FG CO yo

18
•
•
•
•
•

a
II
a

.

PARKER'S

Sug. List Price $249.95

The great taste
of Maxwell House® COffee.
Without it,apple pie just wouldn't
* -bethe same.

•1•••••••••••••••111•111•111•••••••11•11•111••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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• •

The Racer Club will hold
its regular weekly meeting
at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Racer Room of Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Members will hear a
taped. interview with Ben

XL-12 uChainsS:FwEW1-11.0,6”.
.E
•
spreven
Bae'ts
- kic.rback. keeps
you in control
•Almost Oise million of these seeds builrarid sold
•Lightweight and powerful
•High performance 33 cubic inch engine
•Power to'cut logs up to 3 thick.
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wd Racers Prepare For Blue
Raiders; Martin Honored

Sellt

'Ex

r •
MurrityStalz conch. Mike
ottfried believes he niay
• have discovered the. right
defensive combination last
Saturday as the Racers
ill— downed UT Marfin and
yielded its lowest point total of
the season.

Conlerence
time.tu examine your stteati_M__DIKILlitarqmak.froin-tackle__
r•••.
hosting Middle Tennessee in and make the necessary ,te end and Gl
•
oet so (ruin
the second of three con- ahanges," said Gottfried. cornerbeck togffiirr y.
"From what I've seen on the
The wide tackle six is a
secutive home appearances.
pressure type defense and it films the changes all proved
Gottfned altered Murray
seettii-hi"toest -suit our per- successfulaid-Gottfried.
State's conventional "50"
•
sonnet."
..
Tackle Bruce Martin was
defensive scheme to a "wide
Gottfried moved David selected by the coaching staff
ckle six" alignment and Reagan
from end to sas defensive- player af. the
uft&t personnel to com•
The Racers unproved their
linebacker, Steve Maxwell . week as the 6-4, 235-pound
_
record to 2-3 overall with the *mem its advantages.
from linebacker to tackle, senior collected 13 tackles and
21-7 victory and return this
"When you give up 49 points Lindsey -Hudspeth . from four assists. .
Saturday (7:30 p.m.) to the and rank last in the con- tailback to safety,Greg Evans . The Racer offensive unit •
----business of Ohio Valley ference in team defense it's from end to cornerback, continued its impressive
display as it accounted for 'A
or more points for the fourth
time in five ointings and rolled
up 396 yards in total offense.
•_
Quarterback Mike Dickens
who will miss Saturday's
game with an injury,and wido.
receiver Greg King shareo
-• offensive player of the week
Believe the man. There was honors for their efforts in the
- question. Why, at age 49, did
By HAL BOCK
their friend die? There is no e very special relationship. in. Martin victory. Dickens
AP Sports writer—
The____Iogical answer, of course, and between Lopes, the current -accounted for 179 yards and
LOS ANGE1.E.s
District Punt, Pass and Kick competition was held Saturday, and the above winners will compete in zone competition Saturday at
game is simple, really. Bats. the team ;
iliallicalkal•Thlheir Dodger second baseman,-and Ahreeirdichdasmtgaispasa.._
Paducah
Tilghman Stadium. The winners, their places and age groups are: front row from left, David Outland, 1st, 8; David
helplessness,
hits,
played
the
Gilliam,
who
Dodgers
man
the
did
.balls, gloves: Runs,
for two scores, completing 14
errors. This business of the only thing they could. They the position so well for the of 20 for 152 yards and rushed — Sykes, 2nd, 8; Michael Bucy, 3rd, 8; Jim %else, 2nd, 9; Merit Miller, 1st, 9. Second row, frotnieft, are: Mark West, Til, 10; Allen
Hargis, 2nd, 10; Ed Hendon, 3rd, 10; Mark Waldrop, 1st, 11; Trey Nall, 2nd, 11. Back row, from left, are: Cary Miller, 11, 1st, 12;
baseball is no complex, dedicated this World Series to team a quarter century ago-.
for 27 yards and one touchAndy Parks, 2nd, 12; Shown Glavin, 3rd, 12; Kyle Evans, 1st, 13; Mark Boggess, 2nd, 13; Steve McDougal, 3rd, 13. Not. pictured
the memory of Jim Gilliam.
"It's hard to express whit down.
esoteric sport.
are Tony Wade, 3rd, 9; and Joel Conley, 3rd, 11.
Davey Lopes, a pallbearer he meant to us," Lopes said.
• And yet, there is something
King caught seven of
ig beyetid" at- -Gilligan's- funei ai --today, -He WaS hived and-respected - Dickens,•
the mathematical summary perhaps put it best after by all of us. It's going to be including a 30-yarcktouchdown
that reduces the players to leading a 15-hit assault in the very difficult not to keep eeception. King, a red.shirt
I
-cold, raw numbers. The im- Series opener with two home thinking about him. They say freshman from Louisville,
•
portant numbers in Tuesday runs that drove in five runs for time heals all wounds. But it's now has 17 receptions this
going to take a long, long season for 252 yards and two
-night's opening game of the Los Angeles.
"Jimmy's up there wat- time."
1978 World Series between Los
touchdowns. •
"
Tommy John, the winning
'Angeles. and the New York ehing us now," said Lopes.
Sophomore tailback Danny
The Yankees have to beat 50 pitcher in Game 1, nodded his • Lee Johnson accounted for
Yankees read 11-5 in favor of
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - reclaim money spent on the money belongs to her friends two
years,
get
you
the Dodgers. Those are the men, not 25. Gilliam's spirit is agreement with Lopes' 100-plus yards rushing for the While the Los Angeles Series tickets,
which all and relatives and the rest will pessimistic," Gross said. Yet
each
player
in
out
..
sics. But the story of this ,
there.
thoughts
Gilliam.
on
fifth consecutive week as he Dodgers and New York playoff teams are allowed to be used to buy winter clothes.
Groat(.said he'd buy tickets
. ____ _
- game gee* Wadi deeper than We're trying to siVi it for him.- ille can't be with- ma -ran for 122 yards. Johnson now - Yankees battle in the World print.
-.— Joe Gross of Quakertown, next year if the Phillies win
look
If
you
out
there
closely,
he's
but
with
physically,
us
has
.
that. .
612 yards on the season , Series, Philadelphia Phillies'
"I wish I could have used Pa., was disappointed, but not their division again. "One of
Baseball players are, you you'll see Jim Gilliam_ in all of spiritually, up in heaven," the and averaged 5.7 per carry ;fans are doing what they have them," Ann Robinson said surprised to be in line for a these years they'll have to
must remember, human the (defensive ) holes.-,,
veteran left-hander said. ' and 172.4 per game.
Tuesday as she returned refund. A long-suffering fan, make it."
done for the past three years.
.
,
beings with the same feelings
They are returning their tickets worth 8396 to Girard he'd been . there in 1976 and
Ticket-takers gave people
and emotions as the rest of us..
World Series tickets for Bank. "I never have been to a 1977. In 1976 the Phillies lost their money, nodding at their
They know "fear, they know
refunds.
World Series before.- I had three straight games to quips of "wish I could haw
cqurage.• They know hap,
For the last three years, the tickets to the seventh game in Cincinnati Reds and in 1977 used these" or "see you next
piness, they know sadness. c
Phjllies have' lost- in the. 1950," (The Phillies were and again this year the trear:''
They are no different than any
National Leagutolgitayoffa,-- swept by the Yankees in four Phillies lost three-offour to the
The Phillies ticket office
one of us.
causing frustrated fans to trek straight that year.
Dodgers.
expects to return 83.4 million
You know the feeling of
"I kind of expected it. After for the 240,000 tickets it sold.
Robinson said some of the
PHOENIX, Ark. (AP) - team defeated Sweden and trainer and doctor. Any lef- to a Philadelphia bank to
helplessness when a close The final round al the Davis Great 'Britain eliminated toyer funds are used for
friend dies suddenly. There is Cup tennis competition,could Australia in sernifinals-rhunds Junior Davis Cup."
Jim Frazier, chairman of
an emptiness and an anger be played here in December, last weekend.
that you cannot control fate. but there are many ifs to be
"A proposal must be the recently completed $75,000
Why, you wonder, did this answered- before a final presented within a week if Phoenix Women's Tennis
happen? The frustration of decision is made.
Phoenix is.to be considered a Classic, was enthusiastic
asking a question that simply
The United States faces possible host city." said Rich- about , the - prospect of
Cannot be answered'just in- Great Britain in the contest mond. "The site must be promoting the area through
xreases the sadness.
scheduled for Dec. 15-17.
confirmed before the USTA the Davis Cup competition.
"I can imagine no better 30- It was with that "same' . Community leaders met management committee
day blitz than Davis_ Cup on
/sadness that • the Dodgers - Tuesday with officials of the meets in New York Oct.24.
network TV, the Fiesta Bowl
approached this World Series. United
States
Tennis
-Davis Cup is not a
Christmas Day) and , the
Today, they buried a friend, Association
to
discuss
moneymaker for IJSTA," said Phoenix Open Golf TourCoach Jim Gilliam. who died requirements-for the event.
with' Automatic Color Control
in January),"
'Sunday night after suffering a
"We didn't know until Richmond "Our Davis- Cup nament
almost
fund
is
zero.
Although
Frazier said.
sudden. cruel stroke less than Monday that we (the United
there is no prize money inThe United States has not
ii month ago.
States) would have choice of
•100% Solid State Chassis
- To a man, the Dodger ground site )." said Marvin volved, the players are paid won the Davis Cup since 1972
and travel expenses are and
*Modular Chassis Design
:
-Great Britain has not
family has asked that im- Richmond, USTA
vice guaranteed for_
players _and played in a final round since
1-n-Li-rie-Pictu-re-Ttibe-Systent
ponderabte,
tuoinswei able president. The Amer-OUTtheir wives..the team captain. 1937.
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Yankees Nave To Deal
With 50 Dodgers Now

h_ _

s' Fans Not Shortchanged,
But Have To Miss Series Again

-Many Ifs Before thWed States
an,Seek Coveted Davis Cup

VALUE

GE Color Monitor 19', DiagonaLTV

Dodger Fan teaves,
Reason

a.

a

•Black Matrix Picture Tube
•ACC (Automatic Color Control)

Reduce1 bills
with ari
r-

lII H %41 I Ail( A11.1( (Z)'ISIOIJAKI
swwitsitt Ithisr; itIATstt.s;

Users report fuel savings
of 50 to 75 Der cent!
Canada. "Our fuel hill ha been cot at least
in half.- 1:ennessee "My Ashley iiVe. more
heat, far less fuel,. with heated rooms every
morning." Masosachusetts• -My heating roil is
..now nil Catirlid- "We are now Using tesn.m.
than one-third Of the wOod
used Ilefore
Enjoy dein•ndahfi., automatie heal from inexr
reettrty available firewood lany king:11,446.ml an Ashley and save!

The Dela°)
telWimPelliaLlailelCOO —

orn

We can save you money on a new Ashley
Heater! We have been asked not to adverbs; price outside our own county. We
are a discount store_ and we discount
Ashley Heaters!

Bever. le.
35 Min, From Murray
_Closed Sunday I Wed.
----111HNIMIMMkta
MeM.

"I began having contractions' before tha_Airst
pitch," Mrs. Morse recalled
Tuesday as she was leaving
Cedars-Sinai
Hospital.
However. every time her
husband, David, pleaded with
her to leave for the hospital,
she replied: "Let's wait just
one more inning."
"1 made it to the seventh
inning," she added. "Airing
the stretch, Davi4onvinced
me we should at least call the
doctor."
When they discoVeried king
lines in front of each pay
phone at Dodger Stadium,
David shouted, "My wife's
having a baby!"
Everyone stepped aside;
and some of the fans even
offered him change for the
call
"The doctor told us to leave
right away," Mrs. Morle said.
"He was afraid the game
would end and we woilld be
stuck in traffic

the Phillies
The Morses had been
thinking about naming their
baby Dustin,-so they.could call
him Dusty after Dodgers
outfielder Dusty Baker.
"But when Bill Russell got
that hit to drive in the winning
run, we decided to name our
child Russell," she said.
The Dodgers opened the
World Series against the New
York Yankees Tuesday night,
winning 11-5.
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By the Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - Most
people stand for the seventhinning stretch at the ballpark,
and then sit back down.
Not Andrea Morse. After a
few choruses of ','Take Me Out
To The 13allgame" last
Saturday when_ the Los
Angeles Dodgers met the
Philadelphia Phillies in the
National League Championship Series, she left to have a baby.

"A few hours later in the.
delivery . room, the obstetrician said; 'I know you're
excited abtiut the Dodgers, but
listen to whet I'm trying to tell
. y ou, Mrs. Morse recalled.' ma'am .,-",-,4-,---.0ii-x•-• z
•*
Shedi•wfiefitswe birth to a
so
Virkie
Raker
146
7 pounds; .11. ounces several F.,.elyn gurkeen
146
hours after her beloved Marie Clark
la
oats._
--Clodgar*Aipollett-theNetiorel—buntmartia--tan. ..4.4 -.Joon ..
le
League pennara by-beating Max ,if.. nit_-----......--M.-
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FRANKFORT, KY - The
Kentucky Department -far
Human Rewburces announced
that theinclesel overnment
- hag -certified the Roman
banana liqueur-ruin' all over. Ceramics Corp. of Mayfield as
Heat again to bubbling and an "adversely affected emflame. Baste with warm liquid. ployer" under the Trade
and continue to flame until
flame dies out. Serve immediately over ice cream.
Makes at least 2 medium or 3
small servings, de.• ndin: on

Ceramics on or after May 26, up to 52 weeks. Also, eligible
Expansion Act of 1974.
ilia Crawford, director-(- 1976becausa-oflack of work. -Workersselected for approved the department's Division of
All workers are now eligible training may qualify for 26
,
lasaeaneft-,-to---4ippLy-----See-timmeiik1-41444404044440.44-(-benetik
All Roman Ceramics
said the Sept. 29 certifieation assistance and-or training
workers niust apply for this
covers all workers engaged in opportunities.
the production of custom
Benefit payments for assistance at their local
pottery laid off by Roman eligible workers may be Mole Department.

.
- -- - •
The members of the Menu
lightly browned; spoon MO a
,vanilla ice cream
. Committee, chaired- by Mrs. 3-quart casserole. Add
juice of 'i l lemon
Don Bennett of the Murray
remaining butter and salad oil
.
to skillet; add meat, and •
Calloway County Community
Melt brown sugar and butter
Theatre, have chosen an
brown-on all sides. Spoon over in flat chafing dish, and cook
.
• exciting dinner , for those
mushrooms.
'
, until bubble _all _over. -Slice
earncipating in the Theatre's
Combine 3,4 cup bouillon, , bananas and sprinkle with
we, soy sauce, garlic, and - lemon juice. Add to sugardinner
production, "A
Thurber Carr& " # • • # • •
, 'oi • • ••
bottom to salvage all par- cinnamon. Cook until banana
a t Hotday
Oct. 12, 13
ticles.
and 14. Reservations for the
is almost tender. Pour in
dinner and shoiteitiy be made
Blend cornstarch with oneuntil Saturday miming, Oct.
third cup bouillon; stir into
defend their rights.
By SY RAMSEY
The governor said he does not
14, by calling 759-1752 or
wine mixture. Cook, stirring
"Unless the press and broadcast
Associated Press Writer
disagree with that decision, but
contocting, a Community
constantly, until smooth and
media are willing to share that burden
FRANKFORT:Ky. ( AP) - Gov.
believes that becausse of special
thickened. Spoon over meat,
Theatre member. througr- The respOnstble, exercise of
Julian-Carroll,-wha-lies-had- his difconsideration wanted the press I the
The committee members
stirriN gently to Mier Cover
•
rights granted under the first aniendnews media, said
ferenceS with
U.S. Constitution, ,"We mak, that--WhO include Bill BoYd, Mrs. A. ai.d hake at 275 degrees for 1
ment, I fear that the future holds furhe is establishing a policy to protect the
possible process as restrictive as
W.Simmons Jr. and Mrs. Alan
ther inroads into the constitutional,
media in part from search and seizure.
possible."
Moffett, have combined their - stirring until smooth. Add salty
guarantees lee freedom of the press,"
He said at a news conference he is
He said that since there are no
to taste. Bake 10 to 15 minute:s
favorite recipes and ids and
Carroll said:
--Police
State
K
entucky
questionin
dilecting
the
sfahly
guidelines
on
the
some
-100perGarrott-told
DANVILLE, Ky. (API longer. Serve over almond
- -coordinated these ideaswith
secretary must
that
the
state
justice
opinion
that
the
is
my
Kentucky,
"It
conference
sons
attending
the
• The increasing demand for
One reporter asked if the statement
rice. Yield:8serviligs
- the talents of Suzanne
approve any request for a warrant to
sign-off procedure I have ordered is the
adult education is -a vast that state help for private
implied
that politicians would try to
- Almond Rice
---Hotschaw, innkeeper, and her
or
television
search any newspaper,
maximum effort we can make through
both schools would not take away
fire enntrotaf
news- media__
Ls cup slivered blanched reservoir" of need that
staff at the Holiday Inn.
those of
files
their
or
office
radio
n
public
in-executive--peliey,
72--funds
for
the
______pei)ne_and private gehools.
fir-5f reaction
replied
his
Carroll
ft Oft
individual newsmen.
Carroll has made a number of critical
MOS
. .work to sill, says Gov. stitutions. He also said there is
"should be the question is not worthy of
3tablespoons melted butter
Murray-Calloway County
no need forcornpetition.
"I have directed the secrt,tary that he
remarks recently about coverage of his
answering" in view of the pro-media
It's cups uncooked regular
Community Theatre's enshall ascertain that the information
administration by the media.
And the survival of both
step he has taken.
thusiastic producer-director, rice
that
it
is
case,
to
the
been
needed
is
integral
indicated
he
has
He
has
The
governor
said that if the
public and private higher
41-s cups water
Richard Valentine, the
criticized unjustly and attributed much
in no other way obtainable from other
education is vitally important two groups can work together
- Another- tepotter ailced for a full
"then
F7ources,
and that cooperation was
we
in
the
of this to what he called a "Watergate
politica
toilleTiTintèrest,Tirroil
explanation of the cautionary note that
Saute- alinonds in butter told a conference of educators spectrum can see that you - solicited on a voluntary basis first,"
Carnival," promises to be an
syndrome" of news representatives,
the media should exercise responuntil golden. Add rice and stir Tuesday night.
exciting and entertaining
survive and survive well."
Carroll said.
which leads them to try to unearth
sibility, but the governor did not answer
until thoroughly coated; add
show, some of the Theatre's
"The secretary shall also ascertain
negative items concerning officials.
Because of the burden which
this directly, saying merely that some
The two groups were to that a subpoena would not work in the
water and salt. Bring mixture would be placed on public
board members promised.
Carroll said the media-protection
segments of the press have been
no
but
meet
again
today,
tea
brisk
boil;
stir
briefly,
and
The Menu Committee inindividual case and shall bear in mind
issue is one that in the final analysis
institutiorts if private colleges
dishonest in reporting on his adboil until water barely were forced to close, the state• recommendations or con- that it will be the policy of the executive
vites people to make resermust be handled by the General
ministration'.
.
disappears
from
surface.
vations for one of these
Asembly.
must continue strong finarteial -" elusions were expected to branch that a search warrant would be
Lower heat immediately; support of private higher
evenings of great food and
"The publiC-a-riot on your side, but
result from the conference. a last resort."
"The potential erosion of first
cover tightly, and cook about education, Carroll said. That
entertainment. As an extra
I'm willing (to do this) because it's
Rather, officials described it
The governor said he is taking the
amendment rights is a matter of
20 to 30 minutes or until rice is support now comes through
as the beginning of a process
right," Carroll comrnented in reference
bonus,they are divulging their
step, in conjunction with national
concern to me ... and I am writing the
recipes for you to dpplicate at tender. Check for doneness state aid-=for- students at- which will leaVo increased newspaper week in Kentucky, as a
' to his protective order.
Legislative Research Commission tocooperation.
after about 20 minutes, and tending private institutions..
Asked if recent and current inhome.
urge them to assign it to the proper
result of a request by the Kentucky
Salad served over lettuce quickly stir with a fork.
vestigations by the -FBI in andareund
legislative committee for consideration
Carroll made hii remarks to
Press Association.
state administration are affecting his
wedges will be Edwina - If rice is not to be served the first joint meeting of the
-."The significance a the
with an eye toward legislation in the
He noted that a recent U.S. Supreme
immediately,it can be held for Council on Higher Education
ability to govern, Carroll replied:
conference, if nothing else, is Court decision ruled that newspaper
Simmon's Remoulade Sauce.
1980 session," Carroll said.
15. or 2(1 nainues-over low beat and the Council of Indepenjust the fact that we're having offices were not irnmene to search with
"Not at all. I welcome those kinds of
Remoulade Sauce He also said he believes the media
it," said Harry Snyder, the proper warrant.
4 tablespoons parsley, or in a 200-degree oven.'S/ield: dent Kentucky Colleges and
must take some of the responsibility to
investigations."
8 servings.
Universities at
Centre
executive director of the
chopped fine
Georgianna Moffett's
College.
Council on Higher Education.
4 tablespoons kosher dill
Gingered Carrots
pickle, chopped fine
2 pounds carrots, sliced
2 hard-boiled eggs,chopped
either diagonally or julienned,
4 tablespoons dry mustard
1 medium Sized onion, and cooked until just tender.grated
1 medium-size onion,sliced
Juice of 1 lemon
1 green peppier, sliced
1 small clove garlic, minced
I
can cream of tomato soup
mayonnaise
pint
1
it cup sugar
one-third cup tomato catsup,
International Association- of
By MARGARET GENTRY
teaspoon
prepared
1
Grate onion on paper towel
_
'
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Writer
and let stand until moisture ia muetard
Under a contract with the
NEW YORK (AP)- What
4 cup vinegar
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does it take to be a good cop? Law Enforcement Assistance
1,42 teaspoon salt
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WEEK AFTER WEEK
TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE-

Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
-

manufacturer. It you are not satisfirl,
i(roger
will replace your,item with the same brand or a
Comparable brand or refund your purchase price

YOUR FOOD BUDGET

You'll find tits cost-cutter symbols. on hundreds of
your favorite items
throogkoet oer store. Plus «Kb week you'll find cost-cutter weekly
ad specials
for extre savings on grocery items, dory, frozen
foods, keolty 8. beauty aids,
meets and produce.

CAirEl
DETERGENT

Toasted Whole Wheat Flakes

-

nil with this coupon and 510.00 purchose excluding items
INN prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon
.100. merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.
Expires Oct. 17th.,

with this coupon and 110.00 purchase excluding
items prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of
coupon merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes.
Limit one. Expires Oct. 17th.

gigni

Mil

MIMI

REDEEM BOTH COUPONS WITH ONE S10 PURCHASE
WAS

Sandwich Bread

NOW

American Cheese Food

PLANTATION '
ROYAL MCI TAMS

Brownies

Princella Cuts
VW saws

Squeeze Parkay

_

Converted Rice
•
—
Spray Cleaner

ii

WAS
.41.11.

MUTE
_ BREAD

3.2.$
.3cLA. i$ i

'
Crisco Shortening
100 COUNT ROLLS
Bounty Towels

1 69

/04

694I 674

$1 55

COSMO SIVA

Bathroom Tissue ..11131/
.

•

DITTY CROMER 144 SATOI

DAIRYSPECIALS

KKii
Northern

;it 694

Giwni

"X: 894

Ivory Liquid
KRAFT AMIRIC.AN

Similac Advance...!!c% 404

12x.$1 1

Cheese Slices
kt,
1441

Cho. Chip Cookies
RAOU PLAIN *IT OS'sesame*

Spaghetti Sauce
Da MONTE OSAMU

Pineapple Drink
Olt 11101M MICR STYLI

Green Beans
Freten

°ORCHARD HILL
FRUIT PIES

Tomato Sauce
WAS NOW

K oqe

PEANUT
BUTTER
$J59
2 lb.
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Catsup
Ott men was CROMIED OS

934

Chunk Pineapple I"c0,4 55
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• Former State Finance Secretary Indicted
In Franklin Hunt-Vehicle Transfer Case

said after the jury's report that there
County gubernatorial campaign -'6(
FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP)- Franklin
was "DO evidence to link Hunt with the
'County Commanweakh's Attorney Ray :Terry McBrayer, the administration
of the vehicles -- a 1972
disposal"
favorite, might not purgue the
Corns has bitted the case isvolving
'ate -VehicitilffiaT4-reira5to thelartilly -- -prosecution migurnuaty enough. - - - • - - - AwboAsildurScout.
McClure's attorney, Robin Griffin of
of former state Democratic Chairman official in the
high
first
the
is
IticCliu-e
,
Lexington, said McClure "is not guilty
Howard "Sonny" Hunt may not be
administration of Carrull to.be indicted.
.
of any crime."
closed yet, despite grand jury inThe charge, of violating statutes
the
"We're very disappointed • in
dictnteets of for ter Finance Secretary
feinting to diiposal of state property
Russell McClure" trid another official., . action of the grand jury," Griffin said.
carry prison sentences of 1 to I
-would
"We hope fora speedy trial so he can be
-We have some other information,"
yeatt on each of two counts upor
; Corns said Tuesday', folitrwmg the. --vindicated and not have to have this
conviction.
banging over him for an extended
Franilin County._ grand Jury in:

Noble H. Story of Murray
Route Seven died Tuesday at
10.40 p.m.' at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. He
was 72 years of age.

•I' *

I

II

.1 I

• manager of a department
Young, a former Finance Department
Gary. Auxier, the governor's press
Store ittibiasa limber of the
employee who is now with the state
(Continued From Page One)
said Taesday night that'
secretary,
Born
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Mur.av
The Calloway man is sur-Provide for a big cut in the tax on
the governor's office to obtain a copy of
Crippled Children. Tickets are S4.08--far reserved seats -and 13.00 for general adhe said is involved in a much broader
vived by his wife, Mrs.
capital gains, which_ are profits from
mission in advance and 30 rents higher at the door. Tickets may be purchased at
investigation.
the grand jury report and to advise with
• Mildred Junes Story, Murray
the sale of property owned for a year or
Peoples Bank, downtown, Bank of Murray,downtown, Roses in the Central Shopping
Meantime, 1st District Congressman
him, Auxier said.
Route Seven; two sisters, Mrs.
center, Otasco in Bel Air Center, and Chuck's Music Center on West Main Street. The
There was no immediate comment -longer, in an effort to spur investment.
Carroll Hubbard called on Gov. Julian
'D. (Mahler Rogers,
- The Senate bill would go considerably
Sneers have-bliensinginwg-ospct music since it was started by the late C7rNpeer and
Carroll and Attorney General Robert -from the governors office, where
Murray, arid Mrs. Pierce
hk wife. in 1921. Their two sons, Brock and Ben Speer, now head the group composed
beyond the House version in cutting
Stephensto name a special prosecutor 'McClure took charge of special projects
(Jessie) Craven, Carrollton,
of14-atolds1ane„Diane Mays, Steve Williams, John-Mays, Faye Speer, and Brian Sneer.
a few months yago as -individual taxes, mainly through adealth
ning
gw
on
for the trials of McClure and Young. - after resi
Gi.; one brother, Mitchell
For the past seven years they have been awarded the Dave award for the best mixed
justment in the tax rates. The Senate
finance secretary, on Hubbard's
The implication by Hubbard, who
Story, Murray.
by
Gospel
!zroup
the
Music
.
Association.
A
the
t=
l
criyiei7est
atirninisdratton
v_oted about $19 billion in individual.
was
remarks..
F-nnerat serrices---will- be-.
Coins
reductions; the Howe,$10.4 billion.
AUorne
Comm
that Contai.whd will head the Franklin
held Friday-at tw'j rn .atihe
• chapel of the J. H'. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery
--About BO-delegatesand their- -door saetivities for dter-geeina _guides _Ur _ the writers.
Friends may call at the wives representing the include fishing, sailing and Hopefully, good catches will
funeral home after ten a.m. Southeastern Outdoor Press crusing in the lakes region. get the Land-Between-theThursday.
Association (SEOPA) will Local bass clubs will provide Lakes region some good
national publicity.
convene for their annual
Because of the .publicity
meeting in the Murray area
prospects of a S&OPA'
this weekend.
meeting, their conventions
This group of professional
have been. enthusiastically'
outdoor writers, television
sought after by State tourist
outdoor writers, televicommissions. This year's
Store Coupon
sion - personalities
and
meeting will be the second
for
only
not
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Hal
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Carrot:of Almo Route One will business
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six weeks of school at North Cumberland area was host to
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two
SEOPA
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Dealer Send this'cou
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• A,. (4.144(
0 BoxR-7057
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has been released by the
',Idling:- pro
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fkiating and the Sugar Creek members of the group are
in 12 Southeastern States. The
the teachers as follows:
-:ereof coupon'is good only when redeemed
Quartet providing the song regular contributors to..
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for
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14ee,
Seventh Grade--Renee newsletter both of which are
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and
- Cash value'
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Albert Overbey, Joe Nelson, local
lcues Otter void where restncted
Butler, Charles Cathy; Steve used as vehicles for discussing
, /20th of lc Valid only on brand specified
Mark Carrol, and J. W. Jones. newspapers, book authors,
French, Bruce Lamb, Allan and promoting craft irnAny other use constitutes,fraud Otter expires
Burial will follow in the Elm etc.
Mew:lard, Mylinda Mitchell, provement. The purpose of the
- March 3C 197Q
MUM
Grove Cemetery.
•
The SEOPA delegates will
&lei Danny Pruit.
association is to promite
Friends may call • at the be staying at the Kentucky
Eighth Grade--Cindy quality writing, reporting,
funeral home.
Dam Village Resort Park -.Bazzell, Van Bucy, Gina Coy, broadcasting, telecasting,
Mr: Carrot, 57, was. Thursday. Friday they will
Lasren Gilson, Raymond photography, illustrating and
Save 25c With
'pronounced dead on arrival at move to the Lake Barkley
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1, 1944; one daughter. Mrs. first concert of the current was appointed full-time music
-favorite and save 25c on Byron
sponsored by the Dexter
Roy Thora. and two sons,
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Potted Meat'.
Homemakers Club.
Herman and Hilly Carrot, all
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Then doSomething nice for
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of Almo Route One: four
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, musical
and order your
yourself
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free,
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seven p.m. A handand Frank
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made bed quilt Willbe given
Murray Route Six;. six
featured the Owensboro
away at 8:30 p.m., and
grandchildren.
success story.
The more than 90 musicians .another quilt will be sold.
Singers featured at the
who are now members of the
event will include The Neighorchestra are carefully chosen
bors Quartet, The King
from a much larger number
Federal-State Market News Service Oct.
•
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Singers, The Glory Road
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with a flare.
concert will be at 3 p.m.
spent
two hours in a museum
Boars= 011-34.0111
be
will
audience
The local
Sunday, Oct. 15, in Lovett
given a example of this flare because he was bored.
LA?DATA
Auditorium.
with the presentation of
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 355.0,
'Soleil,r a _choreographed
down Oh Below dam 101.9, down 4.1.
laser light Spectacle first
performed in Hollywood Bowl
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 355.0,
concerts. Critics have given
Prices of stock of local interest at
up 0.1.
noon, EDT, today, furnished to the
rave
performance
this
Below dam 302.3.
lodger & Times by Finn of Michigan,
M Murray,are as tonows
reviews.'
Sunset 6:77. Sunrise 7:00

Honor Roll
At North
Is Listed

•

Murray Civic Music Concert To
Feature. Owenshoro Symphony

Benefit Supper And
Gospel Singing At
Dexter Saturday,
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solid Potential
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753-2321

A special pancake breakfasi
will be held Saturday, Oct. 14,
from six a.m. to twelve noon in
the basement of the new
Masonic Lodge Hall on Highway 121 North at Johnny
Robertson Road,
This event will be sponsored
the Past'Patrons and Past
Matrons Club of Murray Star
Chapter No. 433 Order Of the
Eastern Star with Brenda
Newberry as,president.
The coat will be tern dellirs
per person for all one can eat,
Mrs. Newberry said. Funds
from the breakfast will.
used to !riff ititritirffre - new
lodge hall.
The pubHc is urged to attend
this special breakfast and to
sats-thesriewsfaeititieisThe
Lodge,
Murray
Mrs.

la
It's no loke

ond means the success or failure. of your family budget'

highly competttive market without knowing where •to had tha"
best .alues is like' walking in -no.nscin's land" Usually, you come out the loser

Gong out Into today's

The ,sraort shopper is the one who reads the newspaper doily, compar,agpritss
between one retailer and another, clipping the money-saving compass, Making up
Making the preliminary allow* trip within
complete Iry And most important
the newspaper a habit before actually learns.; the house
Tali, us shopping

Breakt
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Lunch Week Being Observed By Local Systems
bit'Of Clunges
At Calloway High
When Calloway County High and submarine sandwiches
School students returned to running close seconds'. During
school at the binning of the last school year, a make-your1977-78 school year, they found own salad bar was opened and
a number of changes had been found to -be suprisingly
Made. Among these changes Popular with students and
was a new, air-conditioned teachers. The basic lunch cost
, cafeteria in which to eat their is 65 cents with students
lunch. Not only was the--at.---alloweti to purchase extras if
mosphere new, but the food they desire.
With only about 10 percent
service as well.
of Calloway High students
About the same time that receiving federally reimthe Calloway County Board of bused free or reduced meals,
Education decided to replace manager Dorothy McClure
e over_ crowded, one-line must it rising food and
cafeteria at Calloway High, overhead cost by looking -for
Congress became very COn- new and better ways to serve
.cerned about a 84 billion USDA donated food. Purpcogram called the school chased food and supplies are
e1SrogrirrE—Plaw-pilup-for bid three times each
waste" became a very school year, and prices must
familiar term in the media. A be compared with quality.
well-balanced meal served ot1
Assisting Mrs. McClure in
a tray did not necessarily preparing lunch for 700
mewl a- nistritioftally fed ehild, Calioway-----students and
The result was Congress teachers each day are
passed the offer vs: serve bill. Ernestine Norman, who
This bill allowed high school makes fresh baked rolls and
students to select three of five desserts every day, Nancy
offered menu items, thereby Ingram and Joyce Morton,
adding flexibility, diversity who prepares sandwichs and
and . interest to the lunch meat digits and cashier
program.
during serving time, and
The result for students Maude Hale who is in charge
returning to school at of the salad bar. Glenda
-.Calloway last year was a wide Byerly prepares vegetables
variety of foodsfrom which to and Sheri Cerland makes
choose their *O.Vin Type A individual salads. Part-time
lunCh. Each day at lunchtime, workers who-arrive in time to
a Calloway student may select help serve and clean are Edna
fro three or four individual Butler*__Leitaui -Williams-and
three entrees in- • Cargne Torsak.
sala
eluding Thianbargers every
Plans for the future in
day, french fries or two other falloway's food service invegetables,fruits, home-made elude a student-teacher adbreads, desserts and a choice visnry committee working
of whole milk, low-fat with food service personnel to
chocolate milk, iced tea or make more improvements
lemonade. Students are and to get customer input. Not
required to take three of the all problems in the high school
four basic food groups to in- cafeteria are solved. Lunch
sure a balanced meal, but theY lines are long and some
have a wide variety from students grow tired of waiting.
which to, choose. The
Food prepared in bulk
reatet—clean trays—no more quantities does not always
• plate waste.'Participation has taste like food prepared at
increased by almost 20 per- home, but student-council
cent.
sponsored
music,
uirStudent preference in food conditioned comfort, chatting
choices have been noted, and friends and a wide variety of
they are served more of the nutritious food keep 70 per
foods they like. Pizza hasleen cent of Calloway County High
found to be the number one school students coming back
favorite with cheeseburgers for more.
lat

aralw11111106
--7, 7--Abort WEEK PROCLAIMED-- On hand for the signing of a
National School Lunch Week
proclamation
by ,Murray Mayor Melvin Henley and
Calloway County
Judge 'Executive Robert O. Miller (both seated)warc.,--atanding7.-left-terright enmity—
supt. jack Rose, city supt. Robert Glin Jeffrey, city food service
director Glinda Jeffrey
and county food service director Joanna Adams.

Some reinibursement is feature enjoyed by the
The National School Lunch
Program is a federally- given the schools by the' children during the Spring anti
supported,
locally- federal government - but not a Fall seasons. Sack lunches are
administered food service total reimbursement. The prepared and the children are
program for children in public Food and Nutrition Service is permitted to take them outand nonprofit, private in.parionership with the states side to observe and enjoy the
schools. The program was and local school district and spring budding and the colors
,
originally -authorized by the--‘ with children themselves and 'Of falL
The
participatitin
at
School Lunch Act of 1946 and their families who are paying
has since been amended and substantial money into the Robertson School is apstrengthened by additional system, both directly for their proximately 85 percent and at
lunches and indirectly for Carter School approximately
child nutrition legislation.
-Federal funds for the lunch their taxes. In round 91 percent. Parents are
the
federal always invited to come have
program are apportioned estimates,
among the states and are used government pays about 33' luach with their children.
Mrs. Lola Sherrill is
to reimburse schools taking percent of the total cost of the
at • Robertson
part in the program for a school lunch program. State manager
portion of the costs of meals and local governments put in Elementary and has been with
served. In addition, USDA roughly another 23 percent the city system since 1962. She
buys food regularly, on a bid and the remaining 44 percent began working at Douglas
basis from commercial foad comei from payments of High School and -later was
processors - the same children who pay for their transferred to Robertson
Elementary when Doizglas
•
processors who make name lunches.
'All Murray City Schools was consolidated. Mrs.
brand products found in
operate within the guidelines. Elizabeth Turner has worked
grocery
stores
- for
of
the National School. Lunch at Robertson as baker for the
distribution to school and
past two years and prior.to
institutions. This is not sur- -program.
that ,she served as baker at
plus. On the contrary, it is as
the Murray Elementary
Murray Middle School and
fresh as and often fresher than
Murray High School. Mrs.
the food found on the counter Schools - Robertson and
at the corner -grocery. All Carter - serve lunches ap- Marilyn Weatherford is
processors packaging food for pealing to younger children. beginning her third year at
USDA must meet strict Menus usually .-consist of a Robertson and -Mrs. Andrea
standards for both sanitation sandwich, fruits, vegetables, Hogancamp is in her first year
dessert and milk. The price of as cashier.
and quality.
this lunch is 50.cents or 10
Mrs. Lillian Gilbert has
cents for a child qUalifying for served as manager at Carter
reduced price lunches.
Center since 1972; howeyer,
The children. experience prior to that she had worked at
buying a hinch either with Robertson and Murray Middle
money. _or _a_ ticket from the School for approximately ten
cashiers at each school. After years. -Assisting Mrs. Gilbert
picking up their food they sit are Mrs. Anita Perry, Baker
in groups wtth children of since 1971 and Mrs. Buena
their grade level. They are Rose who previously served as
encouraged to eat at least a manager and has acquired 26
portitia of each food as new years of service to her credit
foods are prepared from time in the Food Service Departto time as a new educational ment. Mrs. Shirley Morton is
in her second year as cashier
experience.
Sack lunches are a special for the program.
•

s...
East Elementary students enjoying tun(h

Breakthst -.Being Served In Mornings
Breakfast was introduced to
students in the_ Murray City
Schools during the year 1972,
13. Carter Elementary and
Murray Middle Schools were
chosen as breakfast "trialschools. After five years of
proven success in the breakfast program and with the reorganization of the elementary schools, breakfast this

fall was initiated in both
Robertson Elementary and
Murray High SchooL
Breakfast
is
served
beginning approximately 30
minutes prior to the opening of
each individual school. The
menu for, breakfast varies at
each school depending on the
likes of that particular age
children However, each day

at school a fruit or fruit juice,
milk, and a donut, poptart,
cereal or toast is served.
During the winter months,
sausage and biscuits, chettse
toast, hot oatmeal and waffles
with syrup are also available
weekly.
Breakfast is 20 cents at each
school because of mostly prepackaged foods being used.

food
saryke
programs are designed- to
meel students' nutritional
needs with quality food at
minimum
cost.
These
programs represent a complex educational and business
operation involved with the
health, education and wellbeing of students. It is
essential that professionally
qualified people operate
programs.
With a dedication to the
above --statement,
the
Calloway County food service
personnelmet atIhe_endotthe.
'77-'78 school year to organize
the Calloway County Chapter
in affiliation with the
American School Food Service Association and the
Kentiteky &hoot Food-Service
Association.
The following Calloway
County schaa food service
personnel have applied and
received initial certification in
these organizations: Edna
Butler, Glenda Byerly,
,Sherrie Garland, Nancy
Ingram, Dorothy McClure,
Joyce
Morton,' Leona
Williams, Ophelia,. Georin,

- TLareae,Geurin,Peggy Geurin,
Ev* Lee, Helen McCuiston,
Jerldene Mathis, Janice
McCuiston, Mildred Adams,
Delorise Boggess, Sue Brittain, .-Ernestine Hargis,
Charlene Melvin, Mavis
Stone, Rose Walker, Margery
Woodall, Freda Armstrong,
Jean Barger, Annette Coles,
Mary Easley, Grade Holland,
Wanda
Howard, Lottie
Sheridan, Patsy Woodall,
Willadean Kirks, and Joanna _
Adams.
certification -4sgranted'for a period of three
years. During that time
members must earn a certain
number of points in approved
activities strch as workshops,
state meetings, approved Inservice meetings, in order to
be re-certified. Formal
. education such as vocational
training or university courses
also supply points t3ward
recertification. Membership at a cost of $15.00 per person in theidkinerican School Food
Service Association and the
Kentucky School Food Service
AWCiatiIIII .must also be

maintained. These fees are
paid by the individual.
I'Through this organizatian,
the Calloway County School
Food Service personnel hope
to show that we have pride in
our jobs and that we commit
ourselves to self-improvement
through educational activities," a spokesman said.
"We commit -ourselves to
lite..ilhYsical wellbeing of Calloway- County
school children by_aerving
well-batanced
and
nutritionally sound lunches
at'by matng Ourselves
available to help ` educate
Calloway County school'
children- that what they eat
now affects their future health
and the health of their
children."
The following were elected
as officers to lead this
organization through the '78'79 school year: president,
Janice McCuiston; president
elect, Sherrie Garland;
treasurer, Rose Walker;
secretary, Freda Armstrong.
The theme for this year is
"Eat To Learn - Learn To .
Eat." -

Murray High students have a selection.

Feeding
high
school choice of two meats, several Prepared' daily. Mrs.-Sallie
students is no longer what it salads, fruit and vegetables or Lawrence is manager with
used to be. Feeding high a hamburger-hot dog line with Mrs. Alene Hargis as assistant
school students at Murray french fries, salads, relish manager. Working with meats
High School is providing these tray, or a salad bar filled with are Mrs. Betty Williams and
students with a cafeteria-style many fresh items. During Mrs. Mary Cathy.-Mrs. Linda
choice :of tood items. The
warrh weather a fruit plate Walker is, in charge of the
method of preparation has and a cold-cut plate'are also salad bar and Mrs. Martha
changed as well as the type of additional features from Dowdy being responsible for
food prepared and the type of which the students may other salads. Mrs. Martha
food demanded by our present - choose. Milk also goes with the Miller is the baker and Mrs.
lunch.
day students.
Betty Scott works with'
The Type A plate-Ay the
The staff at Murray High vegetables and is manager of
high school student has an School includes
more worker_e,,dish room. Mrs. Cathy _
_ _
altogether new look during the than the other schools in the Young is a -part time worker.
latter '70's. Public Law 94-105 city because of the various
Cashiers are Mrs. Jo Hancock
which was given to us by menu items that must be
and Mrs. Lou Weatherly.
Congress in 1976 provided for
new feature in the school food
service programs across our
country.
However, the
students at Murray High
School have been fortunate to
already have had an op• Feeding young children food choose the optional Type
A, portunity in selecting items
they will eat and what is good hamburger-hot dog tray
Public Law 94-105 which chase tickets. Therefore, the
for them is not an easy job as served with french fries, fruit, for their particular lunch that
states
that high school identity of the child who is
pleased
them.
any mother knows. Multiply dessert and milk. This is a
students
have
The
a right to choose eating free, or reduced, is kept
Type
A
lunch
is
one
that
those,likes and dislikes by 1600 privilege enjoyed by few
contains
several items ,a n onyrnous.•
from
their
food
four
food
groups:
plus a number of United States elementary children across
Parents are sent letters at
extended to
meat,
offered
been
has
fruits
-vegetables
.
Department of Agriculture the state of Kentucky.
year. the beginning of the school
bread,
middle
school
this
level
and
milk.
The
Type
A
regulations, and you are in the Because the USDA does not
The Murray Middle.School year to fill out,and return if
place of three county donate any food that can be requirements are such that
this year offers -a- choice of they wish tS apply for free or
the
fruit-v
egetable
groups
elementary school food ser- used on this optional tray and
fruits and vegetables and reduced lunches..arid if not,
results in two items and-when
vice managers.
because of high hamburger all items are counted, we find
whether they want to take any they are asked to please just
Every school day, ,Tillie and hot dog cost, this tray sells
sign the farm and return it so
is,optional
to them.
that
the
four
food groups
Geurin, manager of East for 65 cents.
Murray Middle School has that it may be kept- on-file
contain
five
items.
Public
Law
Elementary, Ernestine
An average of 90 percent of
had a hamburger line for saying that they were given
Hargis, manager ar North and the students in Calloway 94-105 makes it possible for
several years and also a the opportunity.
pupils
of
senior
high
schools
to
Jean Barger, manager •• of Elementary School choose one
regular lunch' rim. French
Anytime during the school
Southwest greet the students of these meals every day. With accept three of the five items
\ and this is to be counted as a
fries are served with the year that there is a change in
of
Calloway
County the nutritious lunch comes a
hamburgers along with one -the income of a family, a
Elementaty Schools with a lot of love and concern from Type A lunch. This lunch at
other choice of fruits or parent or guardian may call
Murray
High
costs
60
cents.
warm smile and a hot lunch.
the following dedicated school All items over the specified
vegetables, dessert and milk. the office of the rood Service
Problems
concerning food service personnel:
if the child chooses. On the Director and ask for an apamount
meeting
the
Type
A
student likes and dislikes have
EAST: Tillie Geurin, Dean requirement must he paid for
regular line children prefer. plication. •
been virtually eliminated in Kirks, Lorene Geurin,
such items as pizza, hot dogs,
Janice as an extra.
Murray Middle students pay
county elementary schools by McCuiston, Jerldane 'Math*,
The complete Type A lunch, 'spaghetti, lasagna, sloppy Joe' -Et-A-cents-for- Itmetratt-both
a decision of the school board Eva Lee, Peggy Geurin, and
and tacos. They have a choice lines. •
however, is composed of five
last year. Each day a regular Helen McCuiston.
of fruits and vegetables along
Mrs. Ladeen Spann is
items
and
even
those
cases
tray consisting of two ounces
NOR TH ; Ernestine Hargis. where a pupil
with
dessert
and
Managet
milk.
at Murray Middle
chooses three
of meat or protein substitute, Mildred Adams, Delorise
Lunch is served to esicb School. and she is assisted by
items,
all
five
items'
must
be
three-quarters
cup
of Boggess, Sue
Brittaia,
student- in school who wishes Mrs. Mary Hornbuckle and
vegetables and-or fruit, Charlene Melvin, Mavis available to him at no esti-A
to eat: Provisions are made Mrs. Clydie Childr.ess, bakers,
charge.
The
price
of
the
T3
pe
homemade, bread, one-half Stone, Margery Woodall and.
for those who pay either full or Mrs. ThelmrsMayfield and
A lunch is the same whei.her
pint of whole milk or low-fat Rose-Walker.
reduced price . to purchase Mrs. Eulaiya Warren are also
the
pupil
chooses
3,
4,
or
5
chocolate milk and dessert are • SOUTHWE§T:
Jean items.
tickets or pay elit-a's they go
workits. Mrs. Lexie
offered at a charge of 55.cents Barger, WandaHoward, Mary
• through the !Me. Students wha., Wilkersori works on a part_aiowever,if the student does
High Steroid qualify rot the free lunl
•Ninriay
• Freda Arinstroint,
basis with Mrs. Opal
not care for the food offered on !Attie Sheridan, Annette Coles
students may choose from a program are issued t ckets Smith and Mrs_ Celia
Key
_max. 111441111t40-14011•Mir

3tRolialmillliaalfillmal.111MINEWINIGIMMIONga
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Seventeen Added To Faculty And Staff t College Of Human Development & Learning

Contror

•

in East Orange, N.J., and the hometown is Bloomfield, Mo.
is Fart Thomas, taught last B.A. degree at the University
Recreation and Physical University of Illinois.She is an
Seventeen new faNsi= of the Ceder for Innovation
MA. degree at Newark State
Ms: Conover was chairman _rear_ -at the University of NewQi _ _ Kgritgeky, the MT.&
re
idminis
jearch
tra_
assoc
tive
iev
assistant
and
the
pinfessainal staff rae
-.Education — Dr. Jerry
,, arid Development iCID1.
College In Union, N.J." He ra of the Home Economics Missienin--Alleiguergue. He is degree at Weistern Kentucky
including an assistant dean, --....,,kiee faculty and their Rudder, associate professoreteaching classes in corn- __ _PePartinent at Lew Wallace teaching cogrua in the University_ and the Ph D.
CID.
DrThome& C.-Dearirans—
-have lowed the College- -of
• -disorders and High School in Gam Ind., and recreation curlicislum - iit —degree at the University of
We
f
ield
Ms.
-Relartson
4It
Human Development and
Nursm
LOU Ann Atkins assistant professor.
supervision in a guest lecturer at the Purdue Murray gtate. He timed the Neat Mexico.
clinical
.
doing
services
consultant
resource
Black
was formerly an
Learning at Murray State and Leigh H.
,assistant
the speech and hearing University Calumet Campus
CID.
the
She
with
was
a
Black, associate
professor
of
University for the 1978-79 professors: Ruby
program at Murray State.
in 1977-78. Ms. Conover, whose
education and director of counselor with the Ft. Camschool year.
instructor; and Anne S
Wilson was formerly state hometown is _Hodgenville,
Independent
pbell
Schools
last
'nstitutional. research at
Among them are Dr Friffik clinical instructor,
coordinator for environmental earned the B.S. degree at
Southern University in year. A native of Clinton, she
S. Black, assistant dean: and
Special Education -education
programs with the Western Kentucky University
earned
the
B.S.,
the
M.A., and
e earned the B.S.
Lorraine Del Buono ahd Jan Jeffrey Richard Schneider.: Sous*.
&Irene ot1flstructiotuf the and the M.S. degree at PurRank
I
standing
-at
Murray
ntral State
_
C. Roberson, both on the staff man. rerry Wilson. and Maria degree 'a
^
Kentucky Department of due. She has done'ackiiti
State.
• •
• e w
on.
gra
ometown
Is
at
Purdue,
3,
A
Service
assistant
Weather
National
The
with 28.4 inches of OWhi
pr..
vicki Blades, Ohio, and both the
Akron, Ohio, and he earned Indiana State University, and says a third consecutive
and temperatUres
Ph.D. degrees at Ohio Sta _ chairman of the Department
instructor.
L.
Nursing,
teaches the .B.S. degree at Ohio -Indiana University.
severe winter it "highly_ _le degrees below normal. The
Home Economics — Mary University. His hometown is
Ms. O'Brien„who-is-working - unlikely-1'in Kentucky.
ore nursing --Courses University and the M.S.
so
SO
had its • heaviest
_city
Evelyn Conover and Dr. Joan Detroit.
degree
-asa--tipervisor of student_
__State
and
cogr
tes
the
freshman
Ms. Del Buono, whose home
L. Maulitn,---both assistant
Kentucky oi- snowstorin on Jan. 16 and the
year,
Last--UniversftY. He is the coor- teachers and instructing
worst blizzard on record on
is Wheaton, Ill., completed orientation _
professors.
te
dinator at -Murray State for teacher preparation courses, l)!
-fitirriethwn
is
Be
Pa.,
and Learning — __work on-- the- M.A. degree in
Jan2‘•
service
ther
wea•
the
since
the
Environmental is from Smithland. She was a begankeep-ing recorthuirrten____...Fehruary, with is 5.3 inches
Dr. Dianne O'Brien and Dr." special education at Murray and she earned the
Approaches
to
Special mathematics and physical
ciagree at the University o
of snow and 12-degree-belowlf
-fl
Joe --fust, both assistant -State in 1977-78, after earning
o 1978
cation(EAni project_
education teacher at Reiclland And in the w ter
Pittsburgh
and
the
M.S.N.
the
B.A.
degree
at
the
professors.
temperatures hit normal temperatures, conoglou, who is High Scbool last year. She record low
-degree-at St. Louis University.
tinued the attack, while the
DelBuono
state.
F. Black
the
the career earned the B.S. degree at
Last year she taught medical- working
first three daYs of March
Murray State, the M.A. degree
, eon
But this year, "there is a brought another 8.1 inches of
surgical nursing and nursing education
111111r
in at Indiana University, and the much better chance that this snow -and temperatures
management at Southern pleted the Ph.D.
resemble the more continued below normal, the
Ph-D. degree at Southern winter
Illinois
University
in 1977-78 at -the Universi
Missouri. She earned the B.A.
University.
mild winters Kentucky has weather service said.
Edwardsville.
ust, whose hometown is had duringthe past 100
Ms. Smith was a clinical degree at the University of
Rut March also brought
a
specialist and hiantAct_or of —Bridgeport (Conn.j_ and the
his. is teaching years," the weather service andef the saow — an the27th.
thematics and said Monday.
nursing during 1977-78 at M.S. degree at Purdue courses
"What is this winter going to
Vanderbilt University in her University. She is a native of science educalThç He taught
The first snow of the season like? The truth is that nobody
in 1977-78 at Morehead State fell in the Louisville area last really knows," the weather
hometown of Nashville. She Athens,Greece.
Ms. Blades; whose home is University, where he wa
holds the B.S.N. and M.S.N.
o- Nov. 10 and the first service said.
riegreas_froza Vanderbilt-and yether_jzi meer.aoirea_canaty, di reetar of the--Bet it -predictions for
asurallle snowfall- -==
is assigned to intensive care is a field consultant for the education program. Baust
— fell on Nov. 27. Only normal winter hold true,:
unit and comprehensive care EASE project.- She earned earned the B.S.E. and M.Ed. 2.2
of snow fell during Louisville should get MI
bait' the B.S. and M.S. degrees degrees at Memphis State Decembe nd temperatures Inches of snow, and a lot of
unit hurting at Murray State.
Ms. Black, who home is at Murray State. Last year she University and the Ed.D. were abou Neormal, the that should melt when it hits
York, Ala., did general nur- was an itinerant learning degree at the University of weather service said.
the ground.
sing work - last year in disorders teacher for Concord Tennessee.
Hudder was an associate eaneenoomeamew
Houston, Texas. She earned and Farley elementary
the B.S.N. degree at'ruskegee schools in McCracken County. professor at Kansas Wesleyan
Ms. Maupin was a graduate in his hometown of Salina,
Institute.
Free For Th
Ms. Swan, a Murfayan, student in 1977-78 at the Kans., last year. He holds the
write
earned the B,A. degree at the University of Georgia -where A.B. degree from William
University of Florida and the she completed work on the Jewell College,* the M.S.
B.S.N. degree at Murray Ed.D. degree. She earned the degree from West Virginia
State. She did intensive care B.S. degree at Lindenwood University, and the Ed.D.
Box 307, Murray, KY 420
unit and comprehensive care College in St. Charles, Mo., degree from Oklahoma State
unit nursing at Mayfield and the M.Ed. at the University.
Dainron, whose hometown .411•1111MINIMIIM14.
Community Hospital last University of Arkansas. Her
year.
Schneiderman completed
work on the Ph.D. degree at
Florida State University
during 1977-78. He earned the
Damron
B.A. degree at Upsala College

Third Consecutive Hard Winter
Unlikely In State Say Experts

- Iristnict in

BIBLE CORRESP€NDEIcECOURSE

OUFt 60- ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND JUBILEE

Now a no extra charge

Baby"

IN-DASH AM/FM STEREO/8-TRACK
with "DIGITAL READOUT"
Save
$29.98

41

ONDER
Exclusive at OTASCO
save_3.00
Strawberry Roan Wonder Mustang

"Squeeze her wrist
and she really ,./r
- 99 Spring mounted for realiskisses your Cate - 16" Reg. 22.
Baby doll with rooted tic action; -Glows" as child grows,
hair and moving eyes steel inner frame. Strong lifelike .plastic body.
654393i
No batteries needed

Precise Digital_Readout Tuning • Digital Clock• Balance & Fader controls • Four-channel effect with
Stereo Matrix • Local"Distance button
84 648
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"GRAPHIC EQUALIZER-AMPLIFIER"
Reg 38996 Save $4295 30 watt • —
amplifier boosts sound from lowest
lows to' highest highs Five slide
frequency controls for maximum
performance and tone regulation
Built in FadOr. Defeat switch .84 671

$5900,

Craig Powerplay Booster

199
'
-

- TWAPWC!
A state co:
Angeles co
wen the
legislative
after aeon
cost overrt
removed.
The su-c

19991

72 144-1

UseOTASCO
-credit
or LAYAWAY

Con

UNDER DASH 8-TRACK with
"QUICK RELEASE SLIDE MOUNT"
CoOVINtstie s_Proaram rePeat
Separate left & right volume and
tone controls
t40-41as
Cranwood 8-Track 'Player -84822k
$2;soo

-

5

C.IMA I M.

Hasbro
IN-DASH 8-TRACK with
"MAL-IN-DOOR" TUNING

Save $21.95

Reg $10995 AM FM Multiplex.
tuning combined with stereo
41-track player Easy to install

1391
•

.66

Save $21.95

Reg $19995 Locking fast for
ward & rewind • Fader control •
Dial-in-door tuning • stereo/mono
switches
84-848

$118

Tenna "MINDBLOWER" SPEAKER SYSTEM

TV

Heater
-1

Reg. 16.97
fee-forced ,h9e..,AtVorfl instant-heal Plc!
rnervf' Acflostable- „rikalfat -fitker safety
%witch 1320 .vatts
1320 Watt Slimline BasetiOard Style Heater

- •

/ADVERTISED
ON

IN-DASH AM/FM/CASSETTE
'with "AUTO REVERSE"

26-47-

Digger Dog. He s,a kids best friend! Digger
walks, right along with- you as you pull on
'• %tes•leash He s your dog for 'sure 72 34 4i
-• •
good through Sat at all OTASCO stores and
Participating dealers
•
BoL.Air Center 7534391
Mon.-Thins:94
• Fri.& Set 94,-flosed Stm

x 9" •
wer speake4A
withtirOlt-qn
W4104140411,
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"AUTO SPEAKER SYSTEM'S

8

A miniature size speaker sys
remo with dynamic, three chmensiongl. sound. -All hardware
for eels/ hank iro
n la
•

"SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION-OF CARSTEREO SPEAKERS"---:--Prices Good Through.`,)aturday at all OTASCO storms and Participating 1)pairirs
Prtiltnrily FOULUMIPP1IIKC8111{T.g01-31_1„__.'
Friendly Service
Mon.-Thurs.94 .
fOr t30 Year.i
Fri. & Sat. 9-8„Closed Sun.
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Controversial $219,500 Overrun
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Contract With LA ConsultingFirm Is Okayed
leltANKFrIFFE` Ky fAP/=
figure pals aununclertW new
A state contract with a Los $559500 limit.
Angeles consulting firm has
"1 think I can come back
won the approval of a and report at a future date
legislative subcionmittee: .that we will be well belovr that
after a controversial $219,500 'figure,"Stevens said.
coat overrun "cushion" was ' Stevens also satisfied the
removed.
--legislators' concerns about a
an extra amount to cover
possible cost overruns above
the $580,500price requested by
SU A,Inc.
The Personal Service
Contract
Review
Subcommittee, which last month
refused to approve the cont until it could get more
in ormation about the cushion
and other aspects of The
contract, unanimously approved the contract Tuesday.
Gov. Julian Carroll had
ordered_ the 6219,500 overrun
factor - removed from the
contract following news ac__co
-d-die subcommittee's
objections at its September
meeting.
Finance and Administration
Secretary Roy Stevens told .
the aubeommittee- -Tuesday
that he had also eliminated
$20,000 which had been included in the contract for
SUA's
programming
assistance on a new state
Justice and courts complex.
'He also said there had been a
$1,000 mathemattcal error —
mating the total reduction in
the contract $240,500.
Stevens.said current billings
received for work performed
under the contract amount to
approximately $100,000 and he
planned to keep the final
PROJECT INDEPENDENCE
What is Project
-NInd'ependence?
InP'?-oject
dependence is a
demonstratioikproject
for the elderly in the
Jackson Purchase. ft
is 'designed to help
older persons remain
in their own homes as
an alternative to eninstitutional
tering
facilities.
Who is eligible?
•
Persons who:
1. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need -seniCes- to
remain in their homes
(such as household
-chores, meals, health
needs, transportation
and others), AND
3. Can not get the
services from any
other source.
have
you
If
about
questions
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.

_

the remaindei going to subcontractors to prepare a
„thorough study of the impact
and.oeed fir such an arena.
•'The site of the arena is just
a piece of a much bigger
question," Stevens said. "The
study goes beyond mere' Site
oca on.
for a she feasibility study for a
Stevens said the study will
University of Louisville
include such ,things as the
basketball arena.
economic,- social and enSen. Ed Ford, D-Cyrithiana,
vironmental impacts of an
wondered why such a study
arena on different areas of the
cost that much and also noted
city and whether a second
that .Carrell and the U of L
arena is feasible in the
Board of Trustees appeared
Louisville area
'
committed to a downtown site
"You can't make a foregone
for th e arena.
However, Stevens said SUA conclusion that an arena will
only $24,000, with be built," Stevens said.
was getting—
--

Tobacco Legislation
Hearings Slated
includes representatives of
farmer-growers, farm
tobacco
organizations,
warehouses, tobacco dealers,
chambers of commerce,
banks,agricultural businesses
and officials of local and state
government,Forthsaid.
"I don't believe those in the
Congress understand the
importance of this industry to
tobacao-prochieing —Slates,"
the Kentucky Democrat Said.
"In most other hearings on
anti-tobacco legislative
proposals, the attention has
been focused on the health
aspects. We are holding these
hearings to present another
viewpoint.so that the r'ecorrl
can be balanced."
While four anti-tobacco bills
introduced late in this session
were never brought to a vote,
Ford said, "I've got a very
strong feeling that some of
these proposals will be
resurrected in the next session
of Congress.
-As we try to protect the
interests of Kentucky and
other tobacco states, it is
important that we have the
best available information in
order to present an aceurate
and baranced defense."

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Senate subcommittee- will
hold hearings in Kentucky
later this month on the effects
of anti-tobatco- legislation on
the state's economy, according to Sen. Wendell Ford.
"We've lined up an impressive panel of witnesses,.
representing not only the
tobacco industry but other
segments of the economy
which are directly and indirectly
influenced
by
tobacco," Ford said in a
release issued Monday by his
Washington office. "
Ford said information from
such hearings is necessary if
tobacco state representatives
are to "accurately portray the
sehort-and
long-range
economic implications of antitobacco legislation."
Expected to be among the
witnesses, Ford said, is
Robert Miller of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
Miller is the author of a May
report concerning the importance of the tobacco industry to '-"the national
economy.
"We expect Mr. Miller to
provide interesting testimony
as to the national economic
situation a well as the. way
Kentucky fits into that ,picture," Ford said.
The hearings by the consumer subcommittee of the
Senate Commerce, 'Science
and Transportation Committee will be held Oct. 23 at
the University of Kentucky in
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Lexington and Oct. 24 at
Western Kentucky University r—The-state has awarded $6,717
in Bowling Green, Ford said. to the former police chief of
W allins in Harlan County, Who
Both will begin at 9 a.m.
was struck by a shotgun blast
.The list of witnesses also
while sitting alongside a street
in Wa llins last summer.
The sum was approved for
Norman Preston, who also
was a Harlan County constable-Vibe time.
"The record does not reveal
the -cause- of the animosity
between his assailants and
(Preston), but it apparently.
originated from some past
activity as a law enforcement
officer," the investigative
report by the Crime Victims
Compensation Board said.
Preston, his wife, grand-daughter and a magistrate
were sitting on a bench July 3
when& vehicle pulled up and a
shotgun was fired at Preston.
of
absence
"The
provocation, innocence of the
victim and his need and injuries are established by the
record," the report said.
Preston's claim for funds
said he -suffered a severe
wound in the chest and abdomen resulting in loss of the
spleen and partial loss of his
pancreas: He said he has not
worked since the day he was
shot.
No arrests have been made
in the shooting.
`The bulk of the award was
for Preston's treatment at
Harlan Appalachian Regional
Hospital.

)
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Administration Secretary
Russell McClure, who .was
head of the department whew
the contract was negotiated, •
had been scheduled to appear
before the committee but was
not present Tuesday,
briefly, the panel unanimously
approved the contract. The
subcommittee, created by the
1978 General Assembly, does
not have the power to stop a
contract.
Any contract not approved
by the subcommittee goes to
the interim -Appropriations
and Revenue Committee,
which can bring it to the attention of the next session of
the Legislature-Other projects under the
contract include establishment of a property-inventory
system for state-owned
property and site location for
a state office building in
Lexington.

PRICFS GOOD THRU OCTOBER 16

• 2piecesoffish filet
• crispfrench fries
• creamycoleslaw
• 2Southern-Style
hushiniPpies.
, only SAVE 504
PLUS REG DRINK

ONLY
Reg.$ 2.07

57

$1

•

Captain-WS
Murray,Ky.
753-93111
t.

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED

JERGENS LOTION

BATH SIZE .

FOR REGULAR
OR EXTRA DRY
SKIN
10 OZ
ARNETT'S

-PEANUT
131RITTLE

_
CHEX

FAMILY'
SIZE

sIMILAC

ASSORTED

R.T.F.

COLORS

REGULAR OR WITH IRON

32 02
PACKAGE OF 4
LIMIT 6

COTTON MOP

BEGLEY S
DRUG

GEE
YOUR HAIR
SMELLS
-TERRIFIC'
SHAMPOO
6 OZ
FOR OILY,

14
"
iM
i

STORES

LISTERINE

TAMPAX

MOUTHWASH
KILLS GERMS
BY NIttUONS
ON CO,NTACT

TAMPONS
REGULAR,SUPER
OR
SUPER PLUS
PACKAGE OF 40

1 GALLON

-PRESTONE—
ANTI FREEZE
PATENTED
`
PROTECTION
YOU CAN TRUST

RED FOX LOOSE
CHEWING TOBACCO

ALADDIN
THERMOS
KEEPS CONTENTS
HOT OR COLD
FOR HOURS

,
C126-12
'KODACOLOR II

MISS YOUR PAPER?

.
ieiNvitry of the overilpiplie. Cots
must We placed by 4 p.m
—emitietwet or. 4 p.m. Swtordeyt.
to finennitect delivery

APPETITE
CONTROL
PACKAGE OF

Subscribers who have not
received their home delivered
copy of The Norm, ledger L
Times by S•30 p.m. Aliowdey•
Fridley or by 3.30 p.m. C. Salve.
dove wry wiped to cob 753-1416
between 5:30 p.m. end 6
Moodily triihry, *Cr 340 p.m.
'end 4 p.m.lewd/eye, tileteowei

PEANUT
BRITTLE

DEODORANT SOAP

COTTONELLE

Captain D's,

1.95

REGION FFA OFFICERS--Newly elected and installed Purchase Region FFA officers-for 1978-79 include(from left}
Joel Barnett, Fuhon County, sentinel; Ricky Cunningham, Calloway County, treasurer; Tim Johnson, Farmington,
secretary; Bill Adams, Lone Oak, presidenb Michelle Barnes, Reidland, reporter. and Bary Leonard. Lowes, vice
president. Harold Wood of Lone Oak is the regional advisor. The officers were chosen from lb
:
regional chapters in
the region, representing 1,506 FFA Members. The officers will represent the area at the National FFA Contention
Nov. 7-10 in Kansas City, Mo.
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ITS EASY TO MOVE YOUR
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•
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IGA VALU-TRIM BEEF
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WI.
SO Lbs
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Us
Help
Come
.$139
ROUND STEAK
188 Our Anniversi
SIRLOIN STEAK Lb $
Jim Adams Ith
$229Have
We
Bargains
G
T-BONE STEAK
Free!Door Prizes T
Lb.

f

SUPER FREW/ DEAL—FREEZER READY

Ltist Week Of
Our Annual

15 IS.CHUCK ROAST
10 Lk ROUND STEAK
Itith.-GROUND BEEF
40 Lb.

An our beef is boxed and wrapped in pruial cuts at the

$5900 I

7°Ie

Sliced'Free

OSCAR MAYER—REG.OR BEEF

1

10 Lb. SIRLOIN STEAK WIENERS Lb.
10 Lly. T-BONE STEAK RUMP OR SIRLOIN TIP $169
Lb.- Pkg,15 Lb. GROUND BEEF ROAST
TOP ROUND BONELESS
5 Lb. SHORT RIBS (STEAK
$188
Lb.
40 Lb. IBLeseicho.ce $6700
Lb. S 14
4F -

FREE!!
Lb

W,1014 Lb: $

packing house. This keeps it unitary. No sore dragging
around on truck floors. The fit and waste, cheap cuts and
boats are kit at the packers. You get what you buy.

SUPER FREEZER DEAL-1'KEELER itEADI

• All Freezer Beef Cut The
Way You Want and Wrapped
Freezer Ready.

This Is Oar WI
Thank You For Ai

..CQUNTRY.
FREE!240 - 10
HAM.
SUGAR and10 COI]
16-9

Beef
Round Up

.CURE STEAK
:
UB efChowe

CLIFIC-FARM-

$

311

$

8

Each store will draw 'Thursday
Friday,50 bags and Sat. 50 bal
Northside will also draw for 5
Southside will draw for 5 Col

FREE BAL

& SUC1

•
SLICED
Krnm
AB
k
gorrost
179
$
BACON
NIP
STEAK
$1"
Lb.
•

t1113E STEAK
9
f.deV
b
BEEF ROUND !I)

{Includes Sirloin TiO

BEEF RIB

Whole
Lb.

ROUND'THIN SLICED

S-1-0541SCAR MAYER SUCED—REG.OR BEEF

%ale

Lb.
OSCAR MAYER—PORK

Family
Pack

-BaLiNlik 20,.. Pkg.

REDvEs.,
A
Lb. $159

WIMPLE SMOKED

ETER\g
Hand Decorated

STONEWARE
—SPRING MEADOW & MELLOW VALI EY PATTERNS
THIS WEEK'S 'FEATURE

SAUCERS

•

•

'LINK SAUSAGE L,S189
WHOLE—CUT UP FREE

SIRLOIN TIP
•••••111,}

(ICI PIECES TO SELL L B.
WITH EACH $5.00 PORC
,
ASE

OE 11-

in 592 PILLSBURY BIG COUNTRYOL

MINOS
FROZEN

PIZZAS
ALL
VARIETIES

GARDEN
FRESH PRODUCE

RUSSET
POTATOES

BISCUIT
l'
elisANBERRIES 59'
CHEESE
$1"
PINEAPPLE Ea. 59°
STATE
WRAPPLES
7.
RED
49'
APPLES
,CARROTS—
59° OFFEE ;:r°z. "
LB

Can
KRAFT AMERICAN SLICES

FRESH TASTY

20 LB.BAG

12 Oz. Pkg.

KRAFT CARAMEL

WASHINGTON

DEL.

r

gt

Pkg--

Lb

MAXWELL HOUSE INSTANT

3(
CA

2 Lb. Bag

IT'S THE TOTAL Otli THE T

d1mm1ilmes0-404-4difforSig
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Ifs Right To limit Quantities — Food StamptiValcome

PEA
Help Us Celebrate
nniversary At Your •
49dams IGA

-Roll
4
---------Table

OSAGE

Ripe 'fl Ragged

IGA SALT
19'
4/400
TURNIMEENStit
26 Os
Box

2/
1
2
Size Can

Gallon

Bush

LIMIT!

KEEBLER

[ye Bargains Galor;tilus.

LIMIT!

MAXWELL HOUSE

CKERS

IGA--.TABLE RITE

59c

!Door Prizes To Register-For

Is Our Way:_Of Saying

1 LB.

You For Another Year.

3

100

p,Lb; $
Loaves

E! 249 - 10 Lb.Bags
R and 1:0 COUNTRY HAMS JUICE
79' EVAP MILK
BEAR CLAWST.
2/
69t4
ill draw Thursday for 20 bagsof Sugar
S/ON
DINNER
lags and Sat.50 bags.Saturday night
99$
dill also draw for 5 Country Hams,Sunday
.CRISCO
oo
1
11 draw for 5 CountiY Trams
—MUFFIN MIX-7514
3 Lb 49 ROLLS lP12is. 3/$
9
tEE BALLOONS,.
MARTHA WHITE- •
•
Can
vv.ith
100
& SUCKERS for the
BEANS
IGA

IGA

Pinesppk

46 Oz. Coo

MAC.& CHEESE

BUNNY SWEET ROLLS

Tall

KRAFT OR
&Wes

6% id% d%

•

MARTHA WHITE—CORN-7 OL PKG.

Pkg. Of 8.

IGA BROWN & SERVE

•

BUSH

Cut Green
30 1/$
3
Kidney Cans

'10.00 or more purchota -gxclycling

Shelly

dairy or tobacco products. No coupon

)FTER\r\

4
-1aE
nl
ci Decorated

& MELLOW VAU 'Y PATTERNS
fEEK'S 'FEATURE

KERS

FLO

$

CinnberrY
Cocktail 48 Oz.

•

$1

19TRASHBG

IGA
OLIVES 10 Oz Jar $

°9

PEPSI COLA

s 79 2-LITER

KELLY'S

CHILI

3.BAG

W/BEANS

IGAa„ 79t

Bakers Choc. Flavored

CHIPS
POP TARTS 59'
KELLOGG11 Oa. Box Assorted

Bakers Angel Flake

-

14 z
COCONUT:

PUREX

.

IGA—TOMATO

UCE

SALAD
DRESSING

1Er
AiiiAG
VEINEETA
7_
9
c
DETERGENT
CHEESE C
9
2 '
19 SAUCE 5 ,,,!1-994119
oFFRERE,upir..6
MARGARINE GE219
LIGHT BULBS
iUNBREAKABL7
• BOTTLE

CH $5.00 PURO-ASE

POES

-- Lb.

HEFTY-2 PLY—BOX OF 20

-r

T.

BUSH 2;PctKraut
C SPAGHETTI
7'
Cat 4/8gt
hort
is
s
i
cL
s
MAC.
199IJUICE-

Self-Risin

I want to say publicly to all our employees who donated to the
stadium lighting fund-in
iny name-, thank you.
With_people like yob
behind_ me how can I
fail. Yov are great and
appreciate you but you
sure pulled one over on
me this time.

Spinach or

T
r
oiT
ARLE

ATSUP

IGA TOMATO

4
1

c8a0nz.

Big
King
Size

.
(51.89 Value)

BUY 3BULBS GET 1 Bulb

303
,can

Natures Best
Quarters—Lb. Pkg.
••

THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!
•

ix--:40:40019100114Malip-41110'

• .
pm;E:4B
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Father Doesn't Believe
Son Pied Climbfall
our- manager

SEATTLE
Wilso n won't believe that his
mountain-climber son died in
a North Cascades crevasse,
and he intends to take what he
calla a "10 percent lung shot'
to prove it.

yield on that 'pointcould
jeopardize the compromises
reached by the conference
committee.
Dr!IL1 without an unanueipated- impasse, -Ow Pen-

unresolved issue, must be
WASHINGTON (AP) --approved by the full House
Congressis preparing to vote_
'and
riate.
on a huge military spending
The House, which is exbill but perhaps not in time to
-.peeled JO act first on the
prevent 'payroll problems for
conference report, does not
moie than 2 million service
personitief-and ctvtharterw-at the earliest. Theetit-would
ploy ees
go to theSenate and,finally.,to
With a $117.5 billion price
the White House for signature.
tag, the legislation would be
The conference irpoit'
he largest appropriation ever
'leaves unresolved whether to
passed by Congress. It will
consolidate Army and Navy
finance practically all defense
helicopter pilot training at
spending in the fiscal year
Fort Rucker, Ala. The House
that began Oct. 1.
originally
approved the
Senate and Nouse conferees
consolidation but the Senate
wrapped up their work on the
rejected it. The issue will,be
bill Tuesday after four days of
voted on again separately by
negotiations. The - conference
both houses. In theory, failure
report which includes.pne still
of one house or the other to
-

_

am going in there," said
Wilson after he flew herefrom
his Denver hurtle Tuesday. ''l
kn ow-his capability of staying

is _ uncertain_

whether it will be able toit
a payroll on Friday for 466,000
defense employes.

alive," he _said_of bis.25-y ear-

Payday

Cressw9rd Puzzler
--Acacts- 5 Paisonage
,
mon nem 7313
gam cos
atrium 33
WOO 3CICInFl
03110113333
riarniri gm !TM'
nra Irwarynrarv

old son,Lloyd
uniformed personnel falls on
But officials say Lloyd is
these
checks
Sunday, and
dead, the victim of a 400-tonormally would go out earlier
500-foot fall diming a descent
because of the weekend; a
WEAVES "EYE OF GOD'- Nina Olson of Hoopeston, Illinois, weaves an "Eye of
of 8,815-foot Forbidden Peak.
Pentagon_ spokesman said.
Gee during theleisureCraft Camp at Brandon Spring Group Camp in southern Land
Officials say his fellow
The Defense Department
Refscaen The Lalre, TVA's 170,000-acre demonstration area.
climber, Dave Hedrick, also
has been without funds since
died in the tali Sunday.
the start- of the new fiscal
"I told him there was ac
year. The defense spokesman,
tice21,1,Skagit
Coanty Coroner
said alternatives are being
Colin Verner said.
discussed, such as sending out
-Two other climbers, - Pat
checks with instructions not tO,
Millegan and Michael Eastcash them.
burn, told authorities they saw
-Thelegislation tota1s-.1S.2-.f
young Wilson and Hedrick fall
billion more than last year's
about the8,100-foot level.
from
spending, which was a record,
But the two other climbers
but is $1.5 billion short of
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP)- bus, driven by Warren occurred
President Carter's request for
spring, Could not reach the men, so
last
starting hospitalized Vickie Hall of they hiked for some 18 hours to
was
Shockley,
this fiscal year. Conferees Misconduct by pupils aboard a
said the -total fell under the Fayette - County school. bug through the intersection at Frankfort, a.teacher at Dixie notify authorities.
A Navy helicopter found the
and Elementary, after a school
Road
Circle
New
administration's proposal contributed to its collision
men in a crevas.se about
because money for a nuclear Monday with a LexTran bus, Eastland Parkway when the bus rammed the rear of tier -.Wien
7,600
feet
up on the northeast
causing_
two
injuries,
collided.
says
vehicles
automobile.
'afrcraft carrier was stripped
It was the second accident
from the bill after the Paul Frazer, the school
vymiltatri
nurse'
, olbwerdficasm
siti.OtAthNeain
system's transportation
"Aoy
ti
a
this year involving a school
child sa
president vetoed the ship.
but at that intersection and misbehaves, this can hap- from the helicopter, got within
The legislation contains a director.
misconduct
a 10 feet of young Wilson and
_James Gregory, tbe school.
"In most of*.
misconduct by pupils was a pen," Frazer,said.
restriction on abortions that
our accidents
bus driver, told police he was
factor each time, Frazer said.
is Hedrick and determined they
Would be paid for with
were dead, said John J,ensen,
turning left when the accident
The first -accident, which factor."

Pupil Misconduct A Factor In
ck
KIM

= 4 Entertain
note
9 Farm animal 7 Deposit
/12 A state:
8 Periods of
MO
: Abbr.
time
;13 Anon
- 9 Occur
14 Macaw
• 10 Native metal
45-tnrin-rduat- ---rt-t-ong-rstrriN='17 Meddle.
der fish
;19 The ones
16±4arpy
here
18 _1-Mall rug
.:21 Weaken
20•Cloth mean-22 Genus of
ure
•
maples
22 Showy
24 Shade tree
flower
26 Trial
23 Pursue
29 Panicle
25 Low
so4,incls
55 Toll
-31 Land parcel 27 Chairs
43 Preolous
56 Vase
military money.
:33 Born
28 Taut
stone
57 Female deer
It also, for the first time, occurred, but glanced toward
34 Symbol for 30 Click, beetle 45 Swifter
59 Gurcio's-ftigh
tanfiru m
-47 Seg'ame
32 Sailor
Would ifraiir travel -arid the back -of the 'bus before
:15 Triumphed 36 Insect eiig
49tectger entry . note ....moving allowances for the clearing the,intersection.
.37 -Lout
"He was looking back
52 Graft use of
38 Data
obscure
families of junior enlisted
N Article
41 Sleep
63 Or. s asst
5'Uëadows
because some of 4-he children
The
overseas.
sent
personnel
;AO Worm
4
Pentagon-- -had- lobbied -had - -been42 Apparatus"
problems," Frazer
44 Floats
strenuously for the benefits.
12
46 Lease
. The bill would put a "They'd been leartilig out of
illila
11 41111
.48 Spread hay
_ le
worIchwide ceiling of'350,000 on the bus windows."
411611
X Crate
A Dixie Elementary School
-number of dependents
,,the
:51 Lubricate =
pupil,
10-year-old Harold_
staff
conference
17ll
3i)
ill
overseas, but
6. -LigtlefleS •
26 •27 2111
22 23 1111
24
25
Cook, was _treated and
S5 Rolled up
said this still would leave
released at Good Samaritan
58 Defeated
room for travel allowances for
31132
dli
Hospital for minor chest in61 Before
29 MOM 3°
dependents.
6,000-9,000
36
37
38
62 Water wheel
Deletion of funds for the juries and was back in class
inli
33
64 Man s name
43
41
45 III
a
42
aircraft carrier Tuesday, Frazer said.
nuclear
45 Abstract
Mrs. Charles Waller, 63, a
defused most of the con, being
gin40
47
Se Depressions OE
troversy over weapons LexTran passenger, was
treated at St. Joseph Hospital
67 Male sheep
buying.
for a neck sprain.
DOWN
157
55 36
Sen. John Stennis, D-Miss,
1 Cover
illa
Both buses were out of
chairman of the Armed
61
2 Rubber tree 6I
service Tuesday, hut no ofthe
Committee,
said
Services
ialll
UUU
_3 Trade
111
legislation contains $12 billion ficial damage estimate had
4 Century
WIRE
2. NOTICE
to buy planesand $4 billion for been issued.
plant
Distr by United Featdre Synchcate, Inc.
Frazer
said
the
LetTrin
construction.
ship
lry

MUM
rri3E101
nmancifINIO

morn

mg me Inman
OM rime MEM

033

0 00013

of

the

Nora)
Park's

Cascades National
Skag it District.
The medic was 100 percent
certain," said Jensen, adding .
that poor vieather has delayed...
aro of ficial attempt to bring the.bodies-e(1t of the
Bill Wilson says he will give
$1,000 to the person who
reaches his son first. He says
-1*--and-his- -older -son,-firtice.,Will climb to the scene of the
fall if necessary.
4 Wilson said he has climbing
experience. But his wife, who
is still in Denver, said Lloyd

only

Mountain
was the
climber in the family.
"I'd say he's climbed every
mountain worth climbing in
western Canada;:jhe said of
A
her son.
Asked If- -she shared ber
husband's optimism, Mrs.
-IL's_the„ only
Wilson_re
thing we have."
HOLOGRAPHY EXHIBITS
NEW. YORK (AP) - The
Museum of Holography is
staging concurrent exhibitions
of two international artists -

Carl Frederik Reutersward of
Sweden and Ruben Nunez of
Venezuela-through Nov. 26.
The museum describes the
exhibits as multi-media exTeriences encompassing the
diverse works of the two artists.
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There will be a reading of Ordinance
City of Hazel, Non-discriminatory

Housing Ordinance, Oct. 19, 1978
and Nov. 6, 1978 at 7 PM, at the
Hazel City Hall.

IUU
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ADVERTISING DEADLINES

I'M SURPRISED AT YOU
qou usuALLY DON'T DO
'DOW TWNE6LikElliAT

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
-be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
ublication.

fire

153-1441

753-1621
texas
Ambulance

7514952
753-9332

reader
1
classIfids must be

Hospital
Emergency
*mane

7515131

submitted -by_, 12 noon
-before
day
the
publication.

Society
Comprehensive

Care

759-4141

-

,753-6622
. 153-1588.
Senior Citizens
. 753-0929
,.14tedline
• 353-lifED
[ter To Read yt753-2288
Poison Control

GO SAID I ,HAV E
ANkLES

1

PIANO IN STORAGE
spinet console
8eautiful
stored locally Reported like
new. Responsible party COT
tube at big saying on low
payment balance. Write lopfin
Piano, Joplin, Missouri 64801.

FOR WATKINS Producfs,
contact Holman Jones, 211 S.
13th phone 753 3128.

Randy Lee
CUSTOM
COMBINING' SOYBEANS

474-2384--

- foster s'•••-,/ Parenfise!›.---„
:.•753-5362
. 2.449-2411
Air,Def/
fareas'Ameems. 759-1792,
-759 1875-0-753-9261

SOCIAL .
CONCERNS
COMMITTEE
•
&
THE LEDGER& TIMES
It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
A Specialty At

Starks Nardware
641 North
$3.50
Shampoo ii-Set
$3.00
Itiir Cuts
Ptflaanant Wares
$12.50
Suit

ItONDIE

fir

"TwIS IS GLORiA
HAGMORE'OF OUR
MUSJC APPRECIATION
SOCIET•ei

Call Ann 753-0757 or
753-0061 Thurs.-Fri.-'
Sat.

I'M NOT at:MN&
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_
-'-"a

WAIT 1 NEW
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A BADGE.-
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WHO„,ARE
)621.4
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
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-753-8298
Swimming
Pools
Western Ky. Pools

---4424141
Paducah, Ky.
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IS. ARTICL

12th & Poiklar
753-1227
FREE PARKING! •
s. LOST a FOUND
BOYS 1978 Calloway -County
H.S. class ring. Initials
J.M.R. Reward. Call grfer 5
pm,753 7358.
FOUND. SMALL GREY
kitten at Cheri'Theatre. Celt
713 4444.
LOST, black steer with white
face in New concord Area
Call 753.8755.
LOST: TWO BLACK and
white Hampshire hogs and
possibly a white sow with
pigs. LOT between old Salem
Rd. and hwy 94. Call 153.0105
.have inforrnatiion as to
thelr location.
LOST - SMALL BROWN
male dog. Lost on Old
Concord Rd., Murray Call
751_2952..
44
LOST FIVE STAR W0.
,dolls in ally betting First.
Christian Church, SaturdaY. ,
Call 436,2447 after 5 pm.
LOST IlLACK & TAN Coon
Wee and one walker. Lost in
Clarks
River
bottom.
Number on colter is 4roftg
Cab 753-8066 or 753-182
BRICK
- MA-S-61.
0.-2
- new
is homes to be bricked.
C4t175309

BABYSITTER in or around
Kirksey area. Must have
references. For working
time, call 489-2746 before 9
am and after 7 pm.
'COOKS WANTED: Apply at
Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505
Stadium View Dr. Apply in
person only, between 9 and S.
GENERAL WORKERS,food
services
Permanent full
time, salary $2.65 per hour
Experience or knowledge in
food preparation prefered.
Must be in gbo&" health.
Apply at the office of Personnel Services, -2nd. Floor,
Sparks Hall, MSU.
MATURE
RELIABLE
EEMALE to care for 4 year.
- old and 5 month-old girls, in
my home. Hours 8:30 am-2
pm, Mon.-Fri light house
work. Must have own
transportation. Call 753.3493
after 5 pm.
MAINTENANCE MAN. Full
time, 40 hour week. Apply'ti
person, Regal 8, 517 S.
St. NO'p-hor.e Cain NEED DRUMMER and key
board player forlocal band.
Call 382-2547y1er 5 pm.
'
WANTED/COUNTER
morning' shift. Apply in
peryin. , No phone calls
--- pase.
Dixie
Cream
Doughnut, 1006 Chestnut St.
WANTED. Waitress and
cook. Apply in person at
Trenholms
Rest., 1206
Chestnut,
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY
EXTRA HOURS earns you
-$500 per 1000 stuffing en
velopes with our circulars.
For information write. S & S
Enterprises, 6750 Hetzler
Rd., Middletown, Ohio 45042.
YOUNG PERSON 18-35
years old _to work _througp-__
Christmas, must have car and be willing to travel up to
150 miles. Work 4 days a
week off 3 days. Don't
inquire unless you're ready
to go to work. Send application, 'self snapshot to'
Dale True, RIR-2, Troy. Tenn.
38260
II NSTRJJ C WINS _
INTERESTED IN malt-ing.
stained glass windows1Lessons taught by qualified
professionals. 10 .hourS of
instructions, $35. West
Kentucky Glass Works, 7591975
de.

INSURANCE
HOMEOWNERS
25°. DISCOUNT It YOU
QUALITY SEE WAYNE WILSON
HA MORE INFORMATION.
WILSON INSURANCE AND
REAL ESTATE - 302 N. 121II
753-3263.
3. SALE DR TRADE
1951 FORD PICKUP, with
Chrysler Heni engine and
automatic, body fair con
dition. Call 759-1813 atter 4
pm.
Ia. WANT TO BUY
GOOD USED Restaufent
kitchen equipment, al .-rypes,
also walk-in cçpklr and
freezer" Call 753,4870
GOOD USEp .PIANO. Call
436-5485. _-' .bLD ,Ef010.RS, Unusual -cir
porcelian knobs, interior or
erior. Call 753-6297,
FOR in house
walking and logging. Call
753-78537
USED Y-ELLOW
baby bed. Call 489.2742 after
5 pm.
WANT TO BUY: Any model
low mileage Datsun pickup.
Prefer- S.speed, nitia be fit
good condition. Call -753-4978
after 5 pm.
WANT TO BUY a used
bedroom suit. Call 7512377.
AUTHENTIC
MEXICAN
leather coats on sale now.
Sizes 34-42. Leather - purses
on sale. Call 502 759-4084.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel,
tripple wall friipe o" x 30",
$17.88. Instulation kit, $26.95.
Wallin Hardware!Paris, TN.
CORRELLE
Expressions,
all patterns, 20 piece sets,
_ Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW chains, st inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $1025.
20 inch, $13.99' and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
COMPLETE
BROWNIE
uniform, size 7,15. Boys and
girls Clothing sizes 6 8,$.05 to
$2. Women' -slacks, size 16,
$1.50. Decca portable tape
playe
lkshitr,
t,A25,
25, portable
see leR
919ivit,

Used Fi
Used Ap
Used

Ho* &
s

TABLE „AND
Rollaye6y bed,
pump, g
2327 after!
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ELECTROLU
Service in P4
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Hardwi
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controls, by
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Perated, $26.1
49.99. Wallir
Paris, TN.
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

II

ARTICLES FOR -SALA- ---.--

itfth glasi-idoocs and wire
inesti'draw screens. All sizes
and finishes, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
• FIREWOOD any length. Call
753 4951.
' FULL SIZE WOODENdesk,
- 7 radial Tires size 14, 2 coffee
tables, 2'clocks, light weight
dacron knit abric, over 1.00

North
Park's

tie
L..1

100 percent
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has delayed to 6ring the
he will give

rson who
. He says
son,
of the
4 climbing
wife, who

NEW SET OF right handed.
MG Lite McGregor golf
irons. Retail value at $315,
but wilt sell at $275 or best
offer. Call 759 1291 ,after 5
Pm.
21. MONUMENTS.
FACTORY OUTLET. New
shipment
of fiberglass
sheeting'for underpinning or •

y.
every
climbing in
she said at
I' bed

A

•

EXHIBITS
P) - The

t CHARGER_ n6ator
lismemememossmwasien
/V, brakes, air, AM
Purdom & Thurman FM casette-tape, low miles,
Call 436 5366 after 7
Insurance & Reel Estate $1600
Pm.

Mini
"

$I SERVICES OFFERED

49. USED CARS

43. REAL ESTATE

RENT OR LEASE ---

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent

753-4451

-A Rfi cornet'
ACI U
er
rai
o or
east and 280 near East
Eiementry Sclool. Wooded
area on west sitril'71ot. Call
753- 740.Satler.
m
building,
40 X 60 FOOT
suitable for workshop, air
compresser supplied. 1215
Duguid Dr. Call 753 4995.

M. SERVICES OFFERED

ELI
S.
ITV -we nein tforri
Fredonia. and Three Rii.ers.
Call 1 3112-2646. We also haul
sand and rock. Evetts
Trucking Co., Lynnville, Ky.

a 1901 247 5685
ysi
WET BASEMeNT1 We
maKei wet basements dry
work completely guaran
-tall or write Morgan
teed.
.1972 CHEVROLET, fair
condition, AM-FM radio, B. INSULATION BLOWN IN by Consruction Co. Route
-Wick tape. Must sell as soon Sears, save on these high Box -409 A, PaducAti, :as possible,'-"W25.Call 759- heating and cooling bills. 42001 Phone day or nign'
442 7026.
1077
*Call Sears 7.53.2310 for tree
54. FREE COLUMN '
'1975 CONTINENTAL 4 door. estimates.
Part Labra
' , tow LICENSEDILECTRTCIAN,'FREE
red and whitew
,
s 0, .
Call 436-5831 after 4:30.
.'
436.2427
and sun roof
call Ernest White, 7 -0605.
1967 DR , ER, has 440 LICENSED ELECTRICIAN V.WANTED
engine
ich iS in excellent and gas installation, will do WANTED: Names. ad• n. Aufomatic with plumbing, heating and sewer dresses, -information
steering, has wide cleaning. Call 753-7203.
regArding descendants Of
ires and wheels, $800. Phone NEED SOMEONE to clean Frocia (Miller) Farris, bore.
354 6217.
Calloway Co., Ky. 4 12-1873%
house? Call 753-3802
1977 DATSUN E1-210, air, AM. PIANO TUNING and repair. married,- Allen Farris 1890,
FMstereo, custom wheels, Call Jog Jackson at Chuck's died, 1924?.,Children believed
good condition. Must sell. Music Center, 753-3682 or 753- to be Marvin, Dottie Sharp,
Thomas, •Kelly, Coveta,
Calt753 2414 or 753.0389.
7149 after 6..pm.
Birdie. Preparing Miller
4---DOOR BELVEDERE, 1970 ROOFING,
or history. Contact Jane A
FLAT
Plymouth. gold with white shingles, water proofing and
Williford;
vinyl top. Power steering, mobile homes. 15 years Miller, ' 271
Memphis, Tn., 38112.
air, good tires, very clean, experience. Call 435.4173.
WANTED: SOMEONE to
excellent condition_ Calf 753excellent clear driveways of snow
ROOF I NG,
6241.
753-1486 through winter months. Call
Call
references.
1970 DATSUN 240 Z. Call 753-- 'between 7 am And 3.30_ pm.
Murray. Manor AptS". '7524501.
ask for Shelley.
8668. 1.974 ELCAMINO CLASSIC,
46,000 miles,
. . power and air,

Sourhsido Court Square
Murray, Kentucky

753-4758
111

Monoments in Draffinville,
Pm-ORE yifoOci, tree laps at KY. hwy 68 at. Purchase
6.
...Aurora WI hwy 94, 15 miles Parkway.
•trOrrt, Murray.---eut on per 24. MISCELLANEOUS
FOR SALE 1971 Jeep pickup.
•
•
FRIGIDAIRE refrigerator, Also goose floaters. Call 753
4.
condition,
$125. 0993.
good
Franklin fireplace stove, FREEZER BEEF. Choice
$100, Warm Morning gas grain fed aged beef. Front
heating stove $50. Call 437 quarter $.85 'cents a pound,
4155efter 2 m.
whole or side 5.95 cents a
Imps deed wide mobilo
SIZE BOXI-pringsancl pound. Hind quarter $1.05
Mee hucesteu1 hest, 2
WNW
under - spring mattress, cents a pound hanging
co *rim Imp et
bets,
excellent condition. Call 753- weight. Food stamps acfC.JV. voliotiovoek lee pee
/0-//
1928 United Feature naicate Inc
cepted. We also do custom
10,900.
.0814 after 4 pm.
GIBSON FROST FREE slaughtering. Paris Meat
causer if •1.ivile94 to
- refrigerator, avocado, 8125. Processing, 642-8201. One
oblo to offer rhos 3
mite north -ot -PartSott o
t1753-0747.
hoboes brick, we bath,
Murray road.
Gibson
CUSTOM
LESPAUL
lorgo-itylog room lees
'guitar L Year old. one 27. MOB. HOME SALES
WOW el Rye" for me to,,
37. LIVESTOCK-SU PP.
QUitsar 25" color tv, 1 year FOR SALE, 12 X 64 Viceroy,
our erre, pubic Col 153Old. Shure professional 3 BR,all electric, washer and MARE IN `Foel, mule
side
side stallion. Call 435.4331.
by
microphone, and 1 Dynamic dryer,
753 5945 after 5 pm.
•
183-31W
1211i Shoo
freezer, range, 38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
microp one re rigerator,
all new carpet, glass sliding OLD tNGLISH SHEEP dog
Stands.
43. REAL ESTATE
. REAL ESTATE
MOBILE HOME anchoring door and air, $5000 Call 753 puppies, AKC, 3 months,
UNIQUE
ONE
LEVEL
$125. Call Hopkinsville, 1 885
equipment now available t 4074 or 753-1877.
Design for easy relaxed,
FOR SALE REPOSESSED 1668.
Wallin Hardware: Paris, T
living!
with '
Master
bedroom
FOR SALE 4 BR hou , Lynr
MAO. Polished 1974 12 X 60 fPnobile home. 41. PUBLIC SALES
4 NEW
sitting room arid bath area,
ulldings,
Grove, garage,
- Aluminum wheels. .1-4 Ih-ch Call 753.6151.
BIG YARD-SALE. Thursday,
den with fireplace, plus all
ctric' heat,
wood stove,
with 2 L-60-14 Goodyear MOBILE HOME 12 X 65, 8.6. Little bit of everything.
The necessities, located on
Must sett,
weft,+ -4 a
-.-white letter tires, $160 good conditon, 2 BR. 1 t/2 Don't miss. 3 miles north of
large country lot- perfect for
siness to Paris,
moving
bath, lots of extras. Call 759. Stella or 4---th i le south of
Phone: 753-7393.
Your farnilso _ta enloy_.__Call
all 753-9400.
$30
4088.
Kirksey. Watch torsions.
1111 Sy cart ore
SIZE 13 Cub Scout uniform,
LORETTA
JOBS
. REALTORS at 753-1492.
size 14 Cowboy locket, boys TWO BR Mobile home, 1 1•2 3 PARTY YARD Sale, Fri.
753-0101-753 7531
bath,
coppertone
kitchen,
Call
759-1683
26 inch bicycle.
and Sat., 9.5 on 121 2 miles,
604 South lit% Street
44. LOTS FOR SALE
eyelevel oven, washer and west of Coldwater acros
after 4 pm. 1,
Phone (502) 753-7114
EXCECLENT CORNER lot,
heat
and
gas
dryer,
electric
Higgins
Ta
from
Gro.
SECURITY LIGHT, castTAvirray, Kentucky 42071
e. city water, located in
new
All
carpets.
759-4085
Cal
of
s
clothes,,
chairs,lamps,
753.6416.
Call
iron box stove.
SEARCH AND SEIZE.. Westwood subdivision
or 753 5816,
dishes, antiques, picture
Search thru this business for' Reduced to only $2,895.
USED GUTTERING. May be
curtains
frames,
the many advantages it could (DONALD
TUCKER
R
seen at 511 P1:7th. Street.
12 X 60.2 BR, extta nica. Call
43.
REAL
ESTATE
afford -you and seize the REALTOR. 502 Maple, 753-- 1967 FORD GALAXY Con"
UPRIGHT
FREEZER, 489.2774
BOYD- MORS
76 Acres, 30 tendable, 1'2 acre tobacco base with
vertable, extra clean, extra
it
make
to
your
opportunity
4342.
Call
OrN.P4201W-11k41104,
white, $150 or best offer.
8 X 45 TR-AtLOR and lot, new
sharp, $140, call 753.-4404
barn,IA?.aere-pond, lieg.iat. 24 x-24- Utility
-plus
today..
own
business
/
REM:I
STATE
TWO
.L.AR.GE_
464s753.6293.
well arid pump, 2500, make
..
baths,
birfore 5 pM or739.1879 after
and - merchandise.. Panorama "Shores
ffxtures
made of concrete block. 5 Bedroom house
oedrtg
14. NOME ACIRMI.SOUNGS - offer. Must- sett -70 'hp5 pm.
Do yourself a favor go look. TVA. "lake view". $2,703
more for $60,000.
and
this
an
heat,
oil
pump,
new
shape.
good
motor
CHINA CABINET and green Mercury
Call
LORETTA
JOBS $3,500. DONALD R TUCKER 1971
GREMLIN, 6 cyl.,
Professional Services
Call 436-2516.
recliner. Call 753.3248.
REALTORS at753-1492.
REALTOR 502 Maple, 753- straight shift, $600. Call 753
Thi
With
Touch"
Friendly
•
COOL1
7438.
'NICE BEDROOM suit, couch 29. HEATING I
TWO DUPLEX LOTS for 4342.
_
and odd chairs, antique wood FIVE- ROOM kero e fur
GARAGE SALE Oct.. 1.31441.
sale at reasonable price. 45. FARMS FOR SALE
.V. Bi-level, loaded
er and
b
Cook stove, metal office desk nace with
Johnson Blvd. across
Both lots for a total price of
1703
With
of good land. 28 from tennis courts. New
3
quality;
th*rmostat,- -SW -can rerf-V
.CattOtto Chester, 435-41-28
only $6500. Phone KOP 40 ACRES
lendable acres,some timber, hubcaps,
Wallace, 7534824.
things,
bedroom.2 bath; great
baby
PERUD REALTY,7,-3-1277.
2700 ft. hwy. stroller, curtains, bed
base,
tobacco
HEATERS Electric, Mat
room
w/fireplace,
old
frontage,
house,
log spreads, children and adult
thew -.4000 w., A stack,$34.99. ARE YOU LOOKING for a
Used Furniture
smoke house, many nice
electric` heat, wall-toclothing.
W.allin Hardware, PariS, TN. house in the county but are
building spots 1 mile from
Used Appliances
on a tight budget? Take a
wall carpeting. Enjoy
wood look at this two bedroom,one
Automatic
KING
Ky. Lake, New Concord area 1978 KING COBRA, sham.
Used T.V.'s
Call 759-4515.
heaters, $159.95. Wallin bath house in KirkseY It also
peace and quiet in this
$26,000.
Charles
Harddware, Paris, TN.
McCuiston 753.5124,
50. USED TRUCKS
has a liviing room, nice
scenic location. Call
TWO GOOD WOOD Stoves kitchen and eating area.
1967 CHEVROLET 1 ton flat
'16. HOMES FOR SALE
ApToday
For
Call 489.2166
There is a large garage with
2 BR BRICK HOUSE with 5 bed, dual wheels, 350 engine,
Boyd
pointment.
work area and for the fixer4 speed. Call 753 8500 a*er 7
32. APTS. FOR RENT
502 Maple
acres,
1
basement, 12
Janice Austin 753-8674 '
upers a large unfurnished
Majors Real Estate,
baths, all electric heat and pm.
753 4342
TABLE AND 6 Chairs, $10. FOR RENT.SOUTHSIOE upstairs that could easily be
T. Waldrop 753-1390
H.
416-2294.
•
pickup,
Liiftis
CHEVROLET
1955
also
burning
John
air,
wood
*
subsidized
105-N. 12th.
Rollayray bed, $10. A shallow Manor, HUD
made into a third bedroom.
engine newly over--hauled,
94
hwy
on
fireplace.
Located
Broker
elderly.
the
for
apartments
Pete Waldrop 753-7249
,f••, -vrturno, good, $log call One BR now available, rent Priced at $15,500. Phone
E. approximently 12 miles. body needs some work, $250.
For someone who wan763.2327 after 5 pm.
753.
REALTY,
KOPPERUD
6pm.
Call 753-3761 after 4 pm
Call 753-0935 after
based on income. Equal
ts a weekend retreat,
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
$32400.
opportunity housing. Call 1222 for all the inforMation,
1970 CJ -5 JEEP, 4.wheel
we have a LAKE
ELECTROLUX -Sales and 753-8221. FOUR ROOM house for sate, drive. Rough NO reliable,
FRONT -condominiuService in Paducah call 1- _TWO SMALL. -APTS. on
carport, front porch, lot 50' X $2500. Phone 759 4573 or 753
m, completely fur.143-6.169. In Murray call Tony Blood River Lake, $50 per
75' for 56000 or for rent $65 2248 after 6 pm.
°F. Montgomer y.753-6760.
nished and ready to go
winter
per month in Hardin. Call FOR SALE 1971 Jeep pickup
through
month
11,
159-4084 or153479S.
for only 814,950.
months. Electric heat and
_19. FARM EQUIP.
' Call 753-0993.
4 P. N.
REDUCED! MUST SELL, $I. CAMPERS • •
ALLIS CHALMERS 72' pull nice. Call 43.6-2427.
Weekends L [venoms Call
5 miles
of Murray, Ky. an Iltry. 94, across from
white frame, 2 bedroom
753-7411
type ' combine. Excellent 34. HOUSES FOR RENT
24 FT. CONCORD Travel
Joe Kennon 436 5676
home. House has basement, traitor, fultly self contained,
many extras FOR
South 12th at Sycamore
condition
Earl Lee's &re.
RENT-Farm house
electric stove, refrigerator sleeps 8, a'ir conditioned: Call
Phone: 435-4385.
Bud Noll 753 4168
near city. Garden, beautiful
TELEPHONE 753.1851
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Will sell apartment of' nice furniture, small apand dishwasher. Priced in .753-5574 days and 437.4794
7531624
Marry(
Pont
',FARMER SPECIAL,- stock setting, unfurnished-covpleS
..
BR,
4
Box,
Salt
England
New
teens. Call 753-9924 after 3:30 . nights.
pliances, glass, china, cooking utensils. Some an- •
prods by Shox Stock, model prefered. S175 per month.
Tucker
1930
753
Don
kitchen
rustic
baths,
2
60 ACRES OF SALE in New
pm.
tique items, living room suit, odd chairs and beds,
E-24, $9.99, model HD-30, Call 753-8096.
36 INCH PICKUP topper.
Providence community. Just cabinets with microwave.
47. MOTORCYCLES
$11.99, Sabre 6 model,$16.99. 36. RENT OR LEASE
dresser, desk, small tables, cedar chest, oak
Paneled, insulated, bubble
disposal and pantry. Breakfarm
all
is
this
which
listed
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
1977 KAWASAKI 650. Will
top, role out windows, welkin
'MOBILE HOME LOTS for fenced and cross fenced with fast area. Large great.room
straight chairs,chrome dinette. recliner, 14 metal
take best offer. Call 7524104 -doer. Ca41-741-4978after 5-pni.
FARMER SPECIAL, fence rent. All hookups. Call 75,3- approximately 7 acres of with wood burning fireplace.
'nley tact'
stone jar, dinner bell. Some pieces of
chairs,
stairand
fhlbrs
of-good-Boi-id
oakcontrols, by SKOx Stock, 9A16,
acres15
land,
'w6oded
WHITES CAMPER SALES
depression
glass. Lots of nice items. For in-----etectric or clattery op."
400-YZ racing
dealer
YAMAHA
Craft
Star
bottom land and the rest in 'way. Decorated throughout
Your local
011.1111atet Nom
extra
wallpaper,
perated, $26.95. 39.99 and
formation call:
•
bike,$400. Call 489-2149.
Complete line of parts and
torrent, 505 Pasture. Also on lovely with
SPACE
0111fte_.
OFFICE
AWAY/Seer
Hardware,
and
_
49.99. Wallin
hillside is well and septic storage. 2 car garage
accessories. Non-toxic
48. AUTO.SERVICE
raisee
Main St. Call 759-1429.
X
150
on
Located
Paris, TN.
shed
system ready for hookup wood
camper anti-freeze, $3.99 per
Ph.(901)42906 479-2713
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
435-4121 Lynn Grove, By.
with traitor or new home. All 255 feet lot on Hermitage Pl.
gallon. Located 4 miles from
South Fulton Tenn.
guarantee, 85 amp, $26.99.
I this at a realistic price Low appointment only. Call 753Murray on 94 E. Call 753
TN.
Paris,
Wallin
Hardware,
I 305. Phone KOPPERUD 0110.
0605.
REALTY,753-1222.
GOOD STARTER. Economic
52. BOATS & MOTORS
comfortable home
and
15 FT. , IMPERIAL BASS
located near the university
Boat, witli motor and trailor.
this home has fireplace in
753.5374 days, and 437-4794
Unfinished Wood
living room and is nicely
nights.
decorated throughout with
'In Business
53. SERVICES OFFERED
attractive paneling and wall.
Since 195f;'
to wall carpeting. This price
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
18-, 24-, 30"
Your Choice
work. Also
is right for a fast sale in the
refrigeration
7$15646
•
teens. Phone today for all the
small electrical jobs. Call
KOPPERUD
information.
753:0762.
Con be used in kitchen, at the bar, to set your plon BEAUT1F.UL BUILDING' REALTY,753 1222
cold
BEFORE
onotc See These At
lots in Kingswood, Westwood
weather, white rock and
Floored eed ready. Us to 17 x 24. Also been style, offices, corteges,
and Grove Heights. Some of
grade driveways. We have
mobile home od ens, and patios, Or U-1111311.0, pro,:ist completely really
,these lots are gently sloping
any size, limestone and pea
to assemble up to 74 s 60. Buy the best for less.............
I
Caltes_
. for your special design,
rayei__Erie -esti ma
others level and - rnast-are
Clifford Garrison, 753-54-29
wooded. Build and save.plus
after 4 pm, • save on city taxes. Priced
BYARS BROTHERS 8. Sanfrom $3500. THE NELSON
General home remodeing,
SHROAT CO., REALTORS.
framing, aluminurr
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'Special Sale
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FREE
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CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

We are also -C-ontinuing our sale on a
special group of

Kahki's & jeans

as stove,
2506

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

,Price Reduced

.1.

20121katesborough Circle

For-Sale By Owner
Call 1-44Z,7848

BIBLE FACTS - 759-4600

WALLIS DRUG

MECHANIC

BARKLEY LAKE

•e•
41
ef

Two level, 5 bedroom brick,,two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2.;;;
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with'?
built-ins, large lot. Tito car detached
garage with nice guest apartment a bOve.•
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000:
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ST. Jil-SIEW- -COUGH SYRUP
MR CHILDREN

NIGH PROTEIN
POWDER
WITH
16 OZ.
NEG.$14.95 VITAMINS I

Si JOSEPH

IMPROVED

Cough
Syrup

FIT AND
GRIP

LOW PRICE

REG. Mit

ONLY
99C
SPECIAWit
MARKEPACKAGb

RIGHT
GUARD

Kaopectate...
for the
'U

HEAD
&
SHOULDERS
SHAMPOO
11 OZ.
REG. $3.11

•the longest acting
nasal decongestant
_f up to 12hour
relief

Atra
FORTH
8 OZ. SIZE

Saltty Lock -Cap

36
TABLETS
RED.St

ST.JOSEPH'

ASPIRIN
FOR° CHILDRE

REG. 81'

38C

duces fever Fast Doctor A

• gilt-Guards
Anti-Perspirant
2.5 ounce
NEG.$1,55
NOW
ONLY

NOW
ONLY

1

5's

sow
9a MILT
fte

anAigesic products

11===11
1••••••••••••1
hoes!.
•••••
•l et tilt

INTRODUCING
THE FIRST
EXTRA-STRENGTH
ADULT LIQUID
PAIN RELIEVER!

a
!Web%
.46,0114

•••1 ALLERGY 110101CINE
row
.A0M4 12111[7..1 •f et'

2441.1aflaY TAILET3

$49°

The Dry
Look.

REG.$1.70

EXTRA-STRENGTH

RIGHT
GUARD

-5-bunce

Trac
Blades
NOW
ONLY

88,

FOR HAY FEVER
AND ALLERGIES..

CASH REFUND

NON-AEROSOL
REG.$1.78

99.
Ei

When You Purchase any
5ot these Gillette products
'
---SEE OUR DISPLAY
FOR DETAILS.

ALLEREST
TABLETS
24's REG. $1.99
$1 28 r

$1.00 REFE OFFER

REG.$2.59

TABLETS 60'S OR
CAPSULES 50'S
YOUR
CHOICE

•

$

56

•

THERMAL
LAMINATED
JACKET

Size: trioigh, 6-13/16" wide_
.
1-2er-Ae-. -1-500-eretIN
(L0e
,750 wells; High: 1500 watts)
Sh•pg. WI 6 lbs.

REG.815.95
CIRCULATING HEATER

Full Zipper
Two Pockets

Because it's round, it disperses tan-forced heat
evenly, over a wide area Because it weighs only
4 pounds 2 ounces, you can take it wherever you
need it.
;
The therm-cutoff safety switch automatically prevents overheating. And the rich, distressed-pecan
finish and black trim make . it handsome enough
to come out of the corner.

SMALL-MEDIUM-LARGE
ASSORTED COLORS

PRESTO

LO-BOY PORTABLE HEATER
Instant ,ridiant fan-forced heat eircis supplementary
heating needs. Dependable- for. bathroome, garages. basarnents, amusement
rooms, attics, nurseries
cabins. etc. thermostatic Control maintains desired temperat
ure safely —evenly
Quiet fan circulates heat. Sturdy safety grille guards Instant
1500 watt heat
ribbon element. Safety tip-over switch shuts heater
off automatically in case
unit is accidentally tipped over. Attractive stylinil -plugs in almost anywhere.
6.foot attached cord Positive on-off switch

RsEggil
LOW PRICE

SAVE $13.07

REG. $36.95
LOW PRICE

SAVE $15.07

L k

PRESTO DELUXE PORTABLE HEATER
Provides radiant fan-forced heat instantly for children's rooms, bathrooms, amusement rooms, nurseries, garages. Thermostatic control
maintains desired temperature evenly and safely. Dual directional
designs assures wider flow of .heat. Quiet fan circulates heated air intb
all corners lf the room. Instant heat ribbon elements total 1500 watts
with dual "c)ntrol to operate both elerAents together, or upper element
only. Elern*nts guarded by chrome sefety grille. Safety Tipover Switch
shuts heater off automatically. Attractive styling, plugs in anywhere. 7-ft
attached cord. Positive on-off switch.
.

REG.
$49.95

2.,

Who'll
When

Stock No. H+1

The Presto Ultra-Heal 500e circulating heater
--T6 only 10 inches high. Small enough to hold in
your hand. But it warms up a room with 5000
BTUs of heat, at the flick of a switch.

FAIb Cutts and Bottom

•••••••••••••••••••4111,
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SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

STOCK NO. HIS
21 x 61/2 x 15`
• 120v AC, 1500
watts
(750 with upper unit
only)
Shpg. Wt. 13 lbs., 4
oz.
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